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Blanking Problems?
The DPS-1

has the solution!
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Vertical blanking problems are frequently encountered
today with expanded use of cassette VTRs and floating
window TBCs.

While the VTR is often blamed for the problem, it is
actually the floating window of the TBC that moves the
picture up and down as it tries to compensate for a
limited correction range. The floating window TBC
sends advanced sync to the VTR and relies on the Tape
Control Track to vertically position the picture. Even
with stable video tapes this can create a line or two of
vertical blanking error.

The solution is the employment of a TBC with a fixed
window and sufficient memory to correct the large time
base errors frequently encountered in unstable
recordings.

The DPS-1 has a fixed 32 line window that positions
the picture precisely and eliminates vertical
movement. Horizontal blanking is fully programmable.

If you need convincing, ask someone who has one.
Or we can arrange a demonstration.

digital
video

jsystems
Digital Video Systems, 519 McNicoll Avenue, Willowdale, Ontario, Canada M2H 2C9. Telephone: (416) 499-4826.
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At Videomax, we've discov-
ered the secret of long life
for master heads. It's called
MEGAMITET". a new material
for head tips that stands up to
hour after hour of tape wear-
without any special care.

After extensive field tests,
we are confident that MEGA -
MITE will outlast every other
tip material we've come
across. We're so sure of it,

Videomax
Introduces

The new tip material that
makes master heads last a
long, long time.

we're using MEGAMITE tips
in every RCA "XM" Series
Master Quality Head Assem-
bly we make. And guarantee-
ing each head for 500 hours-
regardless of operating and
environmental conditions.

So if you're fed up with mas-
ter heads that never seem to
last, call Videomax. We dis-
covered fae secret of long life.
And guarantee it.

ETM

Videomax
A Division of Orrox Corporation
3303 Scott Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 988-2000 Telex 910-338-0554

Sales and Service
New York: (212) 947-8031
Los Angeles: (213) 980-7927
Atla-,to: (404) 992-4490

videomax®

EM.=111

VIEGAMITE"' s a proprietary development of Videomax.
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PERFECT PACKAGE

Tie the world's most successful production switcher* to
DVE (Digital Video Effects) and E-MEM (Effects Memory),

and you have the most powerful teleproduction package

available today.

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
A TEKTRONIX COMPANY

Grass Valley Group Field Offices: WEST; 4419 Van Nuys Blvd Ste 307, Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 (213) 990-6172  SOUTHEAST; 1644 Tullie Cir NE, Atlanta, GA 33029 (404)

321-4318 NORTH CENTRAL; 810 W Bristol St, Elkhart, IN 46514 (219) 264-0931* NEW ENGLAND & MID ATLANTIC; Station Plaza East, Great Neck, NY 11021 (516)
487-1311* SOUTHWEST; 2639 Walnut Hill Ln Ste 143, Dallas, TX 75229 (214) 3584229. MIDWEST; 3585 N Lexington Aw Ste 374, Arden Hills, MN 55112 (612) 483-2594



BROADCAST INDUSTRY

FCC Issues Notices On AM
Stereo And FM Quad
After having issued a Notice of Inquiry
regarding AM stereo, and having re-
ceived the National AM Stereo Com-
mittee's report (along with other com-
ments) some time ago, the FCC issued a
Notice of Proposed Rule Making on
September 14, 1978.

According to Wilson Lafollette,
chief of the engineering branch of the
Commission's broadcast bureau in the
policy and rules division, "We are
leaving all five systems under consider-
ation at this time, so that further com-
ments can be solicited regarding the
merits and demerits of each."

An important area of concern is the
consideration of bandwidth. Regions
one and three of the International Tele-
communications Union have already
gone to nine kHz spacing. Lafollette
said, "We're not saying we are going to
change; we want to keep our options
open." He went on to say that com-
ments would be expected and wel-
comed from broadcasters, manufactur-
ers, associations, engineers, and any
part of the public that can contribute
helpful information concerning the is-
sue.

Regarding FM quad, the FCC re-
jected a staff -recommended Notice of
Proposed Rule Making, with instruc-
tions that a further notice of inquiry
would be preferred. Lafollette said that
with current FM spacing at 200 kHz,

the important question is whether there
is any interest or feasability in going to
150 or even 100 kHz. And what impact
would such proposals have on quad? At
this point, nobody knows, hence the
Further Notice of Inquiry.

Court Rejects SBS License
The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
overturned the FCC's authorization of
Satellite Business Systems (SBS). The
court deemed insufficient the FCC's
reasons why an evidentiary hearing was
not necessary.

Three judges unanimously ruled that
the FCC argument for granting a license
(that the public interest pre-empted any
anti -competitive impact in the industry)
was in violation of Section 11 of the
Clayton Antitrust Act. The court re-
jected the agency's right to rely on its
expertise in the industry it regulates,
saying, "We cannot accept such a
broad use of agency expertise in lieu of
evidence on the specific issues in the
case."

The court ruled that the FCC could
proceed in the SBS application without
holding an evidentiary hearing only if it
could assume all the relevant facts.
However, the court contends that the
FCC cannot make such assumptions.
Furthermore, it could not be assumed
that existing anti -competitive elements
would be outweighed by the benefits of
license approval.

The FCC's licensing of SBS (a joint

Emmys For
Thomson-CSF, CBS
And PBS
The National Academy of Television
Arts and Sciences has awarded tele-
vision "Emmys" to Thomson-CSF
Laboratories, Inc. and CBS, Inc. for
the development of the Digital Noise
Reducer (DNR) for color television,
and to the Public Broadcasting Corpo-
ration for public broadcasting satellite
interconnect development.

The DNR makes it possible to elimi-
nate picture noise (snow, flicker, or
color confetti) during the transmission
of TV images to home TV sets. The
device examines picture elements for
noise, and is able to filter noise out
electronically, within nanoseconds.
(See story p. 97.)

The DNR, patented by CBS and
manufactured, under license by

Receiving Emmys for outstanding
technical achievement are (left to
right): Renville H. McMann, Jr.,
president, Thomson-CSF
Laboratories, Inc.; J. Kenneth Moore,
vice president, CBS Technology
Center; and John Ball, vice president
of engineering, Public Broadcasting
Corp.

Thomson-CSF, is widely used in ENG,
videotape and film reproduction,
microwave reception of TV signals,
and in the CATV field for satellite
reception.

venture of IBM, Comsat, and Aetna to
handle voice, data, and facsimile com-
munications in a digital format) had
been challenged by the Justice Depart-
ment in a suit consolidated with others
filed by Western and another filed
jointly by American Satellite Corp. and
its parent, Fairchild Industries.

U.S. Court Says No Need
For Audio Tapes
In a recent decision, the U.S. Court of
Appeals has ruled that Congress does
not have the right to order educational
broadcasters to maintain audio tapes of
programming important to the public.
The court ruled five to four that an FCC
rule requiring such tapes to be made and
held for 60 days by educational broad-
casters is unconstitutional.

The importance of the decision ex-
tends beyond the issue of audio tapes.
The decision indirectly addresses the
issue of Congressional control over
broadcast programming decisions
throughout the industry.

Chief Judge J. Skelly Wright ruled
that, "In this case the specter of Gov-
ernment censorship and control hovers,
not only over public broadcasting, but
over all broadcasting, for if this legisla-
tion is constitutional to public broad-
casters, similar legislation as to all
broadcasting is standing in the wings. If
the Government can require the most
pervasive and effective information
medium in the history of this country to
make tapes of its broadcasts for possi-
ble Government inspection, in its own
self interest that medium will trim its
sails to abide the prevailing winds."

The FCC wrote the rule under the
auspices of the Public Broadcasting
Act. Public broadcasters argued that the
rule exceeds the Government's control
over public broadcasting, and that the
language misses the Congressional in-
tent to ensure that public service pro-
gramming be fair.

The rule requires that all broadcast-
ers who receive Government funding in
any form maintain audio files for 60
days, and make those tapes available to
the Government free of charge on de-
mand, and to the public at cost.

The court held that the statute was
unconstitutional in that it violated the
equal protection guarantees implicit in

continued on page 8
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AUDIO DESIGNS

The
ultimate audio
distribution system.
ADM quality
throughout.

The DA16/CH2O is the broadcaster's answer to
audio distribution. It offers a unique and versa-
tile solution to this age-old problem.

 Each amplifier is a one -input, six -output plug-
in card with +24 DBM input and output
capability.

 The input is transformer coupled and each of
the six outputs is individually transformer -
isolated.

 Amplifiers have individual front panel gain
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adjustments and individual test points for both
power and audio.

 The CH2O rack frame has redundant power
supplies with automatic changeover.

 The DA16/CH20 system is designed and built
to demanding Audio Designs and Manufac-
turing quality standards.

There are many more features. For complete
information, contact us today.

AUDIO DESIGNS AND MANUFACTURING, INC.

ADM
The
Audio
Company

16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 48066  Phone: (313) 778-8400, Cable: AUDEX TLX-23-1114
DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE U S A BY I= INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS, INC.



News

the Fifth Amendment-"that there is
no basis for a finding that the require-
ment reasonably relates to any objec-
tive to which the government can as-
pire, and no rational justification has
been shown for the disparate treatment
it meets out to noncommercial broad-
casters who have been aided by Federal
funding (as compared to broadcasters
who have not received Federal funds,
both commercial and noncommer-
cial)."

Staffing of TV News Up,
Radio Down
According to a survey by the Radio and
Television News Directors Association
(RTNDA), a typical television station
during 1976-77 added one person to its
news staff, while at radio stations, the
average newsroom staff either declined
or held its own, depending on the mar-
ket size.

The survey further showed that TV
stations without even one full-time
news person were usually independents
in major markets. In fact, major mar-

MONOMAX BY AMPRO

When you go
AM Stereo,
don't make your
mono listeners turn
to someone else.
AM Stereo is coming and FM Stereo is here. Your rich, clear stereophonic
sound can lose a lot of its punch when heard on a monaural receiver.
Phase cancellation, response holes and peaks can make it sound downright
dull and lifeless. And that turns off listeners. That's bad business for you
because the majority of your prime time audience consists of mono
receivers.

To give your mono listeners the sound quality they demand, you need
Monomax ...the new stereo tape matrixing system from Ampro. Monomax
helps your signal come across strong and clear because it
totally prevents phase cancellation problems. Now your
mono as well as stereo listeners can enjoy the full lively
sound you transmit.

Don't settle for less than Ampro perfection.
Take a closer look for yourself. Send for our FREE

brochure on MONOMAX.

A850 PENNSYLVANIA BLVD., FEASTERVILLE, PA 19047 . (215) 322-5100

Professional Equipment for Broadcasting Professionals

AMPRO BROADCASTING INC.
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kets showed a decrease in news person-
nel since a similar survey was con-
ducted more than a year and a half ago.
This decrease, however, was attributed
to a higher than expected response rate
in the top ten markets, and may not
reflect an actual decrease. Moderately
large markets increased the size of their
TV news staffs by an average of nearly
two persons, while other market
categories saw an average personnel in-
crease of about two-thirds of a person.

Typical radio news staffs were made
up of just over one full-time news per-
son, usually assisted by a part-timer.
The median for radio dropped by more
than one person to two and one-half full
timers in major markets. The drop
could be attributed to the demise of
some all -news formats between 1976
and 1977. The median staff for radio
was about two in large markets, just
over one in medium markets, and well
under one full-timer in small markets.

The survey also found that TV news-
rooms averaged a little more than four
openings during 12 months. The rate of
turnover was nearly three times as high
in the smallest markets as in the ten
largest. In radio, the turnover was about
one in three and nearly twice as fre-
quent in small markets as in large.

More than half of the newspersons
hired came from other stations. In TV
nearly a fourth came from college cam-
puses and in radio a third were hired out
of college. The larger the market, the
greater the likelihood that a newly hired
newsperson came from another station
rather than a college campus.

Japan To Introduce
Multiplex Sound
Broadcasting

According to Electronic News, Sept. 4,
1978, multiplex sound broadcasting
will be made available in Japan this
month. In addition to opening new
equipment markets, it will allow
Japanese TV viewers to watch foreign
movies in either the original language
or Japanese dubbed versions. It will
also be possible to hear musical pro-
grams in stereo.

The Radio Regulatory Council for
the Posts & Telecommunications
Ministry has given the go-ahead to a
government plan which authorizes TV
stations to begin multiplex broadcast-
ing techniques. Twenty-four broadcast
stations have already applied for
licenses.

It is expected that receivers for mul-
tiplex broadcasting will be built into
TV sets with special multiplex adap-
ters; sold separately with adapters for
about $125 to $175 for TVs with mul-
tiplex terminals; or sold as independent
adapters which could be connected to

continued on page 10
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FRAME SYNCHRONIZER
Locks all remote signals to
house sync. Network, ENG,
Remote pick-ups, and satellite
signals will mix with local
signals with no disturbance.

Sampling video at 4 times sub -
carrier for superior technical
standard and picture quality.

TIME BASE CORRECTOR
Will "NTSC" COLOR and sync
of low cost VTR's.

FRAME FREEZER
Will act like having another
camera in the studio for still
shots. Will freeze any full frame
picture. Will retain last frame of
interrupted incoming signal
automatically until picture is
restored.

VIDEO COMPRESSOR
No matter how a slide or scene
comes in, you can compress
and/or change its aspect ratio
as you wish, down to one pic-
ture element, and position it
anywhere on the screen.

Pat. pending

You will not be locked out with one
video channel "Squeezoom." Add
other channels as you wish. Too
many exciting features and appli-
cations to describe. Call us toll free
1-800-874-4608. Continental U.S.

One Channel
or up to

4 Channels in One

Simultaneous Live Telecast

ELECTRONIC ZOOM
See or read information not
possible without zoom.

In sports, determine if ball is
good, simply freeze and en-
large. Call foul plays more ac-
curately. Zoom capability on a
remote or recorded scene.
Zoom while chroma key
tracking.
VERY SPECIAL EFFECTS
With 2 channels or more, open
new unlimited vistas of movie -
type effects.

Avoid FCC violations. TV blank-
ing standards automatically
restored with squeezoom.

Record 4 pictures on one re-
corder and play back any one
full screen with no perceptible
degradation.
Display two or more ENG feeds
simultaneously. Decided ad-
vantage in news, special events,
sports.
Conceived, designed, and
manufactured in Florida by
Vital Industries, Inc. -makers of
the VIX-114 Series Switching
Systems.

HI TECHNOLOGY PRODUCT INNOVATORS

VITAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

MAIN OFFICE: 3700 N.E. 53rd Ave., Gainesville, Fla. 32601 U.S.A.  Tel.: Area 904-378-1581  TWX 810-825-2370

MORRELL BEAVERS Midwest
2644 North Seventh St.

Terre Haute, Indiana 47804
Phone 812/466-3212

ROBERT McALL Northeast GORDON PETERS Southwest
34 Autumn Lane P. 0. Box 912

Hicksville, N. Y. 11801 Arlington, Texas 76010
Phone 516/735-0055 Phone 817/467-0051

Circle 103 on Reader Service Card

ERIC KING Southeast
Fox Hill Road

Lynchburg, Va. 24503
Phone 804/384-7001

BARRY HOLLAND West Coast
7960 West Beverly Blvd.

Los Angeles, California 90048
Phone 714/497-4516



News

stereo systems and used with current
model TVs without multiplex termi-
nals.

The Electronic Industry Association
of Japan estimates that approximately
30 percent of Japan's present color TV
owners will purchase multiplex TVs or
adapters in the next three years. Sales
revenues are estimated at $1.4 billion
for firms selling built-in multiplexers,
$119 million for separate TV adapters,
and $298 million for stereo adapters.

Policy Statement Rather
Than Rule Change On
Shared Towers Requested

The NAB filed comments with the FCC
asking that it make a policy statement,
rather than a rule change, regarding the
joint use of television towers by UHF
and VHF stations. The Commission
had been petitioned by Triangle Tele-
casters, Inc. to make the granting of a
tower construction or modification
permit to a VHF station conditional
upon that station permitting a UHF sta-

Quality
at $ 790

THE PD IC RECORDER plays
mono tapes in "A" size cartridges.
Stops automatically on lkHz cue.
Big and small for the same
reason: nothing else does this task
so well, so long, so reliably, with so
little maintenance. Also available
in Reproducer Only for $590.

111TEIMATI0f1a TAPETROnICS CORPORATIOn
2425 South Main Street, Bloomington. Illinois 61701

ITC -Form #119-0012-001

CALL TOLL -FREE
800-447-0414

Ask about our no -risk,
30 -day trial offer.
Call collect from Illi-
nois, Alaska, Hawaii:
(309) 828-1381.
Standard 2 -year
warranty.
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Marketed exclusively in
Canada by McCurdy Radio

Industries. Ltd.. Toronto

tion to mount an antenna on their tower
at the UHF station's request and ex-
pense.

The NAB, while supporting Triang-
le's intent, said that a rule change was
unnecessary since no UHF station had
complained of being refused a request
to mount an antenna on a VHF tower,
nor had any comments been filed in
support of Triangle's petition. Triangle
stated in its petition that such a re-
quirement would help UHF stations by
reducing costs associated with tower
construction and by reducing "land-
scape clutter" and "air hazard prob-
lems."

It is NAB' s contention that a policy
statement by the Commission rather
than a rule change would accomplish
the intended purpose of the petition,
without additional paperwork or
additional federal involvement. Said
NAB, there is a rule which fully pro-
tects UHF TV licensess from the possi-
ble harm Triangle proposes to eliminate
by further rule making.

NAB Endorses Senate Bill
Reversing Stanford Daily
Case
Donald P. Zeifang, senior vice presi-
dent for government relations of the
National Association of Broadcasters,
told a U.S. Senate subcommittee that
NAB supports legislation that would
reverse the U.S. Supreme Court ruling
in the Stanford Daily newsroom raid
case.

In May, the Court ruled that the First
Amendment allows police officers to
perform surprise searches of news of-
fices, without notice or opportunity to
raise a judicial challenge, even where it
has not been shown that the news or-
ganization is involved in criminal activ-
ity or is likely to destroy evidence in its
possession.

Zeifang told Sen. Birch Bayh (D-

Ind), chairman of the Senate Subcom-
mittee on the Constitution, that NAB
supports the Senator's bill that would
require a subpeona as the sole means by
which the police may seize evidence of
a crime.

Zeifang said that this approach "ac-
cords due respect to our First Amend-
ment rights since it would place the
burden on the news media to produce
the evidence rather than empower the
police to invade our newsrooms. Fur-
thermore, the subpoena proposal rec-
agnizes the privacy rights of all citi-
zens, including the press, to be safe in
their private abodes and protected from
unreasonable searches and seizures."

Bill Monroe, executive producer and
moderator of Meet the Press, and
Thomas Becherer, news director,
WBAL-T V, Baltimore, Md., also tes-
tified before the subcommittee. Mr.

continued on page 12
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Our Model 9000
is a winner. \\
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We knew our Digital Noise Reducer was something
special-now it appears the industry does too. We are
proud to accept this coveted Emmy for Engineering
Achievement on behalf of our Model 9000 Digital Noise
Reducer.

Thomson-CSF will continue in research and devel-
opment toward ever more dramatic innovations in the
electronic media industry.

The Model 9000 Digital Noise Reducer analyzes in-
coming video signals on an element -by -element basis,
achieving a dynamic 12 db signal-to-noise improve-
ment with up to 15 db available for special
applications.

It provides significant operational value where low
lighting or streaky chroma-noise makes picture quality
poor. With our Model 9000 Digital Noise Reducer, a
marginal noisy input color signal becomes a broadcast
quality output signal. And no objectionable artifacts are
introduced at normal settings.

Dramatic improvements have been accomplished
in both studio and remote applications. 2" multi -
generation video tape, U-Matic multi -generation, stu-
dio cameras, film -to -tape transfers, Electronic Film Pro-
duction, microwave transmission, C. A.T.V., satellite

4

440

transmission, off -air reception, Telecine film grain re-
duction and Electronic Journalism at low light levels are
some examples of the Model 9000 Digital Noise Re-
ducer's successful applications.

Make your picture a winner with our winner as so
many TV stations and production houses already have.
The Thomson-CSF Model 9000 Digital Noise Reducer.

THOMSON-CSF LABORATORIES, INC.
37 Brownhouse Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06902

(203) 327-7700/TVVX (710) 474-3346
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FOR BROADCAST AUDIO
MEASUREMENTS, if you

compare features . . .

AUDIO GENERATOR

Hewlett
Packard
339A

Combined
With Analyzer

Intermodulation test signal No
Wow & Flutter test signal No

Simultaneous L&R Outputs No

600 ohms and 150 ohms Source No

Stereo Matrix Switch (L,R, L+R, L -R) No

Switch to remove signal and ter-
minate line for S+N/N No

10 dB, 1.0 dB, 0.1 dB Step Attenuators No

AUDIO ANALYZER

Harmonic Distortion Mode
Automatic Nulling
Automatic Set Level

Intermodulation Distortion Mode
AC Voltmeter Mode
Stereo Phase Meter Mode

L/R Amplitude Ratio Mode
Wow & Flutter Meter Mode

PRICE

Sound
Technology

1710A

Combined
With Analyzer

Option
No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Combined with Combined with
Generator Generator

Yes

Yes

Yes*

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Option*
Option
Yes

No

No

No

$1,900.00 $3,695.001

Potomac
Instruments

AT -51

Separate
Unit

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Separate
Unit

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

$2,295.002

*Limited to 10 dB capture range.
1Price includes options listed.

2Total price for Generator and Analyzer including protective covers and 4 test cables.

AT -51
AUDIO TEST
SYSTEM

110 - 
. . . there is only

one logical choice!

Nor

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE.

ll'TOMAC INSTRUMENTS SILVER SP89-2662RING, MD 20910
130 5

News

Monroe said that if the Stanford Daily
case is not corrected by Congress, it is
going to have "a subversive effect on
the vigor of investigative, reform -
minded journalism." Mr. Becherer
commented that the public has a right to
expect investigative reporting, but sta-
tion management may not be as agres-
sive under a threat that its files may be
searched.

Wisconsin Educational
Radio Goes Dolby
Statewide
Wisconsin Educational Radio Network
(WERN) has switched to an advanced
system of operation. The Dolby system
provides a substantial improvement in
the quality of FM reception. WERN is
the first state network in the nation to
use the system, according to Bill
Woods, director of engineering.

According to technical supervisor
Don Moran, the Dolby noise reduction
units are presently the only ones ap-
proved by the FCC for use on FM
transmitters. To facilitate the use of the
new system, Dolby calibration tones
will be transmitted to enable listeners
with external decoders to adjust their
receiving equipment. Receivers with
internal Dolby do not need this adjust-
ment. Tones will be transmitted twice
weekly.

Although approximately 100 FM sta-
tions in the country are already "Dol-
byized," the Wisconsin network is the
only one so far to adopt the system on a
statewide basis. The move to do so re-
quired installation of a small flat unit
approximately the size of a "dress
box" on each of the nine transmitters
of the Wisconsin Educational Radio
Network.

Normal methods of reducing noise
usually involve compression of the
audio signal, and result in distortion of
many of the sounds, particularly the
higher frequencies. The Dolby system
enables restoration of a high standard of
performance to FM broadcasting by al-
lowing dynamic range to be extended.
It is reported that music broadcast over
the state network will now be much
closer to concert quality.

NAB Backs AT&T On Ads
In a filing before the FCC, the NAB
said that the regulatory agency should
not reverse its long standing policy of
allowing the cost of institutional adver-
tising by AT&T and the Associated Bell
Systems to be passed along to consum-
ers in the form of rate hikes.

Consumer groups have recently
begun to press for regulations that

continued on page 14
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OVER 1905( IN LESS THAN A YEAR. ZOOM!
When our 18:1 was boldly introduced as "the ultimate studio lens:' we were confident that its

larger relative aperture, superior wide-angle coverage and shorter M.O.D. would
raise a few eyebrows in the industry. Less than a year later, more than 100 network stations, independents,

ETV installations and production houses proved we broke an industry precedent.
With understatement. For more information, or to arrange a demonstration, please write or call:

Canon
Canon U.S.A. Inc. Head Office. 10 Nevada Drive. Lake Success. N.Y. 11040 (516) 488-6700  140 Industrial Drive,

Elmhurst. III. 60126 (312) 833-3070  123 Paularino Avenue East, Costa Mesa, Ca. 92626 (714) 979-6000
Canon Optics & Business Machines, Canada, Ltd., 3245 American Drive. Mississauga. Ontario L4V 188. Can.

Canon Amsterdam N.V., Industrial Products Division: De Boelelaan 8. Amsterdam. Netherlands
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News

When you're covering major news and sport-
ing events, traffic can get very cluttered at
7GHz. Don't let RF interference put a crimp
in your coverage. Climb above adjacent chan-
nel hash with the superior signal of NEC s
40GHz field pickup unit.
 Meter -referenced pan and tilt allow zero -
in with unerring accuracy.
 Rugged, compact construction and water-
tight all-weather design give dependable
performance under adverse conditions
 Options include polarizer, DC/AC battery
operation carrying cases, and lens horns or
parabolic antennae for up to 10 mile range.
 Available as Transmitter Receiver, Trans-
ceiver with up to 4 Audio Channels.
For complete information about how the
40GHz FPU can clear up your signal, call
800-323-6656.
In Illinois call 312-640-3792.

Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.

NEC America, Inc.
Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane
Elk Grove Village. Illinois 60007

2(809 BED
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would prohibit AT&T and Bell from
categorizing institutional advertising
expenses as legitimate operating costs
upon which their rates to customers are
calculated. NAB said that commercial
speech enjoys First Amendment protec-
tion and that AT&T "is entitled to en-
gage in the unencumbered dissemina-
tion of lawful information whether
promotional or institutional in nature."

NAB fears that such regulation
would involve the Commission in ques-
tions of commercial content, and that
this could lead to similar treatment of
other regulategi industries and plunge
the Commission into an undesirable
role "as chancellor of advertising con-
tent."

First Pay -Per -Program TV
On The Air
The first over -the -air, per -program,
pay TV service has gone on the air over
KWHY-TV, Channel 22, Los Angeles.

The service offers current and classic
motion pictures to its subscribers every
weekday night from 8 p.m., and from 7
p.m. on weekend evenings. During the
daytime KWHY will continue its regu-
lar programming. The pay -per -

program service is called SelecTV, and
is operated by American Subscription
Television of California, Inc. (ASTC).

In order to make the programming
available to some 3.8 million homes in
the Los Angeles area, KWHY has in-
creased its transmitter power from
107,000 W ERP to 2.57 million watts
ERP -a 25 -fold increase which makes
KWHY one of Southern California's
most powerful television stations. The
station transmits from Mount Wilson
with an antenna height of 5,896 feet.

Showtime to Become
Viacom/Teleprompter
Joint Venture
Showtime, Viacom's pay television
subsidiary, will become a joint under-
taking of Teleprompter and Viacom on
January 1, 1979, according to an an-
nouncement by Ralph M. Baruch, pres-
ident and chief executive officer of
Viacom International, Inc., and Jack
Kent Cooke, chairman of the board and
chief executive officer of Teleprompter
Corporation.

The move will effectively double
Showtime's pay -TV subscribers (ap-
proximately 300,000 anticipated by
January) by adding Teleprompter's
300,000 pay subscribers. Telepromp-
ter, the nation's largest cable company,
has 1,150,000 basic cable subscribers.
Within Teleprompter's 300,000 pay in -

continued on page 18
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Now stop blanking width expansion with the NEC FS -15 FE*

THE PROBLEM
With the advent of ENG, expanded
blanking has become more prevalent.
The F.C.C. has taken action, and
placed a six month modified
moratorium on violation citations.
During this interim they are hopeful
that technology can correct picture
distortion caused by excessive
horizontal and vertical blanking
widths. Time is running out. Will you
be ready?

*Patent applied for.

27810 BED

THE SOLUTION
NEC, digital pioneers and developers of the
Emmy winning Frame Synchronizer and DVE
System, announce the FS -15 FE. Included are all
the features of the FS -15 Frame Synchronizer,
plus fixed expansion capability. As the incoming
picture is digitized, it is automatically expanded
to compensate for blanking width shrinkage.
Expansion increments of 1 to 7% may be selected
for accurate video vs. blanking adjustment. Get
the full picture today. For complete information call

800-323-6656.
In Illinois, call (312) 640-3792.

NEC
Nippon Electric Co., Ltd.

NEC America, Inc.
Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007
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VAN CANIFORT

"Programming is a reflection of the
society we live in."

A. R. Van Cantfirt, program manager of
WSB-7V, Atlanta, Ga., President, National
Association of Television Program Executives,
looks at programming from the point of view of
a man who speaks both to and for the local
audience.

"The program director has got to
know his community. If he is a responsi-
ble broadcaster, he will. We have a tre-
mendously loyal following, and we earned
it. We have a community ascertainment
program. Department heads go out and
interview community leaders for an hour,
one-on-one. They talk about the prob-
lems of the community. Every two weeks
we have a community affairs luncheon
with a group representing a particular
problem area. We discuss their problems
and how we can help. I make a speech or
talk with some community leader about
twice a week. There is always feedback. I
always wind up with a question -and -
answer period. I read every piece of mail
that comes to me. The first thing every
morning I read the call sheet-it lists
every call that comes in complaining
about a program. These are some of the
ways I stay in touch with the community.

wen

111-_ Kodak. . .0fficial motion picture consultant to the 1980 Olympic Winter Gaines.

"I look at programming as pretty much
a reflection of the society we are in. What
we are depicting is what is happening. If
you are upset by the amount of violence
on television, you really ought to be upset
about what is happening in society, and
not necessarily blame the messenger.
Parents have their responsibility not to
just automatically say, `Go watch TV.' Of
course, the broadcasters have responsibil-
ity, too. And they have to accept that re-
sponsibility. Ours is the only industry in
the world that has such a strict voluntary
code.

"As long as I am program director, we
will have a live local show. The people in
Atlanta know they can get on our station.
We are here to serve the community.

"I won't buy the premise there is noth-
ing good on television. Nowadays the
snob thing to say is, 'My kids don't even
know TV exists.' I have to say you are
wrong, because your kids are missing a lot
of good things.

"Film will never go out of our busi-
ness. It is the staple. We use both film and
tape. Much of the choice has to do with
which equipment is available. We might
wind up on a given day with everything on
film, or everything on tape. If we are
going to go into the mountains, I am
going to take film because it is more reli-
able. I don't have to worry about power or
electricity or the batteries running down.

"If I were just starting out, I would
look into the feature area. I would think
of becoming a consumer reporter, an
ecology reporter or a specialty reporter.

You can't just say, 'I want to work in TV.'
Too many people want the same thing.
You have to develop a skill or a specialty.

"II the local broadcaster doesn't make
his service important to the community,
and himself an asset to the community,
somewhere along the line someone is apt
to ask, 'What do we need him for?' The
local broadcaster has got to stay involved
with local programming. We need more
choices, and we need to encourage the
people willing to take chances:'

In our publication, "Telek," leading broad-
= industry professionals talk about their
experience, and we tell you about our latest
technical and product developments. If
you would like to be on our mailing list,
write Eastman Kodak Company, Dept. 640,
343 State Street, Rochester, New Yolk 14650.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ATLANTA: 404/351-6510
CHICAGO: 312/654-5300
DALLAS: 214/351.3221
HOLLYWOOD: 213/464-6131
NEW YORK: 212/262-7100
ROCHESTER: 716/254.1300
SAN FRANCISCO: 415/7-'6.6055
WASH., D.C.: 202/554-9300

Eastman Kodak Company, 1978
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News

stallations, approximately 250,000
now receive Home Box Office pro-
gramming, which will be discontinued
as of January 1. HBO would not com-
ment on its future plans for distribution.

The joint venture will maintain
Showtime's operating policies and will
retain all of its personnel. Showtime
currently carries 14 attractions a month,
12 of which are new. Of the 12, 10 are
major theatrical features while two are

self -produced shows. Since March,
Showtime has distributed shows to its
30 outlets through the RCA Americom
satellite system. It recently extended its
satellite committment from six to ten
years, expanding its programming to
average 12 hours a day.

Median Pay In Private TV
Rises to $20,000
A survey by the International Televi-
sion Association (IT VA) released in
July shows that the median salary in the

The MARK IX
Color Camera

It Also Comes in
8 Other Configurations

Stiiicifamerte/Portable Configurations
Stancard Triax Cable Low Power Con-
sumption 111) AC or 24 VDC Manua or
Autonati3 Rsigistration/Operation 1/2

with Starckar: Cable, 1 mile with Triax  Com-
pact, Ligntoeglvt CCU  Choice of view finde,s
 Selectior o Pck up Tubes  Remote Cor :rol
up to 53C it. , . and much more!

Marconi Electronics, Inc.
10C Stonehurst Court  '1D-thvale, NJ 07647  201-767-7250

non -broadcast, private television indus-
try rose from $17,500 in 1977 to
$20,000 in the first part of 1978. The
analysis is based on responses from 430
members of the ITVA worldwide. The
survey found that the top for in-house
video users had risen to $60,000, but
lower salaries at the other end of the
scale brought the median down to
$20,000.

Errata On IBC Story
In the July issue of BM/E's Broadcast
Industry News, we inadvertently iden-
tified EMI and AEG Telefunken as
being among the "smaller" companies
participating at IBC. They obviously
are not "small" companies, but rank
among the largest manufacturers of
equipment for broadcasting. BM/E
apologizes for any misapprehension
that may have resulted.

News Briefs

The NAB supports the Pacifica
Foundation's request that the Supreme
Court rehear the "seven dirty words"
case. Whether or not the request is
granted, the NAB suggests that the
court clarify its opinion regarding Sec-
tion 326 of the Communications Act,
which reads: "Nothing in this chapter
shall be understood or construed to give
the Commission the power of censor-
ship over the radio communications or
signals transmitted by any radio station,
and no regulation or condition shall be
promulgated or fixed by the Commis-
sion which shall interfere with the right
of free speech by means of radio com-
munications." NAB noted that the
court's opinion suggests that the section
only denies the FCC "any power to edit
proposed broadcasts in advance." The
association went on to say that this lan-
guage is contrary to the legislative his-
tory of the section and prior FCC and
court decisions.

An AM radio broadcast facility,
KSKY Corporation Center, Loyalton,
Calif., is soon to be constructed. The
complex will employ solar energy for
water and room heating and air condi-
tioning. Randy Reid, project coor-
dinator for the developer, claims that
"this is the only broadcast facility in the
world totally master -planned for solar
assistance and energy conservation,"

California Congressman Don H.
Clausen hosted a preview of a new na-
tional broadcast series by the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra on
Capitol Hill. Portions of a master re-
cording of the first stereo broadcast in
the series were played for guests in
what might very well have been the
first radio preview every held at the
Capitol. . The associated Press

Circle 111 on Reader Service Card
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Radio network announced its 600th
affiliate with the signing of WREC,
Memphis. The number of affiliates to
date is 609, and AP Radio has asked the
FCC to approve a plan to experiment
with satellite delivery to 25 stations.

Business Briefs

As an official supplier to the 1980
Olympic Games, Thomson-CSF will
provide the Soviet Union with a pic-
ture and sound switching center which,
when put into service, will reportedly
be the largest in the world. Other
equipment for live coverage and image
processing in the SECAM system in-
cludes 100 TTV 1515 color cameras,
40 mobile radio links, 39 color tele-
cines, 21 vidifont CGs, and a large
number of color video monitors. The
contract is valued at approximately $30
million. . . . Philips Broadcast
Equipment Corp. has signed a $2 mil-
lion contract with the Gaylord Broad-
casting Company, Okalhoma City, for
the supply of 18 LDK-25 studio
cameras, four LDK-15Ls, and four
LDK-14ENG/EFP cameras. . . .

American Data Corp., Huntsville,
Ala., Has announced the sale of a
multi -stage audio and video distribu-
tion switching system to the Christian
Broadcasting Network (CBN),
Virginia Beach, Va. The Series 900
System, valued at $525,000, is the
largest ever built by the company and
will become the heart of CBN's interna-
tional and domestic satellite broadcast-
ing networks. Initially, the system will
be configured for 100 inputs by 50 out-
puts, but it will have an anticipated field
expansion of 220 inputs by 100 outputs.

Bosch-Fernseh has recently com-
pleted a $500,000 sale to Premore Inc.,
Hollywood. To be used in the produc-
tion of the CBS -TV show Alice,
the system will include four studio re-
corders for use in a computer editing
system, and four portable recorders for
studio and location taping. . . .EEV,
Inc., Elmsford, N.Y., has announced
receipt of a $250,000 order from CCA
Electronics Corp., Cherry Hill, N.J.,
for klystrons and related circuit as-
semblies to be used with CCA's new
line of UHF TV transmitters. . . .

Philips Broadcast Equipment Corp.
has sold a 110 kW UHF transmitter to
WXTV, channel 41, N.Y., for installa-
tion on the new transmitting tower atop
the World Trade Center.

UMC Electronics has appointed
Audio Distributors, Inc. as a rep/
distributor in the upper midwest. The
firm is located at 2342 Division Ave.
South, Grand Rapids, Mich. 49507. . . .

Hammond Industries has appointed
Sphere Audio, 478 Devens Drive,

Brentwood, Tenn. 37027 as Beyer Pro-
fessional Products rep in the southern
U.S.. . . .Dr. Ronald C. Colson has
been appointed director of marketing
for Kliegl Bros., Long Island City,
N.Y.. . . Jim A. Summers has been
named general manager of Consoli-
dated Video Systems, Sunnyvale,
Calif.

An agreement in principle has been
reached for Gulton Industries,
Inc., Metuchen, N.J. (parent company
of Elect°. Voice, Buchanan, Mich.) to
acquire Technical Audio Products
Corp. (TAPCO), Seattle. TAPCO will

become an operating unit of Electo-
Voice. . . . Control Data Corp.,
Minneapolis (parent company of Arbi-
tron) has announced an agreement in
principle for the acquisition of Paper-
work Systems, Inc. (PSI), Belling-
ham, Wash. PSI offers computer -
based services that perform traffic,
management, and accounting functions
for radio and TV stations. . . .Outlet
Company, Providence, R.I., has paid
$4.5 million in cash for KIQQ-FM,
Los Angeles. The FCC approved the
license transfer to Outlet Co. on June
26.

Day af:er day . . . in master control or
on the road . . . you can always depend
on Amtron's remarkable AM Series of
professional video monitors to brighten
your day.

Amtro I AM versatility comes in four
sizes . . . 5 -inch and 8 -inch AC/DC
portables and 12 -inch and 17 -inch rack -
mount models (AM -5 and AM -8 can be
rack -mounted with 528 and 1485 -type
video waveform monitors in optional
side -by -side adaptor).

AM monitors feature the advantages
of improved single -gun Trinitron (TM
Sony) color . . . exceptionally bright,
sharp pictures with superb colorimetry
and freedom from moire and conver-
gence problems.

And Amtron professional features are
included as standard: front panel

switk:hable A.. B inputs, int ext sync,
und?rscan (except AM -5): separate
RGB gun switches plus gain and back-
grot nd controls: rugged cast aluminum
frame construction.

Horizontal and vertical scan delay
(pulse cross display) is optional feature
on ell models.

Amtron AM Series color monitors . . .

value you can count on . . . at prices
that won't spoil your day.

4AMTZON
Amtron Corporation, Aptos, CA 95003
(408) 688-4445 TWX 910 598 8420
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Great products
for AM/FM radio
broadcast.

System 7000
program automation.

FM broadcast
antenna systems

AM and FM trans
mitters, consoles
and studio
equipment.

Cetec Broadcast
Group means
good news for radio
broadcasters!

C
Cetec
Broadcast Group
The Broadcast Divisions of
Cetec Corporation

1110 Mark Avenue,

Carpinteria, Calif 93013
(805) 684-7686
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NAB's First Conference
On Radio Programming Draws
Heavy Industry Attendance
THE FIRST ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON
RADIO PROGRAMMING, put on by the
National Association of Broadcasters at
the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Chicago,
August 20 to 23, promises to be, in fact,
the first of a long series that will have
great acceptance in the industry and
usefulness to it.

About 850 radio station pro-
grammers, managers, and other execu-
tives registered for the conference,
more than 700 of them in advance and
the rest as walk-ins. Nearly every one
of the talk sessions that BMIE attended
drew a full house, in most cases with
standees at the back of the room. This
applied to repeat sessions as well as to
originals, testifying to the popularity of

of topics and of people
to lead the discussions.

The natural "exhibit" section of the
conference, for syndicators, record
companies, and other software produc-
ers to show off their wares, did not
include a large representation of these
sections of the industry. About ten syn-
dicators were on hand, five record
companies, the five large radio nets,
and some publications in the field. But
this was widely regarded as a favorable
start for a brand-new conference of un-
tested drawing power. Personnel of
several of those firms who were on
hand toIdBM/E that the exhibit area, in
hospitality suites at the hotel, would
really take off at the next conference.
And most also expressed high satisfac-
tion with the results of their "expo-
sure" (see story immediately following
this on F.R.M. Productions).

The relevance and popularity of the
talk sessions sprang from the hard work
of the NAB group who put the confer-
ence together. Also responsible for the
success of the conference was the steer-
ing committee of broadcast executives,
headed by William O'Shaughnessy,,

president of WVOX/WRTN in New
Rochelle, N.Y. (a man with his own
innovative ideas about programming,
as noted in this column in the
November, 1977 issue). Mr.
O'Shaugnnessy told BM/E they would
have considered 400 to 500 registrants

success for this first try. He said that the
steering committee got tremendous
help from a number of executives in the
record industry, from syndicators, and
from publications in the field. He re-
ported that one of the most important
tributes to the conference came from
many of the managers and program di-
rectors of the smaller radio stations;
they found most valuable and enjoyable
the get-togethers with people from
other similiar stations, to talk about
common problems and experiences.

The conference also has an obvious
political significance, as a gambit for
moderating criticism of the NAB's al-
leged neglect of the smaller radio sta-
tions that make up the larger proportion

intensifies the potential for competition
between the NAB and the National
Radio Broadcasters Association; the
latter got a very good turnout of
software producers at its last two
shows. It will probably be a few years
before we know how the software in-
dustry will divide its "show patron-
age" between the two organizations.

A few of the talk sessions that pro-
duced valuable give and take between
panelists and audience are briefly
summarized here. The sessions not
covered here had equally provocative
topics; some will be taken up in future
columns.

A group of record industry presidents
reached a kind of consensus that many
radio programmers need to be more ad-
venturous, to be aware of audiences'
desire for more sophisticated music to-
day, and to follow new trends in music
styles and creation. Joseph Smith,
chairman of Elecktra/Asylum, noted
his experience that it was very hard to
get new kinds of music on many radio
stations. He said the experience of his
company with record buyers shows that
listeners are ready for more kinds of
music than many radio stations are cur-
rently giving them.

Neil Bogart, president of Casablanca
Records, put in a plea for disco music as
one of the big winners in formats for the

continued on page 22
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We're still at it. We started in 1935 as
the Audio Development Company
producing jacks and jack panels for the
broadcast and telephone industries.
Since then, ADC has produced such
innovations as Bantam Jacks, printed
circuit board jacks and Wrapid
terminal blocks. What are we
doing for you today?

-Ale are introducing our new
line of low impedance audio

connectors. We have six
models now in production.
They're reliable, compatible

anc competitively priced. Most
important, they're available soon -

en Asl about making a sound con-
ne2tion with ADC. Call or write today.

klU
ADC Products

A DIVISION OF MAGNETIC CONTROLS
ADC Products, 4900 W. 78th St.. Minneapolis. MN 55435 / Telephone: (612) 835-6800 TWX 910-576-2832 Telex 29-0321

Sales offices in: Atlanta. GA (404) 766-9595  Dallas. TX (214) 241-6783  Denver, CO (303) 761-4061 Fairfield. CT (203) 255-0644
 Lafayette. IN (317) 474-0814  Melbourne. FL (305) 724-8874  Menlo Park. CA (415) 323-1386  Minneapolis. MN (612) 835-6800

 Washington. DC (2021 452-1043  Montreal. Quebec (514) 677-2869
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...not
the C090:

The C090 miniature denser
microphone was designed by engi-
neers who understand the "real
world" requirements of a studio mi-
crophone. They've included things
like cable assemblies that can be
easily and inexpensively replaced in
the field. But the C090 has one fea-
ture that no other manufacturer can
offer - the Electro-Voice warranty.

Electro-Voice backs up the C090
with the only two-year unconditional
warranty in the business. That means
Electro-Voice will repair or replace
your C090 when returned to Electro-
Voice - no matter what caused
the damage.

Electro-Voice can offer that type of
warranty because the C090 was
designed to withstand the rigors of
professional use. If your application
demands a miniature condenser
microphone that can take less -than -
gentle treatment, the C090 is the
one you should buy.

Ey ElectroVoice
a gultan company

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107

Radio Programming

future. Clive Davis, president of Arista
Records, backed up Smith by saying
that radio programmers should use
more of their own taste and sophistica-
tion, as well as the sophisticated infor-
mation about new music and its market
significance that most record com-
panies provide. He admitted that pass-
ive research is important but said it was
risky for the radio programmer to de-
pend on it without any other guide to
music choice. The programmer has to
keep on top of trends, move with audi-
ence taste changes, and take some risks
based on his own reactions to the
music.

In response to a complaint from the
floor about the record industry's aban-
donment of beautiful music, Davis
made the industry's case on this. He
said beautiful music does not represent
the current big talents in music making
their own original stuff. So it lacks the
excitement, the "fun" of fresh creativ-
ity.

Another complaint from the floor
was to the effect that record company
promotion people do not know which
stations are important, particularly in
the small markets. Davis admitted that
it is hard for the record maker to keep
closely on top of changes in local sta-
tion standings. He advised any station
manager who felt he was being over-
looked or unfairly treated in any way to
get on the phone to the record company
promotion department and tell his
story.

A complaint about the poor quality of
record surfaces brought agreement
from several of the record company
presidents (who do not do their own
pressing) that pressing quality is indeed
very low. Davis pointed out that the
quality of polyvinyl chloride, the basis
for record pressings, went down as a
result of the oil shortage in 1976. He
said that pressing quality is a problem
about which he, and most other record

The conference
included a talk session
with record company
presidents. Pictured
above are (left to right)
Clive Davis, president of
Arista Records, Neil
Bogart, president of
Casablanca Records,
and Dwight Case,
moderator, RKO Radio

company executives, are thoroughly
aroused, and that much pressure is
being put on the major organizations
that press records to do something
about it. This topic is sure to get hotter
as time goes on, with original recording
technical quality going sharply upward
as digital technology spreads into the
industry (see "Recording Industry
Starts Digital Mastering," elsewhere in
this issue).

A topic that also brought complaints
from the platform was the unreliability
of various charts, records reviews, tip
sheets, etc., for indicating on a current
basis what records were being favored
by record buyers. Davis was quite spe-
cific: he said Record World is pretty
good, but he called the Billboard chart
(almost an industry standard for years)
misleading, in part because it does not
include rack jobber sales in the main
chart. He gave his opinion that
Billboard was not spending enough
money to produce a really accurate and
up -to -the minute chart.

Smith and Gil Friesen, president of A
& M Records, agreed in general with
Davis on this topic. Friesen said that
none of the record charts are highly
accurate, although some have been im-
proving lately. Smith said that some of
the tip sheets were better-but that no
system that he knows about is telling
promptly what is really happening in
record sales.

A session that produced a very up-
beat view of the radio industry pres-
ented presidents of all the major net-
works to tell about the future as each
saw it. Ed Little of Mutual told about
the satellite system his network will use
(as he has at every industry meeting
recently) and how it will multiply the
variety of programs available to af-
filiates, and raise their quality. Before
the session was over, all the network
executives agreed that the satellite is the
network distribution method of the fu-
ture. Each said his organization was
"working on it" but was not ready for
announcement of plans. All also said
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that satellites will open the way to wide
distribution of live concert music of
high quality, as just one element of the
much greater richness of programming
the satellites will bring.

Sam Cook Digges, president of the
CBS Radio Network, averred that radio
networks are very much alive. He said
his organization was going to spend be-
tween $25 million and $40 million for
special programs in the coming years,
and expected acceptance of the net's
programming to keep going up.

Hal Neal, president of the ABC
Radio Networks, said that the future of
the networks could be read in the tre-
mendous future that was clearly ahead
for individual stations. He noted that a
number of FM stations had grown as
much as 100 percent in a short time, and
that AM stations were also setting
growth records.

Jack Thayer of NBC, agreeing that
the technology is on the way for great
expansion of network services, said
that "brainware" must improve too,
with fresh creativity producing pro-
gramming that will intrigue the audi-
ences of the coming decades. He noted,
as just one trend that radio pro-
grammers ought to be congnizant of,
young people's turning inward, be-
coming interested in "interior explo-
ration." As might have been expected,
he got a question from the floor on what
went wrong with NIS, the all -news ser-
vice that NBC started and abandoned.
Thayer answered that, as NBC sees it
now, the timing was wrong. He did not
say what "right" timing would have
been.

A session, "What's New With The
Numbers," brought executives of most
of the top radio audience -measurement
firms to the platform, each to explain
how his organization operates and what
it offers to radio managements. Under-
lying the whole session was one ques-
tion, no doubt in the minds of most of
the listeners but unarticulated from the
platform: will any of these organiza-
tions be able to break Arbitron's
stranglehold on acceptance by the na-
tional ad agencies?

The question, naturally, did not get
an answer, but Lew Alpert of Burke,
Avery Gibson of Trac 7, Jack McCoy
of RAM, and Jim Seiler of Mediastat
did demonstrate impressive determina-
tion, skill, fresh thinking, raising
hope for a more competitive situation in
this field as time goes on. The major
discussion centered around the methods
for getting responses from the sampled
listeners, still a highly controversial
section of the technique.

Arbitron's weekly diary method was
criticized, by inference, in Lew Al-
pert's presentation of Burke's tele-
phone techinque for "yesterday listen-
ing"; in Trac-7's computer -assisted

continued on page 26
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in design, performance
and features

Spotmaster'

MULTI - DECK

The cart machine with features competitors can't match .. .

FEATURES HARRISSpotmaster 5300A ITC 3D cc -in

Nortronics Duracore Heads
Single Connector Plug -In Decks

Companion Record Amplifier

Low -Voltage Solenoid

Independent Azimuth Adjustment

Shielding Above & Below the Head

LED Service Aids

Tapered Cartridge Guides

Companion Audio Switcher

Do the decks lock in place to a bulkhead
permitting operation with the front panel down?

No

No

No

No

No

No

EEO
No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

ELE1

Plug -ii removable decks and superb
electronics make this the most up-to-
date monaural or stereo three deck cart
machine available. Rugged machined
deck, quiet air -damped solenoid, unique
cartridge guidance system, drop down
front panel and run lights next to each
deck.

For complete information call or write your
local Spotmaster distributor or contact:

I =E
a COMMIT/company

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS INC.
4100 NORTH 24th STREET  P.O. BOX 3606

QUINCY, IL 62301  PHONE: 12171 224-9600
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The Sony BVT-I000.
Consider the logic.

A time base corrector is part of a system.
A system that includes a video tape recorder.

Isn't it logical that a company which
manufactures video tape recorders would have
an inside track on what it takes to correct
time base error in a VTR signal?

We're talking, of course, about Sony
Broadcast.

The company that pioneered professional
U-matic video recorders. And introduced the
BVH-1000 1" High Band Video Recorder,
that has the whole broadcast industry moving
in a new direction.

Sony Broadcast has matched these
impressive video recorders with an equally
impressive digital time base corrector. The
BVT-1000.

And before you face up to the difficult
decision of which TBC is best for you,
consider the logic of the BVT-1000.

1. The economy of a complete
package. Sony Broadcast knows that
line -by-line velocity compensation, complete
video processing with advance sync, drop -out
compensation, and the ability to handle both
direct and heterodyne color are not just
"options."

They're requirements. Requirements that
broadcasters need and use in day-to-day
operations.

So we make all these so-called options
standard built-in features of the BVT-1000.
And you save dollars in our greater
production efficiency.

2. The advantage of superior
technology. The economy of the BVT-1000
doesn't mean you sacrifice quality.

Far from it.
The BVT-1000 incorporates unparalleled

technological excellence. Excellence
demonstrated by a unique A/D converter that
expands the effective number of bits per
word, resulting in a higher signal-to-noise
ratio than theoretically expected in an 8 -bit
system. Which leads to transparent picture
quality.

With the Sony Broadcast BVH-1000
1" recorder, the BVT-1000 provides locked
recognizable color pictures from still -frame to
seven times normal speed. And to greater
than thirty times normal speed in
monochrome. So your editing techniques are
faster and more critically accurate than ever
before possible.

And for use with U-matic format
recorders, the BVT-1000 offers special
advantages. A wide 4H window and special
anti -gyro circuitry compensate for wide errors
and maintain both color and luminance
stability.

Advance sync control allows phase
correction using LED indicators at the TBC,
for system integration. And the video level
can be monitored by LEDs that show at a
glance high or low level relative to one volt
peak -to -peak.

3. The logic of a systems approach. If
you are into electronic news gathering, or if
you're part of the new revolution in 1" high
band machines, the chances are very good
that you're already using Sony recorders.

The BVT-1000 gives you an opportunity
to add new logic to your broadcast
equipment. The logic of an all -Sony system.

For full information about the BVT-1000
or any of the other professional video
products in the Sony Broadcast family, call
your nearest Sony Broadcast office.

Sony Broadcast
Sony Corporation of America, U West 57 Street, New York, New York 10019

New York: (212) 371-5800 Chicago: (312) 792-3600 Los Angeles: (213) 537-4300 Canada: (416) 252-3581
SonvR' is a registered ttademark of Sony Corporation of America
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BROADCAST REEL
TAPE SWITCHERS

FROM

 Input selector providing 20 mono
or 15 stereo inputs, -20dBnn to
+8dBm, bridging, balanced.

 Tape to telco feed select provided.
 Source selectable from input

switch, direct cart or tape inputs.
 Two active, balanced, outputs

provided. One, unswitched, at
-10dBm max. and one, switch
selectable between 2 outputs and
off, +8dBm max.

 Program gain control provided.
SA143 equipped with a push-pull
switch allowing either ganged or
separate control of the 2 channels.

 Self-contained 3W monitor
amplifier with speaker, headset
jack and gain control.

 All circuit connections made to
rear -panel mounted connectors.

 Packaged, complete with power
supply, in a compact, 31/2 inch
high, all -metal rack -mounting
enclosure.

SA143, Stereo

McCURDY RADIO INDUSTRIES
Chicago (312) 640-7077, TWX 910-222-0436

New York (201) 327-0750, TWX 710-988-2254
Toronto (416) 751-6262, Telex 06-963533

Radio Programming

interview; and in Jack McCoy's pres-
entation of RAM's one -day diary
method. Also up for discussion, with
numerous disagreements, were the
basics of choosing a sample. All the
organizations are frank in acknowledg-
ing the existence of "sampling error,"
and in calling their results "estimates."
The arguments arise over the best
methods for reducing errors to the low-
est possible level.

A partial consensus did emerge on
the usefulness of zip code areas in defi-
ning demographic areas. Most agreed
that zip codes define the demographic
divisions better than any other in-
dicator.

Dale Bennet, president of Profes-
sional Research Services, Tempe,

Arizona, represented a researcher
aimed toward the smaller markets, the
stations that cannot afford the more
sophisticated audience studies. His
studies are based on coincidental tele-
phone calls, using random sampling,
which produces results adequate to the
needs of stations in very small mar-
kets-and at costs they can afford.

Among other sessions at the confer-
ence of equal or perhaps greater interest
were: "News . . . Radio's Best
Weapon"; "Don't Shoot the Sales
Manager"; "Care and Feeding of
DJ's"; "Programming and Promo-
tion"; "Now Hear This-AM Stereo";
and "How to Switch Formats Without
Going Broke." Nearly all the sessions
were taped, and any broadcaster in-
terested in any of them should write the
NAB for full information on the tapes
available. BM/E

BM/E's Program Marketplace

Syndicators For Radio

F.R.M. Productions
5726 Unit Court
Hanover Park, IL 60103
Tel. 312-289-6304

ALMOST ALL THE SYNDICATORS de-
scribed in this department since it got
underway with the January, 1977 issue
have been out on the market for three
years or more, and have sizable groups
of subscribers that give each syndicator
the momentum of a successful opera-
tion.

F.R.M. Productions, covered this
month, is newly -fledged and has just
spread its wings to try for the take -off.
At the time of a BMIE interview, at the
NAB Programming Conference in
Chicago in late August, F.R.M. was
just embarking on a first merchandising
program. This market -readiness came
at the end of 244 years of preparation,
probably about normal for a carefully
assembled syndication operation.

As described by Scott Nossem, the
founder and president, the preparation
seems most careful and intelligent.
F.R.M. ("Fine Rock Music") will
have one format only, at least for the
forseeable future: album -oriented rock
(AOR). Nossem is after the "grown-
up" rock generation, the 18 to 34 year
olds who include the teen-age rock fans
of the late 50's and the 60's. He himself
is a member of this demographic group,

and is clearly in sympathy with their
musical tastes, in particular the way
those tastes have developed in a decade
or so of growth.

He also has the advantage of exten-
sive professional experience in radio
programming, as program director for a
succession of radio stations, mainly in
the midwest, among them WAUR,
WMRO, WMDR, and WQFM. This
experience has led to a general plan
with the following main features.

The basic library consists of about
1200 different selections in constant ro-
tation, day -parted for tempo control,
and arranged so that no artist is heard
twice during a single day -part. The
segments have 15 -minute "moods" or
"themes," tieing the group together,
somewhat in the style of many beautiful
music programmers, with a sequence of
moods carefully devised for sustaining
listener interest. There are about 160 of
these blocks on hand at all times.

Nossem says that this method is new
for rock music. He believes it is highly
appropriate for the group that has in
large part outgrown "Top 40," the
straight hard rock. He says it gives each
program a kind of "message"-it is
not just music.

The rejection of Top 40 acknowl-
edges the changing tastes of the up -
growing group, a fact basic in F.R.M.'s
planning, but also testified to by many
other syndicators. However, and this is
also a generally accepted piece of wis-

continued on page 28
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Now! A noise reducer that
enhances intelligently.

CVS 310 IMAGE ENHANCER/NOISE
REDUCER

The CVS 310 gives you outstanding noise reduc-
tion and broadcast quality image enhancement-
for use separately or together-in a single,
compact instrument.

In addition, its intelligent circuitry automatically
delivers only the amount of detail you preselect on
the front panel. As long as the desired level
doesn't exceed that amount, you don't have to
adjust for each new source.

The CVS 310 works with any analog or digital
TBC, or other video source, and is ideal for any
application-broadcast, CATV or CCTV.

For a sharper picture, the CVS 310
- enhances vertically or horizontally
- uses a combed detail signal to eliminate hue

shifts
- enhances horizontally with 3 dB less noise than

other methods
- allows adjustment of vertical detail from 0 to

100%
- allows adjustment of horizontal detail from 0 to

50%

CVS
Consolidated Video Systems, inc.

For a quieter picture, the CVS 310
- reduces luma and chroma noise by 6 dB
- reduces chroma-to-luma crosstalk by 20 dB
- corrects chroma/luma delay errors up to

±350 ns
- minimizes fine grain noise, moire and streaking

Along with all of this, reliability is ensured
because of the signal processing experience
gained from the more than 3500 CVS digital TBCs
now in use worldwide-more than any other
manufacturer.

So, if you want sharper, quieter pictures, see the
CVS 310. It's the intelligent way to get them. For
details and a demonstration, call, write or contact
your local authorized CVS distributor.

U.S. Headquarters
1255 E. Argues Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
Phone: (408) 737-2100
Telex: 35-2028

European Office
293 Regent Street
London, W1V 2 HR England
Phone. 636 3850
Telex 268316
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Radio Programming

dom, these grown-up rock children do
not want "esoteric" music: the artists
and tunes must be familiar, contem-
porary, part of the current music scene.
sem, needs to know just where he or she
is. There can be no leading them into
totally unfamiliar music territory.

With these general precepts as
guides, F.R.M. has assembled a very
comprehensive series of program se-
quences. BMIE studied the lists cover-

ing several weeks and found the care
and completeness of the planning
highly impressive. Listening to a sam-
ple block of about 15 minutes in length
was also impressive, with the selections
reinforcing each other for maximum ef-
fect.

Nossem points out that there will al-
ways be a plentiful supply of AOR
music (in contrast to the scarcity of
beautiful music on the American mar-
ket). F.R.M. has already assembled a
group of about 4,000 selections, and
this keeps growing as new music ap-
pears. After the initial library is

A compact with
Big Switcher Effects

VS -14 Video Production Switcher
with a full broadcast quality signal

For mobile, Studio and
Post Production Applications

Cl C

cease

 Mix Amplifier  Downstream Keyer-cuts or disolves, Color Matte,
Key signal into output.  Effects Amplifier with the following facili-
ties:-Wipes to Matte Key, P V Key or Chroma Key (with optional
RGB Chroma Key generator) -10 wipe patterns-Spotlight.

Additional options available, request brochure for details.

VS -14:
A self-contained unit with a
separate rack mounted power
supply.
Price: $9,995.00

VS -14R:
A remote control panel with
rack mounted electronics and
power supply.
Price: $12,375.00

Request our Short Form Catalog for a description
of a complete line of video products.

IciDi Central Dynamics Corp.
New York Dallas

331 West Northwest Highway. 201 767-1300 214/741-3332
Palatine. IL 60067
Tel: 312'991-4720 Los Angeles Atlanta
TWX-910 693 4805 213 '789-0574 404/491-9037 i

6...,-... ...0.-
.....

supplied to a subscriber, F.R.M. will
update it bi-monthly with a sizeable
number of new selections. And there
will also be frequent transmittal of new
"hits" by top artists, sent out as soon as
the character of the music becomes es-
tablished.

The program planning leaves room
for the station's own DJs to establish a
"local" character for the programs: the
operation is "live" in that sense, with-
out a syndicated voice track. Nossem
believes that each station must put a
strong measure of itself into the pro-
gramming, making a sustained effort at
success. Without that effort toward
thorough teamwork with the syn-
dicator, success is unlikely.

The program director, for example,
must know his own market well enough
to judge how often to use the "hot"
new hits that F.R.M. sends him. A tune
that has staled as a hit may become part
of the permanent programming as a
carefully integrated number along with
others. The subscriber will always have
80 or more of the current hits on hand to
select from. As an aid to the DJ, the
material sent out will include data
sheets with extensive information about
the music, the kind of background on
the artist and the tune that knowledge-
able AOR fans are likely to want. This
can be used in any way the station pro-
gram director wants.

The main F.R.M. programs will be
played from 101/2 -inch reels, recorded
at 71/2 ips, with masters and duplicates
made on F.R.M.'s own equipment.
Duplication is at one to one. This is for
the regular program sweeps. The cur-
rent hits will go out on tape, with indi-
vidual numbers to be put on carts for
more selective use.

So far, F.R.M. has attacked the mer-
chandising problem with a series of
mailings to selected FM stations in the
midwest area, and by an appearance,
with a hospitality suite, at the NAB
Programming Conference. Nossem
toldBMIE that the conference had been
very positive for them, developing a
considerable number of worthwhile
leads. He says he is prepared for the
long pull necessary to establish the
track record that becomes the best sell-
ing lever for a radio syndicator.

Confidence in the long-range future
of the operation lies in the continued
growth into adulthood of the "rock
generation." The oldest members of
this group are now around 31, Nossem
says. As they get older, they will carry
AOR receptivity into the upper age
groups. Meanwhile the group will get
large additions at the younger end, the
teenagers becoming adults. Thus to
Nossem (and, incidentally, to a number
of others concerned with radio pro-
gramming) AOR with a strong contem-
porary bent seems like programming
with a large future. BM/E
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PROFESSIONAL
Wherever you look at Ohio University's Broadcast

Facilities,you will find Stanton!

til a NT( M1

When we heard about WOUB-FM, the Ohio University
Station in Athens, Ohio, we learned that it was staffed,
and operated by about 100 students with a core staff of 10
professionals. And it turned out to be a bright star as a
Public Broadcasting Station. supervised

We found out that they used the 681 Triple -E for Disc -to -
tape transfer in their Stereo Control Room.

We found out that they used the Stanton 500A for Disc -
to -air, and the 500AA for production purposes, and the
500AL in the music library. On top of that, this broadcast
complex employs the 500AL for teaching students in their
academic facility. Then we learned that they use Stanton
exclusively at their TV station. And finally, we found that
they have an all -campus network Radio Station and this
facility uses Stanton exclusively, too.

OHIO U. . . WE SALUTE YOU!
Whether your usage involves recording, broadcasting or

home entertainment, your choice should be the choice of
the Professionals (or the Professionals of the future) . . .

the Stanton Cartridge.

For further information write to: Stanton Magnetics,
Terminal Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.

STANTON!
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How to getTVstation quality
even ifyou're not aTVstation.



Introducing
the Panasonic AK -920.

There are many ways of getting TV station qual-
ity from a Plumbicon" color camera. You can
either own a TV station. Own a lot of money. Or
better yet, own Panasonic's new Plumbicon
color camera, the AK -920

Not only does it give you TV station quality in
the studio, it gives you TV station quality almost
everywhere else. That's because it's fully self-
contained, with the YI /0 encoder and the RS -

170 sync generator built into the camera head.
But perhaps the best part about the AK -920

is the technology that has been put into it. Like
a new color -trap circuit in the encoder and
level -dependent circuit for reduced color noise,

wiich is particularly important under low -
light conditions. And for excellent

edge detail and high
frequency

%wools"'

response, there's an adjustable horizontal
aperture circuit built into the camera head.

And since the AK -920 is a Plumbicon camera,
you get performanoe that's hard to beat. Li<e
low noise, low dark current and lag, high sensi-
tivity, as well as the capability to reproduce high
brightness details without burn -in or blooming.

The result of all this very impressive technol-
ogy is equally impressive performance. Like
horizontal resolution of more than 500 lines at
center. A S/N ratio of 48 dB with recommended
illumination of 150 footcandles at F/4. And a
+ 6 dB gain switch or minimum illumination of
just 15 footcandles at F/1.8.

You also get prec se stability of alignment as
well as the reliability that you expect from
Panasonic. Because the prismatic optical
system, the three ore -inch pickup tubes, and
the deflection coils are mounted on an
aluminum die-cast chassis.

Also included are removable camera head
side panels for easy maintenance. A self-con-

tained, multi-fuiction viewfinder. Color bar
generator. And focus -wobble and saw -
tooth -generator test circuits. Plus some
rather impressive options. Starting with
the AK -9220 remote control unit. To a
10:1 zoom lens with built-in 1.67X and
2.5X lens extenders for versatility in
location shooting. To a vertical aperture

corrector, AK -9620. To the AK -9720 cable
equalizer for the RBG signals.

There are also three different versions to
choose from. The AK-920ST with studio -grade

Plumbicon tubes. The AK -9201T with industrial
grade Plumbicon tupes And the AK -920 with-
out tubes.

So before you buy any color camera, aucition
the AK -920. It's Panasonic's way of giving you
TV station quality, even if you're not a TV station.
For more information, write Panasonic Company, Video Systems Dijision,
One Panasonic Way, Secaucus N J 07094
In Canada, contact Panasonic Video Systems Department, 40 Ronson
Drive, Rexdale, Ontario tv19W 185
Plumhicon is a registered trademark of N V Philips' of Holland
for TV camera tubes.

Panasonic
just slightly ahead of our time.
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TELEVISION
PROG RAVVING &PRODUCTION FOR PROFIT

Post Newsweek Stations: Group Ownership Can Lend
Itself to Quality Kid Vid Production
OVER THE YEARS, Post Newsweek Sta-
tions have produced a wide range of
successful children's programs at each
of their four stations. It might surprise
some people outside the broadcast in-
dustry to discover that the quality and
quantity of PNS children's productions
has been achieved without boycotts,
petitions, license challenges or threats.
Said Post Newsweek Stations president
Joel Chaseman, "I was, I guess, the
first broadcaster to go and see Peggy
Charren (president of Action For Chil-
dren's Television) on his own initia-
tive." In essence, what Chaseman told
Charren was, "I think you'd do better if
you reinforced what you like rather than
apply pressure to what you don't like."

Whereas Chaseman believes that
these pressure groups provide a valu-
able point of view, "the 'pressure tac-
tic' is almost self-defeating." Chase -
man, who is a member of The National
Council on Children's Television,
traces his own committment to quality
children's programming back beyond
his days with Group W. PNS also has a
long record of quality children's pro-
gramming and a standing corporate pol-
icy on the subject that is progressive
and productive.

The policy begins with an aggressive
ascertainment program that puts re-
sponsibility on some one person at each
station to go into the community and
seek out experts, leaders, and con-
cerned groups dealing with children's
interests. This person, in turn, is also
charged with the responsibility of put-
ting forth and developing a program for
the children in the community being
served. The result of this process has
been the production of children's pro-
grams that range in form from special
one -minute PSAs, to two-hour chil-
dren's programs, to one -hour prime
time specials for children. Moreover,
there is an openness at the corporate
level that has resulted in several
cooperative productions, including its
currently most successful program,
Mario and The Magic Movie Machine,
produced at PNS's WFSB, Hartford,
and now airing in approximately 80
markets.
Taking advantage of the group
ownership structure

Producing children's programs is a

costly endeavor. So, whenever possi-
ble, the concept is developed in such a
way that any show produced by one
station may be used by another. Though
the shows tend to grow out of contacts
and perceived needs within particular
communities, they are provided with
sufficient resources to ensure a quality
production that might help any one of
the PNS stations fulfill its children's
programming commitments. An inter-
nal "transaction" mechanism permits
each station to "sell" its product to any
other PNS operation. The "price" is
equivalent to what the purchasing sta-
tion would expect to pay for a program
of similar length and quality in its mar-
ket.

Arthur And Company, produced at
PNS's WPLG, Miami, is currently air-
ing on WJXT, Jacksonville, and
WFSB, Hartford, as well as in Miami.
It was on WTOP, Washington, D.C.
until that PNS operation was swapped
for what is now WDIV, Detroit, where
Arthur And Company is expected to
begin airing shortly.

Not only is Arthur And Company
PNS's most widely shown program, it
is also the longest running and is now in
its eighth year. Jacqualyne Bailey, the
show's producer, explains that in
Miami, Arthur And Company is a two-
hour program aired on Saturday and
Sunday mornings. The Arthur And
Company that airs on the other PNS
stations is a half-hour segment "pro-
duced specifically for the other stations
but aired as a segment of the Miami
version," according to Bailey.

Arthur And Company is a program
that "mixes people and puppets," said
Bailey. The puppets are children in the
neighborhood, their parents, and a
couple of neighborhood characters.
People like Jack Metzger play feature
roles such as "Mr. Jackson," who does
such things as handling the live animals
that visit the show and "escorting" the
viewers on field trips to the zoo. All in
all there are about 20 puppet characters
and about four "people" characters.
Metzger, in addition to his role as "Mr.
Jackson," also does 17 of the puppet
character voices. The other three pup-
pet voices are done by Camma Ward,
who is the principal puppeteer. Ward
actually makes the puppets and per-

forms on the show in a role where she
teaches children crafts. "You wouldn't
believe," said Bailey, "what she can
do with bleach bottles. Camma has
more than 200 construction projects
using ordinary bleach bottles."

The show takes place in a television
control room set. The puppets are "sort
of anchoring the show from the control
room," said Bailey. In this manner the
show goes from segment to segment.
There are "special reports" from -
people like "Mr. Jackson" at the zoo
(done on location) and incidents in the
neighborhood. Bailey describes the
show as dealing with childhood prob-
lems like going back to school, meeting
new people, sharing, and other social
conumdrums. "We have one seg-
ment," said Bailey, "called 'What
Would You Do?' " A recent problem
they approached is what you should do
if you are invited one place by a friend
and then given a conflicting invitation
to "a one time only, special thing" by
another friend. The episode is struc-
tured so that the question is left open
and children in the audience are sol-
icited for answers they often get from
the children are completely unex-
pected. "Sometimes they amaze you.
We're learning a lot."

The latest innovation for the show,
which Bailey describes as "a techno-
logy boost," is a mini -cam unit. The
addition of the EFP unit has greatly
eased the difficulty of getting the show
out of the studio and to many of the
Miami area's outdoor attractions.

The four hours of Arthur And Com-
pany produced weekly are admittedly
ambitious. "We have a small staff that
sometimes chaffs at the effort," said
Bailey, "but we do it!" Arthur And
Company, which was originally
targeted to pre-schoolers, now has ex-
tended its age guides to 12 years old. As
Bailey said, "The show is growing
up."

Ed Jones, who is currently program
manager at WFSB, Hartford, produced
a show at WTOP in Washington, D.C.,
called Sneakers. Some 39 of these
shows were put together using what
Jones described as a "Laugh -In/
magazine format." Sneakers has been
on the air now for two and a half years,

continued on page 34
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KEFEX expands
the creative effects
capability of any
switching system
or frame
synchronizer.

Provides creative
effects at a
cost much less
than that of
typical frame
synchronizer
technology.

Transforms any
television image
source to a key
or wire pattern
which may be
spun, zoomed,
inverted, or
sized vertically
and horizontally.

KEFEX - from
American Data,
the innovative
leader in production
switcher design.

American Data
A Nu, t.! , Ar ,, ,u Company
Research Park  P.O. Box 5228
Huntsville, Alabama 36605
Telephone (205) 837-5180
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TV Programming

and Jones feels that the format is flexi-
ble enough that re-editing segments
could lead to another 39 shows with
little difficulty. Jones said that Sneak-
ers was put together with "a lot of 'to-
day' kind of music, a lot of flair, a lot of
production expertise, and a lot of the
kinds of tools that are available to tele-
vision stations."

"We tried to make it as entertaining
as possible, as well as to educate and
enlighten kids, but the basis has to be
entertainment. And we tried to utilize
television and the tools television has to
offer to make it entertaining," said
Jones.

"As you know," said Jones, "local
stations in trying to do children's pro-
gramming have got to spend some
bucks, and often times a station doesn't
have the kind of dollars to spend on a
program that is going to air on a Sunday
morning or Saturday afternoon.
Frankly, we found ways around that.
We utilized the same kinds of materials
and electronic effects that were coming
in for news and just found ways to in-
corporate them into a kids' show."

Matching today's technology with
yesterday's resources

Another successful approach that is
getting a workout at PNS is the use of
film library material within the context
of a children's show. There are a lot of
ways this can be made to work. In The
Vanishing Shadow, a show that was
produced at WJXT, Jacksonville, a
1934 Universal series was revamped to
take part in a three-week television
reading project.

Professors Solomon anal McAndrew
of Philadelphia had been experimenting
in the Philadelphia school system with
the idea of taping network programs,
creating written scripts of these pro-
grams and then using scripts and pro-
grams over a CCTV system to encour-
age children to read. The project met
with some measure of success and they
eventually approached Post Newsweek
with the idea of doing something simi-
lar over commercial television. Ray
Hubbard, now retired, was then Post
Newsweek's executive vice president
for production. He and the professors
carried the ball forwad. Hubbard went
to Hollywood and found The Vanishing
Shadow, which was a twelve -part serial
that had only one theatrical outing.

Meanwhile, the Duval County,
Florida, school board was involved,
and a program was developed whereby
they would help adapt the script of The
Vanishing Shadow and enlist Duval
County sixth and seventh graders into
the project. The school board also pre-
pared teachers' guides and trained the
teachers in the use of them.

Ken Kaminski of WJXT was put in
charge of the production. Though the
project from concept to completion
took about 21/2 years to put together,
there was only about four months' work
involved in the physical production of
the show. A ventriloquist named Ernie
and his puppet C.R. were created to
host the shows. Electronic effects and
character generators were used to high-
light important parts of the programs.
Eventually, 12 shows were completed
and aired at 7:30 p.m. each Monday
through Thursday for three consecutive
weeks, beginning in mid -April, 1975.

In an attempt to measure the effec-
tiveness of the show, Professor George
Mason of the University of Georgia was
enlisted to test the reading levels of the
sixth and seventh graders before and
after the project. In the three weeks that
the program aired, students followed
the scripts along with the show and dis-
cussed each program in class. After the
project was completed, Professor
Mason found that many of the children
had improved their reading skills sub-
stantially.

Kaminski, who is now executive
producer for WJXT, points out that
from a programmer's point of view, the
show did pretty well. "We had been
running Bewitched in that slot and we
were getting a 30 rating and a 48 share;
Vanishing Shadow registered a 27
rating and a 54 share for the three weeks
it ran."

The most successful show in the PNS
stable is Mario and The Magic Movie
Machine. The program is produced at
WFSB, Hartford, in cooperation with
the Corporation for Entertainment and
Learning and Fish Communications.
Mario is currently in some 80 markets,
including all of the CBS O&O stations
as well as three of the four PNS sta-
tions.

Mario began production at WCAU,
the CBS station in Philadelphia, but
moved its production to WFSB after 13
weeks. Twenty-six of the 39 Mario
shows have been produced at WFSB
and the fortieth show will kick off the
production of the next 13 beginning
September 16 at WFSB. According to
Bob Garthwaite, producer of Mario,
working at WFSB is "just great. It's a
great place to work for a lot of reasons.
There is a lot of enthusiasm for the
show up there on the part of the crew,
which makes it much easier to work.
Garthwaite, who has been in television
production since 1948 and has worked
all over the world, said that working at
WFSB reminded him of the days of
"live" broadcasting where you "kind
of looked forward to coming to work on
that day."

The Corporation for Entertainment
and Learning is a profit oriented com-
pany headquartered in New York City
that produces numerous educational

and industrial programs in addition to
Mario. At the heart of the Mario con-
cept is a 12 -million -foot film library
acquired by Mert Koplin and Charles
Grinker. Koplin and Grinker, who
write the Mario show, are also execu-
tive vice president and president of
CEL, and gathered the film library from
all over the world. The footage goes
back as far as 1894 and contains every-
thing from some of the early Edison
films to "everything they thought was
representative of twentieth century
America," said Garthwaite.

According to Garthwaite, "The pro-
gram is intended to instruct and to enter-
tain. It is also, we feel, intended to
cause children to ask questions after the
show is off." The format of the show
involves a character named Marlo,
played by Laurie Faso, who operates a
"computer type" machine, the
"Magic Machine." A dialogue be-
tween Mario and the machine (whose
voice is done by Koplin) presents op-
portunities to run numerous film clips
from the CEL library.

The film segments are "routined into
the show like commercials," said
Garthwaite. All the segments to be used
are transferred to videotape cartridge
and rolled in as appropriate. "As you
might imagine," said Garthwaite, "an
enormous amount of film and literary
research goes into producing the
show." In fact, according to Garth-
waite, the writing, research, timing,
and often even the camera angles, are
all worked out before the production
team ever shows up at the WFSB
studio.

There is so much material on film
that could be invaluable to children that
PNS is once again developing a format
to bring more of it to its television audi-
ences. Joel Chaseman is currently in-
volved in screening hundreds of short
films from all over the world in prepa-
ration for a new show, tentatively enti-
tled Horizons. Chaseman, in coopera-
tion with Bernice Coe of Coe Films,
Ruth Vitale of PNS, and Bea Ottinger
of Kline and Company, hopes to gather
together enough material to make four
one -hour prime time specials for chil-
dren and their families. The short films
will be of various forms and from a
wide variety of cultures. Chaseman
hopes that they will be able to get a
popular host to handle the show and
develop enough interest in it to make a
go at syndication. Chaseman believes
that material such as this has for too
long been restricted to the confines of
the elite. "The use of prime time televi-
sion for the best of the world's short
films is worth it," said Chaseman.

It seems that to some extent Chase -
man's advice to Peggy Charren has
been followed. Since that time, several
of the PNS productions have been
selected for ACT awards. BMX
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It's a new generation of N -Inch VCR
editing- the fastest, surest way to get the
frame -by -frame accuracy you need.

But JVC's CR-8500LU is still priced
well below its closest performing
competition.

With a single unit, you can edit
with full functions and broadcast
quality. Even if you don't
happen to have special
technical knowledge.

With a complete editing
system of two CR-8500LU
units and the new RM-85U
Control Unit, you can perform
the most advanced editing feats
at approximately 10 times actual
speed,then stop on a single frame.

Here's how the CR-8500LU gives
you that kind of precision:
 Frame to frame editing is made pos-
sible with the capstan servo/built-in rotary
erase head/blanking switcher frame servo
design. A design also ensures true
assemble and insert editing with no distor-
tion at the edit points. Plus horizontal
sync phase compensation to minimize
timing error at the editing points.
 Variable speed auto -search lets you
perform both high speed and low speed
search. You can search at approximately
10 times in fast forward or reverse to find
edit points faster. Or slow speed search at
2 times, 1 time, 1/5 time and 1/20 time.
Or use the special auto -speed shift feature
to automatically slow you down from 2
times, real time, 1/5 time, 1/20 time.
 Automatic pre -roll enables you to pre -
roll tape between edits, with an automatic
on/off switch. Which can come in espe-
cially handy during successive assemble
edits using camera signals.

If you're a video professional today, you're a tougher customer than ever.
So NC rugged professional line delivers the quality and features

you demand at prices you want to pay.
We know you've got a lean new attitude about the video that costs you less to own and maintain.

equipment you buy, no matter how long you've been in the JVC's attitude is basic too. We build in engineering innova-
business. Or whether you're in broadcasting...a sophisticated tions-we don't add them on later. And we do it first. Which
corporate A/V operation...a top production house...or building means you enjoy better picture and sound quality, easier opera -
your first video capability. tion, and sophisticated features you may not even find in

And that attitude is, with all the people vying for your video equipment selling for twice the price.
dollar, you want more state-of-the-art technology in equipment For instance:

You wanted faster performance and greater accuracy in 3/4 -Inch video editing.
And JVC's new CR-8500LU Recorder/Editor System offers bi-directional

fast/slow search from approximately 10 times to 1/20 time, with editing accuracy to ±2 frames.
fl

 Self -illuminated
control buttons,

allowing easy identification of the
operation mode.
 Full logic control for direct mode
change without pressing the stop button.
 Remote control of all operations, with
the optional remote control unit RM-85U.
 Audio level control with meters, pre-
venting over -level recording without
audible distortion, with attenuator. Also,
manual audio level controls let you adjust
the audio recording level by checking the
level meters.
 Auto/Manual selection for video
recording level control, adjustable by
the automatic gain control circuit or man-
ually by referring to an independent video
level meter.
 RF output to connect an external drop-
out compensator.
 Patented color dubbing switch for
stable color multi -generation dupes.
 S.C./sync input connector allows
connection of time base corrector and
allows for two second pre -roll.
 Chroma level can be controlled man-

ually for convenient connection to an
external system.
 Built-in comb -filter for playback
(switchable on -off).
 Servo -lock indicator to check the tape
transnort condition.

 Counter search
mechanism, permitting
Auto -Search of a particular
section of the tape.
 Solid construction for
easy maintenance: both
side panels, top
and bottom
panels are
detachable for
easy access to
the inside.
 Tracking
control meter
for maximum

tracking adjustment.
 Heavy fan motor for better
circulation.

All that with one editing
unit. But when you combine
two editing units with our
new RM-85U automatic
editing control unit, you'll enjoy
all the benefits of a total -performance
system.

Starting with the kind of control only
JVC's RM-85U can give you:
 Independent LED time counters for
player and recorder, read out edit points in
minutes, seconds and frames.
 Edit -in and edit -out automatic
control. Four built-in memories let you
control edit -in and edit -out points of both
the player and recorder. And once starting
and ending points are determined, ac-
curate editing is memory -controlled
automatically.
 Edit shift control allowsframe-to-frame
edit point correction.



 Lap time indicated for each insert edit
length by LED display.
 Edit preview mode available, for
"rehearsals" of actual edits.
 Edit -in point search mechanism. After
each edit, a Return button rewinds the
tape automatically to the edit -in point, so
it's easier to check edit conditions.
 Auto -shift search mechanism to step
down the tape speed automatically, and
ensure quick and accurate location of the
editing point.
 Tape safety guard circuit. Because
leaving the unit in the still -frame mode can
eventually cause damage to tape or video
heads, a tape safety guard circuit places
the unit into the stop mode automatically

if it is left in the still -frame mode for more
than 10 minutes.
 Selective edlitiing modes-assemble
editing, insert ed ting for audio channel -1,
audio channel -2 or video.
 Versatile editing capability offering
techniques like "edit-in/out," pre -roll,
and automatic pre -roll.

You'll find that nothing in its price
class performs anywhere near the
CR-8500LU/RM-85U videocassette edit-
ing system. And that you'd have to spend a
lot more on the competitive unit that
offers many of the same features.

That's what we mean by giving video
people more of what they want, for less
than they expect to pay.

You demanded more versatility in a moderate -priced, broadcast -quality camera.
And JVC's value -packed CY-8800U goes with you from studio to location.

Our CY-8800U offers a lot more
than picture quality and stability that
compares favorably with units costing
twice as much.
Thanks to JVC's 4
technology, the
CY-8800U
camera,
utilizing

three 3/3"
magnetic focus,
magnetic deflection
Plumbicon* or
Saticon tubes offer
total flexibility. And a
rugged die cast
chassis in front and
back to hold up under
the toughest
conditions.

With the Basic
configuration, it's a
compact ENG/EFP
camera that's com-
pletely self-contained
-no CCU required.
It's easy to operate,
ready to plug into our
CR-4400LU/CR-4400U
portable recorder, with optional
cables available up to 66 feet.

With the Studio configuration it's a
hard-working studio camera. Just add the
RS -8800U remote Synchronizing unit and
the large screen, top mounted viewfinder.

And as for big -ticket features, we've
built in what the others would let you add
on later:

 A built-in 1.5 Inch
adjustable

 electronic view-
finder for the con-
venience of the
operator.

 A built-in
battery

warning system. I
----  A built-in tally light.
 A built-in VSI -video

system indicator for precision
F-stop control.
 A built-in color bar
generator.
 A built-in +6dB, +12dB
sensitivity switch for low

light level applications.
 A built-in auto white balance.
 A built-in fast warm-up capability.
 A built-in electrical color tempera-
ture adjustment for different applica-
tions (variable from 3000° K to 10,000°K).
A built-in filter system (neutral density)
for variable light levels.
 A built-in level switch ( + 50%, 0,
-50%) provides 1/2 F-stop adjustment,
letting you fine tune for added contrast.

 A built-in time lapse meter to show
total hours of camera use.

 A built-in intercom
system for studio
applications.
An RGB output, and

NTSC encoding (Y, I, 0).
 A built-in Gamma control to fine
tune gamma level.
 An AC Adaptor-standard.

 Lightweight -17.4 lbs.-portability.
 Optional 12 -to -1 zoom lens with auto-
matic iris and
power zoom.

 Built-in horizontal and vertical con-
tour correction circuits.
 Signal-to-noise ratio of 49dB,
F .4/3000 lux.
 Resokition of 500 lines at center.
 Return video in the viewfinder.
 A built-in -G circuit for registration.
 Minimum illumination F 1.9/300 lux
( 6dB switch on).
 A comfortable hand grip to stop and
start the recorder. With a switch to oper-
ate iris control and a switch for return video.
 A built-in CCU.

And that adds up to a It more fea-
tures than you'd find in

similarly -priced cameras.

You needed studio
quality recording

in the field.
nd JVC's field-tested

CR-4400LU
Portable 'ideocassette Recorder with

automatic editing lets you bring
your recording/editing capability

wherever you need to shoot.
If you spend time on location in either

ENG or EFP applications, you need a port-
able video system that can shoot, edit, and
give you something to show in no time .
flat. Without awkward equipment hassles.

JVC's CR-4400LU is the one to take
along when you can't bring a studio.

Because it's the lightweight machine
wish heavyweight features:
 Weighs in under 27 lbs. So you can
take it anywhere, and assemble edit on the
spot. You enjoy total flexibility. Complete
freedom. Fast results.
 AEF (Automatic Editing Function)
gives you clean assemble edits.
 Built-in, full color recording and
playback circuitry. No need to buy
an adaptor.
 Low -power consumptiorithat lets you
operate on a miserly 13.5 watts, for
longer battery life. A multi -purpose meter
checks battery, audio, video and servo
levels for precise control of all functions.
 Flexibility to record with the
CY-8800U or other high quality color
cameras

So you need a field-tested recording
system with the features you want at a
pr ce you can afford, check out our
CR-4400LU Portable Videocassette
Recorde-

' egiste-ed trademark of North Ameri:an Philips
Corporation

"registered trademark of Hitachi Corp



NC's new breed of professional video.
Backed by an old tradition of NC quality

and reliability.
For the past fifty years, more and more professionals have turned to

JVC for innovative equipment they can count on to perform.
Isn't it time you discovered why?
Call your JVC representative for a demonstration. Or write to your

nearest JVC office:
58-75 Queens Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, N.Y. 11378
(212) 476-8010
3012 Malmo Dr.
Arlington Heights, III. 60005
(312) 593-8997

1011 W. Artesia Blvd.
Compton, Ca. 90220
(213) 537-8230
3400 South Loop East
Houston, Texas 77021
(713) 741-3741

TV reception simulated

JVC Professional Video.
The tougb new breed.

JVC
JVC INDUSTRIES COMPANY

DIVISION OF US JVC CORP.



A Radio Net For The New Age:
National Public Radio Goes To The
Satellites

By interconnecting its affiliates nation-wide by satellite, National Public Radio
plans to demonstrate the sharply higher levels of quality, flexibility, and
economy the satellites can bring to radio.

CULMINATING A NUMBER OF YEARS OF PLANNING, Na-
tional Public Radio, the central programming service of
public radio stations across the country, will start in mid -
1979 to reach member stations via satellite, with the
whole net to be on the satellites by about January, 1980.

The NPR net will get underway at very roughly the
same time as the Mutual Broadcasting System satellite
net, described in earlier issues of this magazine. NPR's
objectives are obviously somewhat different, being di-
rected toward the needs of public radio stations for a
varied complement of non-commercial programming.
But the two nets, taken together, will show on a very large
scale - Mutual with 500 -plus affiliates, NPR with 200,
later growing to 300 - what a revolutionary force the
satellites are going to be in radio programming in this
country.

NPR has turned to the "birds" because of the severe
limitations of terrestrial lines for its program distribution.
Wide -band stereo programs, for example, have been sent
to member stations on tape by third class mail, a process
that often takes three weeks or more.

The satellites will eliminate program travel time with
programs aired at NPR headquarters for real-time receipt
by member stations anywhere in the country. Beyond
that, the satellites will allow transmission of several pro-
grams simultaneously, starting with up to four programs
and eventually reaching 12 simultaneous channels.
Further still, the net will provide for origination of pro-
grams at many points around the country, for availability
on a real-time basis to any other public station that may
want them. This decentralization of program origination
is one of NPR's main objectives. They want to draw
strength and creativity from all areas, for a real variety
free of the "made -in -Washington" label.

Initially the net will provide four 15 kHz signals, which
can be used for four monophonic programs, two stereo, or
one quadraphonic. Eventually the net will carry 12 simul-
taneous 15 kHz signals, any of which will be selectable by
any recipient station. This will give the operation a flexi-

This article is adapted from a paper presented at the Audio
Engineering Society convention (Los Angeles, May,
1978) by Wayne Hetrick, senior engineer, Research and
Development, National Public Radio.

bility far beyond that of any network plan now realizable
without the use of satellites.

As first set up, the net will serve 192 stations. The total
is expected to grow to more than 300 stations over the next
ten years. NPR will make a gradual transition from terres-
trial to satellite distribution, with the cut -over to be done
in segments as all the radio stations in a given area get their
equipment for reception of the satellite signals.

The main origination terminal

NPR's uplink facilities will be installed alongside those
of the Public Broadcasting Service's television satellite
uplink, at a site in Bren Mar, Virginia, 10 miles southwest
of Washington. PBS already has its satellite transmission
operation underway from this site. Both services will use
the same Western Union (Westar) satellite, but not the
same transponder. Two 11 -meter antennas both transmit
and receive. NPR will use the same 11 -meter transmit
antenna as PBS, but NPR will also have a 4.5 -meter
antenna as a backup at the site.

The Bren Mar site will be connected by duplex circuits
to NPR's Technical Center on M Street in Washington.
Eventually, this connection will provide for the 12 simul-
taneous broadband circuits that the net will carry.

Each of the 15 regional uplink stations now planned
will have the capacity to send two simultaneous broad-
band channels up to the satellite. The system allows for
adding additional uplink stations later, if NPR decides to
have more. All transmission in the net will be on a single -
channel -per -carrier basis, which allows great freedom in
assignment of program channels to satellite carriers. Up-
link signals will be in the six GHz band; downlink signals
are transmitted in the four GHz band.

Receiving earth terminals

Each station will own and control the earth terminal
equipment for bringing in the satellite signals. Each ter-
minal has a 4.5 -meter antenna, which can be repointed
manually if there is a failure in the satellite, or to allow the
station to get, from a different satellite, programs con-
tracted for outside of NPR.

The earth terminal will include a receiver subsystem
consisting of a down converter and four demodulators,
and associated audio expander units which are used in the
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Block diagram of satellite earth terminal to be supplied for reception to each affiliate of
National Public Radio. Transmit capability is added with transmit subsystem
put in block marked "Rif Option."

noise reduction system. The down converter is tunable to
either of two transponder frequencies, and each de-
modulator is independently tunable to any of the 12 sig-
nals the system will eventually carry.

Both the transmit and receive equipment for the net
have been designed and manufactured by Collins Radio
Division of Rockwell and selected subcontractors, in
close collaboration with the NPR engineering department.

Site location

Each station has suggested a prime location for its
receiving antenna. This site, and alternate sites, are being
coordinated with transmission in the area in the 3.7 to 4.2
GHz band used for downlink transmission.

In some cases, two or more stations will be able to share
one earth terminal in the net, thus reducing costs. Often,
though, this will not be possible because of interference,
environmental disadvantages, geography, or other rea-
sons.

There is a further sharing possibility: the NPR service
can make use of some facilities (antenna, etc.) of a public
television earth terminal. About thirty such situations
have already been identified in the U.S.

Realizing design objectives

Coming now to some of the technical characteristics

Typical link performance
Nominal carrier -to -noise ratio

(at a typical NPR station)
Compander improvement
FM improvement (B=5)
Total signal-to-noise ratio
Carson's Rule bandwidth
Nominal EIRP (downlink)
Nominal G/T
Nominal path loss (30° elevation)

16 dB
30 dB

26.5 dB
dB

180 kHz
16.5 dBW

21.4 dB/°K
196.3 dB

40

that make the net such a big advance over earlier radio
distribution systems, we note first the design objectives
for the audio performance. The overall audio signal-to-
noise ratio of signals as received was set for a minimum 67
dB. This was reached in part through the use of a new
companding noise reduction system developed especially
for NPR. The NPR engineering department studied all
extant noise reduction methods, and decided on certain
special characteristics they wanted. These were incorpo-
rated into the new system in collaboration with a manufac-
turer of noise reduction equipment. The companding sys-
tem gains about 30 dB of subjective improvement, reduc-
ing the requirements on the net itself. NPR expects that the
subjective signal-to-noise ratio, at the receiving stations,
will be in excess of 70 dB.

It is worth re-emphasizing, in this connection, the free-
dom of satellite networking from the unavoidable analog
signal degradation in the cascading of many repeaters. A
satellite channel has just one repeater, no matter how far
the signal is carried. That makes it far easier to maintain
top quality performance from input to output.

The noise performance and some other important
characteristics of a typical link are shown in the accom-
panying table. Note the figure of 196.3 dB for nominal
path loss.

All signals are put onto carriers in the 70 MHz band,
using frequency modulation with a peak deviation of 75
kHz. This carrier frequency was chosen because the
technology for making high quality 70 MHz modulators is
highly developed. In addition, if terrestrial lines are
needed to reach broadcast studios from NPR terminals,
cable television technology is effective in carrying signals
in this band.

NPR chose to use analog rather than digital modulation
for several reasons. Their analysis established that a digi-
tal signal of the kind they would need would take one and a
half to two times as much downlink power as the compar-

continued on page 42
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Diagram of transmit subsystem shows equipment added to earth terminal to supply the
regional uplink capability. Regional transmitters can put two 15 kHz signals onto net for
receipt by any other affiliate

able analog signal, greatly increasing operating costs. The
much smaller bandwidth needed for an analog signal also
reduced cost and technical requirements. There is also the
saving in eliminating coding and decoding equipment.

These facts would not have been persuasive, however,
if NPR had found digital transmission essential for the top
quality signal they wanted. But with a single "repeater"
in the path and their special noise reduction system, NPR
was able to reach all the quality objectives.

The four carriers might be at 65, 69, 72, and 74 MHz,
and each would be frequency modulated with a different
signal. Each would be translated upward to the six GHz
band for the trip up to the satellite. Two such carriers
would be used for stereo. In other words, this is a totally
discrete stereo system, in contrast to the broadcast FM
stereo system with its composite signal carrying both left
and right signals on one RF channel.

The carriers at the output of the up converter are at a
power level of about .01 milliwatt. Power amplification
lifts this to the level needed for uplink transmission. At
remote 4.5 -meter antennas, about 45 watts is needed; at
the 11 -meter antennas about 6.5 watts is needed at the
power amplifier output.

In the regional uplink transmitters, special precautions
are needed to separate transmitted and received signals.
Each program audio input goes through an audio switch
and summing network to a compressor/modulator, then to
the transmit channel. If one of the two transmit channels
should fail when a stereo signal is being transmitted, the
two channels are automatically combined for transmittal
together on the remaining good channel.

The power amplifier raises the signal level, with the
signal in the six GHz band, to about 45 watts. The two
signals go to a combining network, to a diplexer, and
thence to the antenna. About 16 watts (+12 dBW) from
each channel reaches the antenna. With antenna gain of 46
dB, this results in an effective isotropically radiated power

(EIRP) of about 58 dBW, enough to produce high quality
uplink transmission from the regional locations with rea-
sonable operating margins.

Although the diplexer orthomode junction provides a
fairly high isolation between the transmitted signal and
any incoming signal, there must be additional attenuation
of the transmit frequency at the receive port to prevent
overloading the low -noise amplifier (LNA) that takes the
signal from the antenna. This is accomplished with a filter
with at least 50 dB of attenuation for frequencies in the
transmit band, around six GHz, and about 0.1 dB inser-
tion loss for the receive frequencies, in the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz
band. The combination of this filter with the orthomode
junction action puts 80 dB of attenuation in the transmit
signal level appearing at the LNA input. Thus, the re-
gional uplink transmitters can be used for transmission
without degrading simultaneous reception.

Satellite power output

The power output of the transponder in the satellite, or
the "saturated EIRP," is typically about 33 dBW. In
practice this must be shared among up to 12 NPR carriers,
along with other users. In addition, the power must be
"backed off" to minimize intermodulation in the satel-
lite, and there must be an allowance of about 1.5 dB for
end -of -transponder -life degradation. The final result is a
typical per -carrier satellite output power of about 16.5
dBW or 44.7 watts for the NPR carriers.

This power is subjected to the "path loss" on the way to
the receiving antenna. The path loss will vary somewhat
depending on the location of the receiver, and has been
figured for every location and for the two satellites to be
used, Wester I and Westar II. The calculations are based
on the "slant ranges," figured from the azimuth and
elevation angles from each site to each satellite. Var-
iations are on the order of one dB. In addition, an allo-

continued on page 44
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HITACHI SK -70
The One Camera That's Right for Both
Field Production and the Studio!
The modular SK -70 converts easily from a fully
equipped, self-contained color studio camera to a
modified studio camera. In the field, the studio ver-
sion of the SK -70 can be connected directly to a VTR
with only a co -axial cable. And for hand-held porta-
bility, the camera head features a shoulder mount, an
auto -iris portable zoom lens, and a 1.5" viewfinder,
along with a DC and process pack. The Digital Com-
mand Unit (DCU) with up to 3000 feet of single co -axial
cable strongly enhances the capability of the SK -70.
Another striking option is a 22:1 zoom lens that can
be used for the studio version of the SK -70 in the field.

1. Fully studio -equipped

No matter which configuration you choose from those
shown in the photo and three diagrams, the Hitachi SK -70
offers the precision and reliability of three 2/3" Saticon tubes in
the camera head to insure excellent picture quality, combined with
all the latest advances in broadcast camera technology.

As you can see, our outstanding Hitachi SK -70 is a sound invest-
ment for broadcasters, production studios, and universities who
need broadcast quality performance in a wide variety of assign-
ments, all for the price of a single camera. We'd be pleased to
arrange a demonstration of how the SK -70 can fit the following
camera requirements inside or outside your TV studio, and more:

2. Portable Use

4. Modified Studio Use

Genlock
Tally
Intercom
V.F. Aux

DAI E H--1

L

Tally
At, Intercom

0 N V.F. Aux

0

Tally
Intercom

Genlock

OP

HITACHI
Hitachi Denshi America, Ltd.
FORMERLY HITACHI SHIBADE NI CORP OF AMERICA

Executive Office: 58-25 Brooklyn -Queens Expressway, Woodside, N.Y. 11377 (212) 898-1261 Offices in: Chicago (312) 344-4020;
Los Angeles (213) 328-2110; Dallas (214) 233-7623; Atlanta (404) 451-9453; Denver (303) 344-3156; Seattle (206) 298-1680.

A) Portable lens
B) 1.5" viewfinder
C) Camera head pack
D) Camera cable (300 ft.)
E) Process pack
F) D.C. pack
G) Shoulder Mount
H) Co -axial cable (3000 ft.)
I) DCU

J) Mount adapter
K) A.C. pack
L) VTR or FPU

M) Operation panel
N) 5" viewfinder
0) 5" V.F. Mounting Plate
P) Co -axial cable (video)
Q) Portable lens w/conversion

adapter
R) Studio lens
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Public Radio Goes to Satellites

NPR
CARRIERS

50 60
1 80 90 MHZ

POSSIBLE TERRESTRIAL
MICROWAVE INTERFERENCE

70

IF CENTER
FREQUENCY

Spectrum placement of NPR carriers, with respect to possible
terrestrial microwave carriers, shows how NPR frequencies
interleave with microwave frequencies to minimize interference
possibilities

wance of 1.1 dB is made for each site to account for
departures from ideal propagation which include atmos-
pheric absorption, polarization and earth station pointing
error, 0.7 dB; degradation in antenna gain, 0.2 dB; and
degradation in LNA noise temperature, 0.2 dB.

A typical net figure for loss over the air path is 196.3
dB, the loss between the satellite and the receiver anten-
nas. Figures differ a few tenths of a dB between the two
satellites, as well as from one site to another; in practice,
the largest loss from any site to either satellite has been
used in the system design.

These losses must be offset by the receiver system
design. Antenna gain is about 43.5 dB at midband (four
GHz). Antenna gain increases with frequency, but so does
propagation loss, at nearly the same rate. Thus no adjust-
ment has to be made in the midband figure for carriers at
other frequencies.

In summary, the power level at the receive antenna
output port is 16.5 dBW minus 196.3 dBW plus 43.dB
equals 136.3 dBW. In an FM system, the final signal-to-
noise ratio is the function of the carrier -to -noise ratio, as
modified by the FM improvement factor. With 200 kHz of
receiver noise bandwidth, 15 kHz as the highest modula-
tion frequency, and 75 kHz the peak FM deviation, the
improvement factor calculates to 27.0 dB. The signal-to-
noise ratio of the bearer channel established for the NPR
net had to be at least 41 dB. Thus, the carrier -to -noise ratio
had to be at least 41 minus 27 or 14 dB. The system CNR
depends mainly on the downlink CNR, since the uplink
CNR is much greater because of the greater power avail-
able at the transmitting ground terminal. Thus the
downlink CNR had to be maintained at no less than 14 dB,
and this was accomplished, as already noted.

Receiver noise figures

The antenna noise temperature depends on the eleva-
tion angle of the antenna, because that determines the
amount of noise power radiated into the antenna from the
"hot" earth. The temperature of the earth's surface is
around 300 degrees Kelvin, and a significant amount of
this heat may enter the antenna through the side lobes. At a
typical antenna angle of 40 degrees, the temperature of the
NPR antenna will be about 30 degrees Kelvin.

Noise contributions in the receiver downstream from
the LNA will generally be quite small, since the LNA has
a high gain of about 60 dB. The downstream sources are
the down converter and demodulator, and coax and power
divider losses.

To cover this downstream noise and all other miscel-
laneous sources, NPR adds an additional margin of 14
degrees Kelvin to the design. This leads to the specifica-
tion of the LNA noise temperature, and this will vary from
site to site, as already noted. The cost effective solution
was to choose among LNAs with a series of standard noise
temperatures, for the one giving the needed margin at each
site. Available values were 150, 125, 95, or 55 degrees
Kelvin, with the higher values the least expensive. In this
way the LNA cost and noise figures were matched to the
job.

Following the LNA is the down converter, which in-
cludes bandpass filters choosing the section of the 500
MHz wide LNA output which corresponds to the trans-
ponder transmitting the NPR carriers. The down converter
output consists of the group of NPR carriers translated to
the 70 MHz band; these are fed to a power divider, which
sends each to a separate FM demodulator to recover the
original audio signal. Following the demodulator is the
expander, which reverses the compression applied to the
signal at the transmit site, in the noise reduction system
already described.

The choice of frequencies for the NPR system, to
minimize the possibility of interference with the terrestrial
microwave services which use the same band, was a most
important part of the design. The frequency assignments
to terrestrial microwave systems are on 20 MHz spacings
beginning with 3710 MHz, or 3710, 3730, 3750, etc.
Thus, the satellite transponder center frequencies for the
downlink have been chosen on 40 MHz steps starting with
3720 to 3760, 3800, etc. This puts about eight MHz on
each side of the transponder center frequency which is
relatively clear of interference. The NPR carriers make
use of this space by occupying these regions on each side
of the transponder center frequency.

Further, as noted already, each site for an NPR receive
terminal will be carefully analyzed for interference. This
will be done by putting into a computer all microwave
terrestrial links in the vicinity, to determine expected
levels of interference at the site. If the computer study
indicates a marginal situation, with degradation of the
NPR signal likely, actual measurements will be made at
the site to verify the interference levels, and determine
whether or not the site is acceptable.

When the NPR station studio site is cleared through the
interference analysis, the receive terminal can be "co-

located" right at the studio, to eliminate any need for a
terrestrial link between satellite terminal and studio. If the
studio location turns out to be too "noisy" for the satellite
terminal, it can be put up to five miles away, with a
coaxial cable link to the studio.

In sum - what NPR affiliates will get

The signal which will be routinely available to NPR
affiliates, with SNR of at least 70 dB, 15 kHz bandwidth,
and vanishing level distortion, will be "state of the art"
for a long time to come, and will in fact be beyond the
capability of many stations to make full use of for some
time. For just one limitation, consider the receivers in
automobiles, which make up 20 percent to 40 percent of
some stations' audiences. But the existence of this high
quality signal will be a sharp and continuing stimulus
toward the upgrading of audio quality in broadcasting,
both at the transmitting and the receiving end. On that
score alone the satellites are powerful movers and shakers
for the future. BMX
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The HITACHI

90
Unsurpassed Picture
Quality in a Free-
Ranging Portable.
High technology in camera design is Hitachi's
business. And the phenomenal SK -90 shines
among Hitachi's previous successes.

With the comfortably balanced, self-contained
SK -90, you can go on location and shoot action
features, documentaries, commercials, training
and sales tapes -without worrying about complex
equipment, tripping over bulky cords, or stagger-
ing under heavy loads - and always producing an
image truly worthy of broadcast transmission. The
SK -90's sophistication makes it easy for you. Any-
place, anywhere from sub -zero to over 100° F.
operating temperatures.

Technological advances? The SK -90 is brimming
with them.

A Hitachi -developed Automatic Beam Optimizer
(ABO) circuit outs out the comet -tailing effect com-
mon to lesser cameras when shooting highly re-
flective objects.

Three 2/3" Saticon tubes combine with a
smaller -size high index beam splitting prism to de-
liver better than 500 -line horizontal resolution and
better than 51dB signal-to-noise ratio.

And, of course, there are all the additional fea-
tures that assure sharp, crisp pictures
and true colors: built-in 2H contour en-
hancer with comb filter... standard I & Q

encoder... switchable color bar gener-
ator_automatic white balance...
automatic iris... and a built-in Genlock
circuit using black burst to lock your
SK -90 to other cameras.

01:Cons include a built-in linear ma-
trix masking amplifier for high fidelity
color Rendition and a complete remote

operating unit which lets the camera
range up to 1000 feet away on stand-
ard camera cable. For an even
greater working range of over 3000
feet. a Digital Command UnitrIii-
a)dEl Cable System is also available.

Remarkably, the Hitachi SK -90
may be the first affordable, self-
contained portable that doesn't
compromise. Contact your Hitachi
dealer for more details.

HITACHI
Hitachi Denshi Arnerica.Ltd.
FORMERLY HITACHI SHIBAIDEN CORP OF AMERICA

Executive Officn: 58-25 Brooklyn -Queens Expressway, Wood-
side, N Y. 1137' (212) 898-1281. Offices in: Chicago (312)
344-4033: Los Angeles (213) 328-2110; Dallas (214) 233-7623;
Atlanta (404) 4r1-9453; Denver (303) 344-3158; Seattle (208)
298-1883.
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AUDIO EQUIPMENT THAT DEFIES COMPARISON
PRICE OR PERFORMANCE

The headline above is not just another hollow
advertising claim. It is simply a statement of facts.
A fact that started out as a goal over eight years
ago and is the result of both an intensive
developmental program and an ongoing awareness
of your, the broadcasters, needs.

The products shown on these pages are but
representative examples of over 150 items
manufactured or sold thru RAMKO RESEARCH.
From turntables, audio consoles, distribution
amplifiers, and audio switchers to cart machines,
tape winders and mic and line amplifiers.

We openly encourage your comparison with anything
else on the market. Write, wire or call COLLECT for
further information. Better yet, take advantage of
our 2 week trial offer and prove us to yourself. We
will both come out ahead.

Sincerely,

RAY KOHFELD
President/Director of Engineering
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TURNTABLE PREAMPS. Leaders in their field. AUDIO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS. Avail- DC38 SERIES AUDIO CONSOLES. Outstanding
MP -8 & SP -8 - Bal. out; 0.05% dist.; 68dB gain; able in 12 different rack and table top versions. versatility and advanced technology. Unparalled
+8dBm out ( +21dBm max); S/N -77dB down All inputs and outputs may be used balanced features such as 4 inputs per mixer, high Z bal-
ref. to 12mv in @ 1kHz & +8dBm out. ' 1dB or unbalanced and in any combination on the anted bridging inputs accept mic level thru high
RIAA, remote scratch & brilliance activation. same amplifier. All outputs are individually am- level, patch -panel input gain select, DC control
Mono, stereo, table top, and rack mount ver- plifier isolated and will work into any load over of all audio, back lit alpha numeric readouts
sions. $98 to $166. 125 ohms without change in distortion or res- above each mixer, solid state LED VU meters,
ESP -38 - Bal. out; 0.03% distortion; S/N, ponse. Response 10Hz to 30kHz, 0.5 dB. Dis- dual channel (plus mono mixdown channel on
-85dB down referred to 12mv in @ 1kHz and tortion 0.1% or less. Hum and Noise 98dB down stereo), solid state switching and muting for
+8dBm out; 0.5dB RIAA; remote & local referenced to +20dBm out. Channel separation noiseless operation, selectable muting, plug in
scratch, brilliance, rumble filter and mono acti- -75dB. DA's start as low as $145 for our 1x30 electronics, and optional built in Clock/Timer.
vation; -1-8dBm out ( +21dBm max.), +60dB mass feed model, thru our 1x6 line and mic level Available mono or stereo and 5, 8, or 10 mixer
gain. Left & right Hi/Lo equalization trimmers units, to our modular 20x80 rack mount design. versions. 4 year warranty with 2 week trial
and recessed level controls. Built-in turntable re- No need to pay more or settle for less. Price - period. Price - $2,400 to $4,980.
mote start/stop relay. Stereo only. Price - $325. $145 to $2,276.
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DC -12 SERIES AUDIO CONSOLES. A remote SC -5, DC -5, & DC -8 SERIES AUDIO CONSOLES. PORTABLE CONSOLE. P5M -A full 5 mixer
control console with low profile control head and This series of consoles, whether single or dual audio console in miniature. Bal. in & out, 8 in -
rack mount electronics that may be located up channel; table models or rack mount; 5 or 8 puts, 3 of which are mic/line selectable & indi-
to 90 feet away. Features 2 inputs per mixer, mixers, mono or stereo, feature illuminated touch- vidual compressors on mic channels #1 & #2.
silent illuminated touch switches, dual channel pad audio select switching, solid state LED VU Tone gen., cue and monitor feed with gain con -
(plus mono mix down channel on stereo), solid meters, Simul-Q monitoring capability, full -range troll & phones select with gain control. Last 3
state LED VU meters, DC control of all audio, gain selects on each input, selectable solid state channels equiped with Q switch & the first 2
patch panel input gain select, selectable solid "cue and monitor muting on all channels, and channels provide muting. A folding stand is part
state muting and switching, slide faders with plug-in electronics. DC control of all audio with of the unit and may be removed for rack mount -
dual cue entry and plug in electronics. Since the built-in relays for on -air lights and aux. muting. ing. +8dBm out nominally ( +18dBm max);
DC -12's are totally modular you may order any Options include 4 and 8 channel extenders, 2dB, 20Hz to 20kHz; S/N -75dB high level
number of mixers and add on later. Twelve Simul-Q latching and remote control of AC and -62dB mic level. Max gain of 90dB and
channels may be accomodated and an addition- equipment. These popular consoles have recent- distortion of 0.3%. Compression/limiting range
al 8 may be added via the DC -12 extender. 4 ly been up -dated to incorporate many new fea- of 35dB and a slope of 50:1. 93/4" W x 91/2" D
year warranty. Price - $4,700 to $5,900. tures. Price - $864 to $2,298. x 31/2" H. Price - $545.



AUDIO ROUTER/ AMPLIFIER. The most versa-
tile, feature loaded switcher on the market. Plug
in cards for up to 16 inputs & 12 outputs. Each

input has an amplifier and level adjust for at-
tenuation and up to 17dB of gain. Output cards
feature dual bal. 600 Ohm outputs, momentary
BCD coded controls (may be slaved from other
locations), LED output status lights show thru
the front panel, and on -board mono/stereo select
switch. A smoked plexiglass front panel allows
the operator to tell the status of any output. Also
on the front panel are 2 rows of silent momentary
contact switches. One row for output selection &
one row for input select. Contact RAMKO for fur-
ther information and specs. Price - $716 - $2,108

LINE AMPLIFIERS. The ideal solution for your
line level problems can be found in one of the
4 different models offered. LA -2 (table top or
rack) and LA-5S/TOM: mono or stereo, balanced
or unbalanced high impedance inputs, +21dBm
maximum input level, +21dBm maximum out-
put into 600 ohm balanced line, frequency res-
ponse +0 -1dB 10 Hz to 50kHz, distortion
0.008% at +8dBm out. The LA -2 is a 2 channel
amplifier. The LA -55/10M is a modular rack
mount unit with up to 5 stereo or 10 mono chan-
nels. The LE -3 is a 3 channel mono line amplifier
with equalization for high and low frequencies
and is also modular. Gain of all units, variable
to +20dB. Price - $16 to $469.

DUAL MIC COMPRESSOR/AMPLIFIERS. Por-

table dual mono & stero mic limiters that amplify,
mix, limi and control gain. The DML-dual mono
is used where 2 separate mics must be indepen-
dently amplified and compressed and mixed into
a common 600 ohm output. Primary and backup
batteries (or an optional AC supply). Includes
tone generator & talkback ability. The DML-1S
is an AC powered, stereo version. Input: -60dB
nominal. --18dB max. Gain: 90dB max. Limiting
Output Level: DML-2M, +10dBm. DML-I S,
+18dBm or +8dBm. Balanced Inputs and Out-
puts. D st.: 0.3%. Attack Time: 2 microseconds.
Noise: 60dB below limiting output. Size 21/2" H
x 51/4" W x 81/3" D. Price - $239 to $274.

MIC/LINE AMPLIFIERS. Dual function for mic-
rophone or line. The MLA series are ideal for re-
mote broadcasts, churches, mixer expansion, and
emergency situations. Front panel controls for
mic or line selection and level. Mic input -60dB
in for +4dBm out. Line input balanced bridging
with gain variable +26dB. -18dBm in provides
+8dBm out with an additional 13dBm of head-
room. Distortion is 0.1% or less. Response: Mic
channel 2dB 20Hz to 20k14z. High level chan-
nel: 1dB 5Hz to 30kHz. Inputs may be used
bal. or unbal. XLR Mic connectors. Single or
dual channel, table top or rack mount. Price -
$128 to $195.

-) 1
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STUDIO MONITOR AMPLIFIERS. Exceptional
reproduction with high performance and versa-
tility. 7 different models to choose from. MA -7
(mono), MA -14 (stereo): 5W per channel into
8 ohms. Response: +0, -2dB 20 Hz to 19kHz
at rated output. Distortion: 0.4% max. at 1 kHz

and rated output. Input: 5k unbalanced, 0.7V
in for max. output. Table top or rack mount.
SMA series: mono or stero, table top or rack
mount. 25W RMS per channel into 8 ohms. In-
puts: high Z balanced bridging. Response:

1dB 15Hz to 90kHz at rated output. Distor-
tion: 0.6% at rated output. Built in muting cir-
cuit with input and output level controls and bass
contour adjust. Price - $96 to $269.

AUTOMATIC CARTRIDGE & CASSETTE LOAD-
ER. Precision wind your own carts and cassettes
and scve up to 40% on reloading costs. The

ACL-25/E is simple to use, just dial in the time
desired and push the run switch. The ACL stops
automatically, precisely to -0, +1 second of
playback time. The exclusive playback speed
selector ends mental gymnastics figuring tape
length versus playback speed. Simply set the
selector to 17/8, 33/4, or 71/2 i.p.s. and the ACL
does the rest. An optional cassette adaptor en-
ables you to wind both carts and cassettes on
the same machine. An optional pancake adap-
tor is also available. The ACL-25/E has a nom-
inal winding speed of 30 i.p.s. Price $325.

.11

TECHNICS PROFESSIONAL SERIES BY PANA-
SONIC. Ramko Research is proud to be one of
the largest distributors of this extraordinary
equipment. The SP-10MKII and the SL-1500-
MK2 Turntables have set new standards by
which turntables will be judged for many years.
These direct drive units with Quartz - phase
locked speed control maintain speed within
0.002%. Wow and flutter is 0.025% WRMS
and Rumble -73dB. Also available are reel to
reel tape recorders, portable and fixed cassette
R/P units, power amps, parametric equaliziers,
tuners, and a series of studio monitor speakers
that will astound you with their phase -linear re-
production.

OTHER PRODUCTS
OFFERED BY

RAMKO
e

TELEX

Cart Machine
e

FIDELEPAC
Cartridges, erasers, storage -acks,

alignment carts, etc.

NAGY
Splicers

TECHNICS
Complete line

RAMKO RESEARCH

1/355 "A" Folsom Blvd.
Rancho Cordova, Calif. 95670
(916) 635-3600

"YOUR KEY TO QUALITY"
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Progress Report: Circularly
Polarized Antennas For TV

They won't simplify your operation, they won't make your license easier to
get, and they certainly won't cost you less to run . . . but they sure can make
you easier to watch!

A YEAR AND A HALF AGO [see BM/E, March, 1977] we
reported that: "None of the proponents of CP deny that
there are problems to be solved but they have argued,
apparently successfully, that these problems cannot be
solved by a refusal to go forward . . . Two VHF TV
stations, one highband and one lowband, have opted for
CP antennas. The stations, WPBT, channel 2, Miami,
Florida and KBYU, channel 11, Provo, Utah, are both
non-commercial, educational stations." The FCC's at
least tacit approval of TV CP was expected momentarily.

Nineteen months later the problems - primarily that
transmitting with a CP signal requires twice the power (to
transmit a vertical as well as horizontal signal) and there-
fore costs twice as much - remain unsolved, and are
likely to continue so until a vast majority of stations have
gone to CP, enabling them to lower their transmission
power (since CP receiving antennas significantly increase
reception power). The FCC did grant approval, on May
24, 1977, for stations, at their option, to transmit a circu-
larly polarized signal provided it did not increase their
effective ERP. A half dozen stations, including WPBT
and KBYU, are now on the air with CP, with a half dozen
or so more expected within the next six months pending
FCC approvals.

No less than four U.S companies (Bogner Broadcast
Equipment, Cetec Jampro, Harris, and RCA) have been
granted FCC approvals for their antenna designs, each
offering unique advantages for all types of CP applica-
tions. We thought, however, that rather than analyzing
their respective claims we would talk with stations who
were already on -air with CP or who were shortly about to
be so. Circular polarization has been around long enough
to no longer be a "new fad," and the data provided by
these stations should be conclusive enough to convince
even the most cynical broadcaster.

WLS-TV: the guinea pig that lived

Though ABC's WLS-TV (channel 7), Chicago, has
been on the air with CP since January, 1974 (as a testing
ground for both the FCC's review of circular polarization
and RCA's development of its CP antenna line), the
station did not receive its license until March, 1978. It is
now fully operational with an 81.3 kW ERP side mounted
panel type RCA prototype CP antenna.

The FCC had laid down three criteria for testing the CP
antenna: (1) that it would not exceed the then current A &
B Grade contours; (2) that it would not create any co -
channel interference; and (3) that tests would have to
demonstrate an improvement in reception over horizon-
tally polarized signals. The test results, provided by Neil

Smith of Smith & Powstenko (Washington, D.C. consul-
tants) came in loud and clear! As predicted, the first two
criteria were completely satisfied, and results using a CP
receive antenna were highly significant. However, Smith
also set up rabbit -ears in the standard "v position" and
monopoles oriented perfectly vertically. Even with no
"fiddling around" to get a better picture, he observed
some improvement in 75 percent of the sites tested. And in
25 percent, he observed a one TASO grade or better
improvement. Perhaps more significant, though not quan-
tifiable, there was a marked improvement in signal consis-
tency. The familiar viewer situation of adjusting the set
only to find, upon sitting down, that the reception was
poor again, was largely eliminated. According to Pointer:
"We have improved picture reception. We have elimi-
nated or minimized ghosting. We have a higher signal-
to-noise ratio. And we do have penetration into difficult
spots in the urban area." What more could a station ask?

KBYU and WPBT: one year later

"Driving among the large buildings of Salt Lake City
with a battery -operated TV set," claims Ralph Silver,
chief engineer of KBYU-TV (channel 11), Provo, Utah,
"ours is the only channel which we can watch consis-
tently. The others come in only at intersections. The
circularly polarized signal just seems to penetrate all the
dark corners."

On -air with CP for just over a year, KBYU installed a
Harris six bay cavity -backed radiator on a 75 -foot tower
high atop an 8600 -foot mountain. Arranged on the three
sides of the triangular tower, each bay consists of three
cavities, yielding a total of 18 cavities, each containing a
crossed flat dipole. KBYU is currently transmitting with
only half of a Harris 50 kW parallel transmitter, radiating
100 kW ERP; they will shortly marry the two halves of the
transmitter, however, yielding a CP system with an ERP
of 162 kW. One advantage of the Harris antenna to KBYU
was that the station made its decision to go with CP before
the FCC had given its final approval; the Harris antenna,
with its power divider and separate inputs for the horizon-
tal and vertical, is easily converted from HP to CP.
Another advantage of the antenna was the ease with which
it could be directionalized to provide the 10 dB null
KBYU needed to protect against a channel 11 in Twin
Falls.

The other station which we reported in March, 1977 as
having committed itself to CP went on -air with RCA's
Quatrefoil side -mounted six bay antenna on September

continued on page 50
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No matter how complicated your
studio operation is, we can unsnarl your signals
and send them on their way, with one of our
nine off -the -shelf Switcher series.

For example, many broadcasters use our
lower cost 15Xor RXSeries Switchers to switch
input signals to their VTR machines. By providing
instant access to signals at the touch of a
button, difficult editing jobs are accomplished
on the spot and, during the Vertical Interval.

And to minimize system downtime
we've designed our Series 20Xand 40XSwitchers
for optimum reliability and capability. Most
units have a microprocessor in every channel to
eliminate total system failure if the logic system
malfunctions. And you can replace a channel

module without shutting down the entire
system.

For audio use, our solid-state Series
AXSwitchers make the old fashioned patch panel
a thing of the past.

All 3M Routing Switchers can be built
to nearly any input/output capability, with vertical
interval switching and can be operated by
many types of controls.

Studio operation is getting more complex
every day. You can't fight it, so why not switch?
Switch to 3M Routing Systems.

Circle the reader service card number at
the back of the book for more information or
call 205-883-7370 for system design assistance.
3M Video Systems. Watch us in action.

m
COMPANY
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Circularly Polarized Antennas

KBYU-TV, Provo, Utah, is transmitting an improved television
signal with its new Harris CBR circularly polarized antenna

29, 1977. With an antenna gain of 6.64 and a 26.5 kW
transmitter, WPBT (channel 2), Miami, achieves its
maximum 100 kW ERP in each plane. The antenna is
basically omni-directional, with a scant one dB suppres-
sion to protect against a channel 2 in Orlando. The 18
panels are mounted on a tower 1048 feet above sea level,
but this height includes two UHF antennas mounted on a
T -bar above the top of the TBK Quatrefoil. Center of
radiation of the CP antenna is slightly over 920 feet.

Both stations are extremely happy with the results. As
part of the station's testing, Ralph Silver visited homes in
KBYU's deep fringe area - some as far away as 100
miles. With the antenna arrayed horizontally, he was
unable to bring in KBYU's signal. However, when he
tilted the antenna vertically he was able to bring in a
viewable signal. "The vertical component seems to pene-
trate a lot better," claims Silver. "Having both signal
components helps tremendously with fading; when the
horizontal fades, you've still got the vertical."

WRAL: doing things a little differently

Lee Poole, chief engineer at WRAL-TV (channel 5),
Raleigh, N.C., considers his statements carefully; he
knows that the entire broadcasting industry is watching
with quiet optimism as the results come in on WRAL's
new RCA Fan Vee CP antenna. WRAL went on -air with
CP on September 11, and is the latest VHF station, and the

only channel 5, to use CP. Unlike other stations which
have converted to circular polarization in the process of
relocating their towers or increasing their ERP, WRAL's
operation will remain basically similar. The only differ-
ence is that the new antenna, radiating 100 kW ERP, is
mounted 2000 feet above ground level, whereas the old
tower was 1170 feet. But the differences are mathemati-
cally predictable, and WRAL will serve as a perfect test-
ing ground for before -and -after studies. As a further test,
WRAL left its old antenna operational for a short time to
make actual on -air CP/HP comparisons.

The first indication that the folks at WRAL are up to
something different is Poole's admission that the tower is
strobe lit 24 hours a day. It's not to satisfy any FCC
regulation; "We're just proud of it," says Poole. But
strobe lighting is only the tip of the iceberg. For two weeks
before September 11, WRAL took to the airwaves (both
radio and television) and to print advertising to tell the
world (or, at least, its viewing audience) that the change
was coming and what to look for. It would seem only
natural for a station to promote its new CP signal; but other
stations we spoke with seemed to have passed on this
opportunity. "Circular polarization is a direct benefit to
the viewer," explains Poole. "Other technological ad-
vances simply make it easier for the broadcaster to do his
job. But CP is designed to make television better for the
consumer while costing the broadcaster lots extra."

Yet another difference at WRAL is that the station is
working actively with JFD Electronics on the develop-
ment of a circularly polarized receive antenna. WRAL is
not content to simply transmit its improved signal, sit back
and let people enjoy it. They want to make certain people
know about it and get the best signal they can. It remains
to be seen whether, in actual home use, the CP-CP system
will yield the almost 50 percent (six dB) improvement in
received signal predicted. But WRAL is formulating
plans to make large-scale purchases of CP receive anten-
nas and put them into the hands of their viewers. How-
ever, despite the fact that WRAL's omni-directional an-
tenna does not have to contend with either mountain
ranges or large buildings, Poole anticipates one of the
largest benefits will be to rabbit -ear and monopole
families.

At WRAL the "something different" is obviously
"something right." WRAL's commercial competitor,
WTVD (channel 11), has recently filed for FCC approval
for circular polarization.

WQTV: UHF goes on -air with CP

One of the most exciting developments in CP is the
announcement of the first full -power UHF station to actu-
ally go on -air with a circularly polarized signal on a
regular broadcast basis (excluding, of course, the year-
long experiment at KLOC-TV, channel 19, in Modesto,
Calif., where Cetec Jampro conducted its original CP
antenna tests). The station, WQTV (channel 68), Boston,
Mass., is a subsidiary of Universal Subscription Televi-
sion which has purchased an omnidirectional Spiral CP
antenna from Jampro for long-term leasing to Boston
Heritage Broadcasting, its subsidiary.

Rinaldo Brutoco, president of Universal Subscription
Television, describes the move as "a substantial step
forward for UHF, both in coverage area and in quality of
reception. We hope," he adds, "that CP will go a great
distance to eliminating the 'UHF handicap.' Enough in-

continued on page 52
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Tomorrow's
T 's
super sound.
su

er.
Farinon's new FV43-02 Audio Transmission Channel
System is destined to revolutionize TV broadcasting.
Because of this unique system, true
high fidelity mono or
stereo sound for TV
can become a real-
ity. And that's only the
beginning.

Now by simply in-
tegrating the FV43-02
with your video trans-
mission system, you'll
realize an immediate
savings in equipment costs,
maintenance, and overall operations. That's because
the FV43-02 eliminates the need for a separate TV
audio transmission system. With your video, you'll
transmit true high fidelity audio with low noise, low
distortion, and a flat response to 15kHz. Superior to
any TV sound you've ever heard.

Here's how it's done: The FV43-02 utlizes a por-
tion of the spectrum immediately above the video for
simultaneously transmitting/receiving up to five sep-
arate audio channels over an FM subcarrier frequency
range of 5.8 to 8.59MHz. That means your video sys-

TV ( FTIp.itt

,11-1/

I p I M Subs

tem can not only handle TV stereo sound, but also a
separate FM stereo broadcast station and a separate
AM broadcast station simultaneously! How's that for
flexibility and economy.

I 10MHz

To prove its worth,
more than 2000 Farinon
systems like the FV43-02
are already in use by tel-
ephone companies for

video/sound transmissions
over microwave and cable. It's

Bell -compatible and meets or ex-
ceeds CCIR and EIA standards.

With its standard interfacing, the FV43-02 is sim-
ple to install. And after initial performance checks,
there are no controls to adjust. What's more, it's
backed by Farinon's vast engineering experience and
after -the -sale service.

For TV studio -to -transmitter -links and intracity
relays, satellite transmissions, or head -end CATV, the
revolutionary FV43-02 deserves to take a bow. Get in
the act and find out more about tomorrow's super
sound and today's super saver.

Fannon
The Fannon Companies F

U.S.A.: 1691 Bayport, San Carlos, CA 94070
Phone: (415) 592-4120, Telex: 34-8491

Canada: 657 Orly Ave., Dorval, PQ H9P IGI
Phone: (514) 636-0974. Telex: 05-82-1893
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Circularly Polarized Antennas

formation has come in already indicating that CP offers
improvements for VHF channels; in theory, the technol-
ogy should work even better for UHF. This is particularly
true for ghost rejection in a large urban area such as
Boston." The WQTV antenna will be mounted on the
Prudential Tower; but the Hancock Tower is just around
the corner!

The significance of WQTV's decision, of course, is
that for a UHF station, already faced with the high cost of
transmitter power, CP operation virtually doubles the
operating cost. While VHFs, particularly in the low
bands, can usually afford to double their output power in
order to add the vertically polarized signal and achieve the
same ERP with circular polarization, for UHF stations the
increased power is at considerable expense. However,
Brutoco's analysis of the finances of the WQTV operation
provides some interesting insights: "One of the advan-
tages of the CP antenna, besides its polarity of signal, is
that you get to send out your full ERP on both the horizon-
tal and the vertical planes - you're effectively doubling
your power. If you believe that there is an advantage in
being able to blast out twice as much power (either be-
cause you believe that the circular polarity of the signal

Rigger completes work on Bogner four -bay slot -and -dipole CP
antenna for WTVG's 1000 W translator in south tower of World
Trade Center, 1,398 feet above sea level. Note in background the
north tower mast which will house an array of VHF antennas for
the New York area

will tend to diminish or eliminate ghosting, or if you want
to get your signal further, then you step back and ask:
`what will be the additional incremental cost?' If you're
only going to pick up an extra mile or so in your Grade A
contour, the cost probably isn't worth it. If, on the other
hand, you're picking up a large additional territory and the
quality of the signal in your Grade A contour is going to be
substantially improved, then the cost is not that great."

continued on page 54

Circularly Polarized Receive
Antennas - Consumers Will Have
To Wait A Little Longer

As originally conceived, circular polarization was a
transmitter/receiver system where the station's CP trans-
missions would be matched by a viewer's CP reception. In
this way all the benefits of CP could be realized, including
maximum reduction of multipath (ghosting) problems in
close -in areas because of the ability of CP receive antennas
to reject left-hand (reflected) CP signals, and better signal-
to-noise ratio in distant areas because of the increased gain
in the vertical plane. It appears, however, that as of this
writing the major influence on stations' decisions to go with
CP is increased penetration into the rabbit -ear and
monopole market. This is with the exception of the pay -TV
stations discussed in the article, where installation of CP
receive antennas is an absolute must for the quality signal
demanded by viewers who are paying for their program-
ming, and where the cost of installing the antenna can be
passed along to the viewer in the course of the installation of
a decoder.

Blonder -Tongue circularly -polarized receiving antenna for
channel 60, New York. A similar crossed-Yagi design (four
to five percent larger) is being used for channel 68 in
Boston

It appears, therefore, that the day when a consumer will
be able to walk into an appliance store and purchase a CP
antenna is a little way off. The problem, in addition to the
increased cost of producing and marketing such as an-
tenna, is that few people posess the necessary equipment
or judgment for deciding which type of antenna works best.
In the deep fringe areas of a station's contour there is little
doubt that an RH CP antenna would produce immediate
benefits, no matter how it was installed; misorientation of a
CP receive antenna shows far less effect on signal quality.
However, in downtown areas likely to contain the bulk of a
station's viewers, installation is a major procedure. As we
saw with WTVG, RH CP antennas are not always the an-
swer where the only signal that gets through to a particular
location may be a left-hand CP signal on its fifth bounce.
Consumers have no way of predicting the best configura-
tion for their antenna. Besides, larger rooftop antennas,
such as those which would be required for multi -channel CP
reception, are prohibited in many urban areas.

Nonetheless, interest has been shown by four receive
antenna manufacturers in producing CP antennas for situa-
tions such as pay -TV or WRAL, where the station takes an
active interest in putting CP antennas into viewers' hands.
The furthest along is Blonder -Tongue, which is currently
producing the first commercially manufactured CP receive
antenna for channels 60 in New York and 68 in Boston. The
Blonder -Tongue model (either left- or right-hand circularly
polarized) uses a crossed Yagi design in which three direc-
tors, one driven element, and one reflector are incorporated
on a single shaft, about 11/2 feet long. A phasing harness
links the two dipoles which are folded to increase the
bandwidth. The antenna achieves a nine dB gain with a
single polarization, 12 dB with both horizontal and vertical.
The resistence remains at 75 ohms. This is practically the
same antenna Blonder -Tongue will be supplying to WQTV
in Boston except with a four to five percent increase in size
to account for the different frequencies of the two stations.

As for the circularly polarized receive antenna designs of
the future, all indications point to the superiority of a spiral
as the ideal antenna. However, no manufacturer is yet
willing to seriously undertake manufacturing this intricate
and costly design, which offers the further disadvantage
that its vertical orientation is not only unsightly but adds
substantially to installation problems because of its greater
windloading.
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CP-16/A Cameras and Angenieux Zoom Lenses...
Winning Combinations at Unbeatable Prices!

Put a lid on ever -escalating equipment costs with spectacular savings
on camera/lens combinations from Cinema Products... while our
supplies of specially priced lenses last!

Upgrade your TV-newsfilm operation. Retire your antiquated 16mm cameras and
lenses (whatever their condition), and trade up to the standard of the industry -
CP-16/A news/documentary cameras, with a choice of four of the finest Angenieux
lenses available:

Angenieux 9.5-57mm AV30 zoom lens. The lightweight, ultra -fast
(T1.9), wide-angle 6 x1 zoom lens permits close focusing at 24" from
the film plane.
2 Angenieux 12-240mm AV30 zoom lens. The ideal 20 x1 zoom lens
for any situation requiring wide-angle as well as telephoto coverage,
such as sports events, political gatherings, etc.
3 AngrAO-atirm AV30 DA zoom lens. The outstanding 10x1 zoom lens with

Auto
4 Angenieux 12-120mm AV30 zoom lens. The "workhorse" of the television news gathering industry.

Free 3XL-IAZ Magnetic Head
All CP-16/A cameras (with built-in Crystasound amplifier) included in this offer are supplied with a 3XL-IAZ magnetic
record head - featuring individual record and playback azimuth adjustment -at no extra charge.

Trade-in any 16mm camera and lens
for the following CP-16/A camera/zoom lens packages:

CP-16/A (Code 1C272) CP-16A (Code 1C272)

with 3XL-IAZ
Magnetic Head

LIST: $10045 with 3XL-IAZ
Magnetic Head

LIST: $14370
and Angenieux 9.5-57mm SAVE: 2320 and Angenieux 12-240mm SAVE: 3770
AV30 Zoom Lens AV30 Zoom Lens

PAY: $ 7725 PAY: $10600

CP-16/A (Code 1C272)
with 3XL-IAZ
Magnetic Head

and Angenieux 12-120mm
AV30 DA Zoom Lens
(Automatic Iris Control)

.CP-16/A (Code 1C272)

LIST:

i and Angenieux 12-120mm SAVE:
'AV30 Zoom Lens

PAY:

$9420
1445

$7975

Also Available
Trade-in any 16mm camera (no matter how old), and
move up to a brand new CP-16/A for the incredibly low
price of $4650. You'll save $1120 off list!

Please call your local CP-16 dealer for special
trade-in prices and savings on standard CP-16
camera/zoom lens combinations.

Special Two -Year Warranty and Free"Loaner"
This special offer is covered by an extended two-year
factory warranty on all mechanical and electronic
components when you purchase your camera from
your authorized local CP-16 dealer.

Your local dealer will also provide you with a
free CP-16 "loanerfor any down time on a warranty -
covered repaqr.

Offer Good Through Dec. 31,1978
These "special purchase" lenses are available in limited
quantities only. So, don't wait. See your local CP-16
dealer now. And save!

cinema04
Technology In The Service Of Creativity

2037 Granvulle Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025
Telephone: (213) 478-0711  Telex: 69-1339  Cable: Cinedevco

OMIDM.O.



Circularly Polarized Antennas

A key feature of the WQTV operation will be the
installation of a Blonder -Tongue rooftop -mounted CP re-
ceiving antenna/descrambler in each subscriber home -
at the cost of $150 per household, fully installed. Boston
Heritage anticipates a 10 percent penetration into the
approximately 1,700,000 potential audience in the Boston
area. Multiply the $150 times 170,000 households ($25.5
million) and you arrive at the cost of installing the system.
"We are prepared to deliver a highly sophisticated televi-
sion signal," adds Brutoco, "one that is very clear, crisp,
and unghosted - not a traditional UHF signal. With the
`closed loop' CP system, we can do it. We can make our
pay TV signal look as good as anything else on the air. I
don't understand why all the UHF TV competitors we
have don't go for it automatically."

WTVG/W60A1: STV reaches for the sky

Since the week of January 16, 1978, station WTVG
(channel 68 in West Orange, N.J.) and its 1000 W trans-
lator for channel 60 in New York City have been quietly
making broadcasting history. The transmitter and antenna
constitute the first on -air television facility at the World
Trade Center; it is the first circularly polarized translator
in the world; and it was the first UHF operation to transmit
with CP (except for KLOC).

The station is owned by Wometco, which internally
leases prime evening hours (from 8:00 p.m. to 2:00 or
2:30 a.m.) for its Wometco Home Television pay -TV
movies. During the remainder of the day, WTVG carries a
variety of ethnic programming. Operation of the two 1000
W Acrodyne translators is completely automatic, with the
transmission between West Orange and the World Trade
Center receive antenna carrying information that automat-
ically converts the translated signal into pay -TV mode
using the Blonder -Tongue scrambler/descrambler system
(both audio and video). 68/60 now has approximately
17,000 subscribers, with new homes being added at the
rate of 1000 per week.

The real revolution, of course, is that WTVG, trying to
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Advertisement used in WRAL's print
campaign in the local press informing
viewers of the station's conversion to circular
polarization. Note the primary appeal to
rabbit -ear viewers

Giant crane lifts WQTV 's Cetec Jampro three -bay CP
omnidirectional TV transmitting antenna onto test tower at
company's Sacramento range

get a top quality pay -TV signal into one of the most
built-up urban areas in the world, chose to go with circular
polarization for its translator (and will be studying its
results carefully to determine whether to convert its main
transmitter to CP also). The four bay slot -and -dipole an-
tenna was manufactured by Bogner Broadcast Equip-
ment, which was the only manufacturer chief engineer Joe
Giardina could find who would develop a relatively low -
powered CP antenna, and one that would withstand the
200 mph windloading required for the World Trade Center
installation. Giardina also insisted that the antenna be
supplied with separate inputs for the horizontal and verti-
cal polarizations so that field tests could be carried out
comparing HP to CP. Conversion from one to the other is
completely automatic with pushbutton controls in the
WTC control room. However, the station will shortly
establish a microwave link between the New Jersey and
New York transmitters, at which time all engineering
functions of the translator will be controllable from the
main transmitter. The antenna is side -mounted on the
existing FM mast (south tower), which was considerably
reinforced to withstand the greater weight of the TV
antenna.

The station turned to Ike Blonder to design the CP
receive antennas which are installed in subscriber homes
at a cost of $75 (plus $81 for the descrambler/speaker
box). The exciting design consists of two crossed Yagis,
and is extremely lightweight and easy to install - con-
nected to the descrambler box throughcoax (and booster if
necessary). The antenna is narrowband for the channel 60
reception. An interesting note is that Blonder -Tongue is
actually supplying three different antennas to the installa-
tion affiliates - one conventional HP, one left-hand cir-
cularly polarized, and one RH CP. Installers, using field
strength meters, will be able to select the antenna that
gives the best results in any particular location.

The circular shape of things to come

In the 16 months since the FCC granted approval for
circular polarized transmissions, six VHF stations -

continued on page 56
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Solve your Wide Blanking problems
with the MICROTIME
Super Wide Window

FCC declares . . . stations showing a steady pattern of
blanking exceeding...21 lines vertical will be subject to
more severe sanctions. "(FCC 78-423)

Solve those all important wide blanking problems with
MICROTIME's Super Wide Window available on all
2020 Plus, 2020 ESP and 1020 Time Base
Correctors. The exclusive Super Wide Window option
offers a 24 line correction range to guarantee correct
vertical blanking, by providing TBC output blanking
per FCC specifications.

The Super Wide Window eliminates the need for
constantly "riding" the TBC advanced comp sync back
to the VTR. The system is able to absorb even large
inertial errors with no trace of the vertical picture shift
associated with any small window time base
corrector. So don't be concerned with the blanking
problems which have plagued the television industry
and caused numerous FCC complaints and citations.
The Super Wide Wndow is the answer.

MICROTIME, first in Video Signal Correction, helping
the television industry look its best!

Microtime, Inc.
1280 Blue Hills Avenue
Bloomfield, Ct. 06002
(203) 242-0761 TWX 710-425-2390 MICROTIME
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Circularly Polarized Antennas
Domestic Circularly Polarized TV Transmitting Antennas At A Glance
Note: this chart is intended to serve as a quick guide to currently available CP
antennas - who makes them and who is using them. Figures quoted are
sometimes engineering estimates and are not intended to reflect field test data.

Max. TV
Axial Power Input Cir.Channels Ratio kW within Current & Future U.S.Mfgr. Model Description dB (+20% aural) Power Gain 'dB Installations

TOP MOUNTED
Bogner "B" Series All; Single row of standard HP slot array
Broadcast Equipment plus standard VP dipole array per bay,

with pattern conforming directors at each
bay to provide vertical tilt and null fill and 9
standard horizontal directional or omni-
directional patterns. Field convertible from
HP to CP. Top or side mounting.
EXAMPLES:
Channels 2-6 (3-6 bays), null filled
Channels 7-13 (8-14 bays), null filled
UHF (24-32 bays), null filled

Cetec Spiral All; Varying number of bays each consisting
Jampro of varying number of spirals fed equal

power from base of the bay. Low VSWR
achieved in VHF models through use
of Wilkinson power divider providing
equal feeds to each radiator through lines
inside non -reflective support column.
Highly omnidirectional
EXAMPLES:
Channel 2 (2 bays)
Channel 7 (2 bays)
Channel 10 (3 bays)
Channel 19 (3 bays)

Channel 68 (3 bays)

Harris CPV 2-13; 3 crossed -V flat dipoles per bay
mounted at 1201antervals separated by 3
vertical grids foi HP beam shaping. HP
and VP dipoles fed separately in phase
quadrature. Vertical null fill and beam tilt
achieved through standard phase dis-
tribution techniques. Mechanical
tower loading equal to or less than present
HP Batwing and traveling wave antennas.
Channels 2-6 (with 15 null fill)

Channels 7-13 (with 15% null fill)

RCA Fan Vee 2-6; 7 layers of dual interlaced turnstile
radiators. Each layer consists of 1 bay of
HP Batwing Turnstile II radiator and 1
bay of 4 VP double -V full -wave dipoles.
Foamdielectric phase quadratur' feed
system to each radiator.

Tetra Coil 7-13; 4 interleaved helical radiators wound
(TCL) around each of 3 sections of support pole.

Traveling wave principle with top loading
of each radiator. Beam tilt and null fill
achieved electronically - standard feature.

2.5 100 3.2/1.6-6.4/3.2 1.75 "WVII (7) Bangor, Maine
2.5 70 9.2/4.6-7.7/15.4 1.75 "WHYS (9) Syracuse, N.Y.
4.0 110 26.6/13.3-

35.0/17.5 1.75 WTVG (68/60 translator)
New York

1.75 100 3.0/1.5 1.0
1.09 75 16.5/8.25 1.0
2.0 75 16.74/8.37 1.0 *KVVTX (10) Waco, Tx.
2.0 110 48.0/24.0 1.0 KLOC (19) Modesto, Ca.

(1975-76 testing)
2.0 110 48.0/24.0 1.0 WTVG (68) Boston

2.0 100 5.4/2.7 2.0 *WWL (4) New Orleans
"WCIX (6) Miami

2.0 100 11.4/5.7 2.0 "WOR (9)/WNET (13)
New York (diplexed)

3.0 60 6.0/3.0 1.5 XETV (6) Tiajuana
(San Diego area)

WRAL (5) Raleigh, N.C.
WTTV (4) Bloomington/

Indianapolis

2.5 40 16.0/8.0 1.5 *VVTVD (11) Durham, N.C.

SIDE MOUNTED PANEL TYPES
Note: Side mounted, panel -type antennas offer the advantage of being ex-
tremely variable in their beam shaping abilities. Each consists of a series of
panels arrayed on the sides of a tower, with panel size dependent on factors
such as gain and frequency. Directionality and beam tilt may be controlled

electronically by feeding different power to different radiators, or by physically
manipulating the panels, or by a combination of both. Measurements of degree
of circularity given below are for a hypothetical situation in whichequal power is
fed to all panels.

Cetec Ring -panel All; Flat rectangular reflector panels 2 lowband: 100 maximum 1.5Jampro with differentially spaced rings - minimum highband: 70 48.0/24.0of 3, generally 6-7. Single feed per panel, UHF 220
generally center -fed. High directional
capability.

Harris Cavity- 7-13; Circular cavities with crossed dipoles 2 100 single; unity for single 2.0Corp. Backed and matching rings above dipoles 150 multiplexed channel orRadiator Extremely wide bandwidth and hybrid multiplexed(CBR) junctions permit multiplexing of 2 or more
channels.

KBYU (11) Provo, Ut.

RCA Quatrefoil 2-6; 4 ring radiators (2 HP, 2 VP mutually 1.4 avg.; WPBT (2) Miami(TBK) coupled for broadbanding) per bay 3.0 max.
mounted in front of beam -shaping basket.
Omnidirectional standard or directional
horizontal patterns available.
TWO VERSIONS:
TBK-3 (3 bays) 70 3.0/1.5 2.5TBK-6 (6 bays), 10% null filled 50 5.8/2.9 2.5

TBJ 7-13; 31/2 -foot square reflector panel
to achieve circularity with reasonable
tower size (larger tower for given radiator
phase -center to array -center) 2 adjust-
able dipoles per panel with single feed point.

3.0 avg. varies accord- slightly less
ing to individual than .5 per
specifications layer

2.5 *WABC (7), New York

Andrew Alford of Alford Manufacturing Co., Woburn, Ma. has recently patented
an antenna design which should be of considerable interest to UHF broadcast-
ers Innkinn intn The design emnInvinn two rnlinear arrays of Hinnies feel

"Pending FCC approval. *Antenna not yet installed.
from balums, with a zig-zag between them (25 dB down coupling), is mounted on
a metal plate. Plates are then side -mounted to square towers and achieve both
hinh naive nnri rinrvi nvrv,lorih,one) oviol rotin



WPBT (channel 2), WTTV (4), WRAL (5), XETV (6),
WLS (7) and KBYU (11) - and the two pay -TV UHF
stations have converted to CP operations. By the spring of
1979, another six - WWL (New Orleans, channel 4),
WABC (New York, channel 7), WVII (Bangor, Maine,
channel 7), WOR (New York, channel 9), KWTX (Waco,
Texas, channel 10) and WNET (New York, channel 13)
- will probably be transmitting with CP pending FCC
approvals and antenna delivery. No additional UHFs ap-
pear to be in the works at this time.

It seems that there is going to be no immediate rush to
go out and convert to circular, though some had predicted
this when CP was first being studied. The results with CP
are dramatic; but until the public becomes aware of what it
is missing - which may in fact occur in a year or two as
more and more markets are opened to CP and stations
begin to promote their improved signals to advertisers and
viewers - conversion to CP will probably continue to
happen as part of normal upgrading of facilities. For many
broadcasters, increased transmission costs and the con-
tinued escalation of utility rates outweigh the advantages
they could hope to gain in improved signal. This is par-
ticularly the case for UHF, where high -gain antennas are
not only costly to install but where a station may have to
double a two to three megawatt power input to achieve
circular radiation. "There are two things going on with
CP," points out Ogden Prestholdt, a partner in A. D. Ring
& Associates, a Washington, D.C. consulting engineer-
ing firm. "There is the ability of a broadcaster to effec-
tively double his power, and the potential for the benefit to
be gained from transmitting in the vertical plane. In a
sense, the first benefit may obscure the other. For some

broadcasters, being able to double their power may lead
them to overlook the question of whether there are real
advantages to being able to transmit a circular signal. The
test results simply aren't conclusive at this point."

The coming months will obviously be critical to the
future of circular polarization as the results start coming in
on WQTV and WRAL, and the New York City World
Trade Center television mast (currently halted by a con-
struction strike) becomes functional. WABC, which is
expecting delivery of its RCA TBJ panel antenna in mid -
September, will be the first to transmit at VHF frequen-
cies in the New York area. Verne Pointer, who would like
to be on -air from the new site in the first quarter of 1979,
plans an active viewer promotion campaign and is work-
ing with CP receive antenna manufacturers; but even
before New York area channel 7 viewers experience CP
receivers, ABC will pioneer CP receive antennas in
Chicago in conjunction with WLS. New York City will
also shortly, pending FCC approval, be able to receive
WOR (channel 9) and WNET (channel 13) in circular
polarization when the stations begin transmitting from the
WTC mast with a Harris diplexed antenna.

In short, the conversion to circular polarization may
come down to those elusive factors of viewer demand and
competition. There is still a largely "wait and see" at-
titude on the part of broadcasters unwilling to jump on the
bandwagon just yet. However, the increasing number of
stations converting to CP and the amount of favorable
evidence stacking up certainly indicates that CP must be
seriously considered by broadcasters looking to make
their operation as modern and viewer -oriented as
possible. BM/E
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Two of the major features of the 3200 and
1600 Series Production Consoles are the all -
new 780 Preamplifier and the 1540 Four -Band
Equalizer.

NEW ADM 3200 Series Console.

It figures.
With new broadcast audio developments tumbling one
over another at an accelerated rate, it figures that some-
one had to stop and put all the pieces of this new tech-
nology together the right way.
It figures that Audio Designs and Manufacturing would
be that someone. ADM takes its leadership role seriously.
That's why we take great pride in ...
ANNOUNCING THE ALL -NEW ADM® BROADCAST
PRODUCTION CONSOLES. We designed them "from
scratch" to make sure they'd handle the most exacting
programming and production requirements, and handle



them well. The 3200 and 1600 series consoles are flexible,
modular, multi -input, multi -studio and production
center units with a host of capabilities. Although they
feature a number of significant innovations, the new
consoles consist of proven, practical components that
are up-to-the-minute in state of the art techniques. And
they are backed by ADM's exclusive 5 -year warranty,
the most comprehensive in the industry.
Make sure you get the full story on this important new
advance in broadcast audio consoles.

Only from ADM ... it figures.

For information...
contact Audio Designs and Manufacturing,
Inc., 16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan
48066. Phone (313) 778-8400. TLX-23-1114.
Southeastern Office: Phone (904) 694-4032.
II=1:1 Distributed outside U.S.A. by
Ampex International Operations, Inc.
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Can UHF Be First Class?

In just the past few years, things have been looking up for UHF broadcasters.
Economically, politically, and technically, things are getting better. But there is
still concern over the comparability issue, the FCC WARC position and other
challenges to the future of UHF.

IN 1975, CUB (COUNCIL FOR UHF BROADCASTING) and other
organizations called for " . . a system of television
broadcasting in the United States in which distinctions
between UHF and VHF concern only engineers; for the
viewer, the broadcaster, the advertiser and the educator,
there will be a single 82 -channel system." In addition, the
"Action Plan for Future UHF Development" called on
the FCC, broadcasters, Congress, and manufacturers to
implement a wide range of actions that would bring their
ultimate goal within reach by 1980. With littlemore than a
year left, UHF broadcasting has never been healthier, but
more remains to be done to achieve " . . a singel 82 -
channel system" than seems possible in the time remain-
ing in this decade.

Perhaps the major recent achievement of CUB was its
effort to get the FCC to mandate better television receiver
noise figures. In a five to two decision, the FCC has
ordered an improvement in UHF television reception in
nearly all new televisions effective October 1, 1979. The
FCC order calls for a reduction in the maximum receiver
noise interference figure from 18 to 14 dB in all new set
models submitted to the FCC for certification after Oc-
tober 1, 1979 and for all television sets manufactured after
October 1, 1981. The order goes on to call for further
reductions at specific dates that would eventually bring
the noise figure for UHF receivers down to 12 dB for all
sets by 1984, at which time the commission is "more
likely" to order yet further reductions to 10 dB.

Dick Block, chairman and founder of CUB, said,
"We're very pleased about the tuner," and added that
"the Chairman [Ferris] was right behind us all the way."
There were dissenting opinions, however, including
Commissioner Lee, who has been one of UHF's strongest
supporters at the FCC. In his dissent, Lee said, "During
all the years I have advocated UHF parity, I have learned
that wishful thinking does not make it happen. I am
dissenting here because I think the 12 dB standard repre-
sents more wishful thinking." Lee's dissent was based
primarily on his doubts as to whether the forced reduction
might not "create other problems" rather than provide a
general improvement, and his fears that scarce research
money might be spent on achieving this figure when even
better figures might be possible. Said Lee, " . . if com-
pliance with this rule diverts research attention from de -
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signing the best receiver possible, we may not have done
UHF any real good at all."

The importance of improving the UHF tuner cannot be
overestimated. In a way, it is the central issue which will
answer the question of UHF's ability to reach first class
status as one of this nation's broadcast services..There are
other technical issues that present problems to UHF. One
of the most irksome problems, and probably the lastone to
get solved, is the enormous power requirements for UHF
transmitters. Though there have been significant im-
provements in the efficiency of klystrons, the power
amplifier tubes used in UHF transmitters, these improve-
ments represent only a ten to 14 percent decrease in the
utility bills that a UHF broadcaster pays. A 220 kW UHF
transmitter, operating 16 hours per day, can cost a UHF
broadcaster $200,000 a year in electricity charges.
Though the savings are significant, the UHF broadcaster
still finds himself paying almost twice as much to the
electric company as his VHF counterpart.

Another technical advancement introduced some two
years ago by RCA, the Modulation Anode Pulser, pro-
vides another improvement. According to a paper pres-
ented at the 1976 NAB by John Bullock of RCA and
Robert C. Schmidt of Varian Associates, " . . the an-
nual savings, assuming a 16 -hour daily operation of a
TTU-110 transmitter [using the mod anode pulser] , would
be estimated at about $14,000."

Since the time of the introduction of the mod anode
pulser, performance has, in fact, been better than gener-
ally expected. WITF-TV, Hershey, Penn., for instance,
installed the RCA device along with Varian "high effi-
ciency" klystron amplifier tubes in its TTU-60, 60 kW
transmitter in the summer of 1977. Since that time,
WITF-TV's chief engineer, John Bosak, reports an im-
provement in power consumption of $1.58 per hour,
which translates into a year -long saving of more than
$10,000.

Other improvements over the last five years include the
development of solid state exciters, the SAW filter, and
even some modest improvements in the home receiver
since detent (click stop) tuning was required by the FCC.
According to Carl H. Musson, manager of transmitting
equipment engineering and product management for
RCA, further research is being carried forward to improve

continued on page 62
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Can UHF Be First Class?
the efficiency of transmission lines, which are only about
half as efficient as their VHF counterparts. Said Musson,
"All we've come up with so far is some rather exotic
materials, but we hope to make some advances in this
area."

The problems, however, do not stop at the transmitter.
UHF antennas have been going through a period of im-
provement, as has understanding about how to optimize
the performance of the antennas. As George Townsend of
Townsend Associates points out, there have been re-
sponse cycles by UHF broadcasters over the years,
"sometimes going for higher antenna gain and lower
power, and then going for lower gain and higher power."
Right now, said Townsend, "we are in a swing towards
higher power," but many UHFers are also working on
improving their antenna sites.

All of this, of course, takes money. Even presuming for
a moment that UHF broadcasters could afford to do all the
things needed to improve their signals, we are left with the
problem of the inadequacy of the home UHF receiving
apparatus, including the antenna. It may be that the home
antenna may be the most difficult thing to improve, not
from a technical standpoint, but because, as Carl Musson
puts it, "People are people." They simply may neither
understand the need for antennas, nor care enough, nor
maintain a properly installed antenna. The best thatcan be
done in this situation is the action by the FCC, which
required that television manufacturers provide a fixed
UHF antenna with the set whenever a fixed VHF antenna
is supplied. This action provides some relief to the viewer
who does not intend to obtain an external antenna. The
user of roof -mounted antennas will still need to maintain
them and see that they are properly installed. There are
consumer antennas, such as those manufactured by
Winegard, that provide high gain at both the high and low
ends of the UHF band, but the amount of relief this will
provide to UHF broadcasters depends on consumer
awareness and demand.

The strongest regulatory power may
still be the marketplace

According to the financial figures published in the Aug.
14, 1978 issue of Broadcasting, the industry outper-
formed itself again. But another story within those figures
is the degree of improvement in before -tax revenue re-
ported by UHF stations. While the 474 VHF non -network
owned stations showed a 7.7 percent increase in before -
tax revenue in 1977, the 181 UHF stations increased their
before -tax revenue by 10.4 percent. In fact, UHF televi-
sion stations outperformed all other classes of television
broadcast stations in terms of percent ofrevenue increase.
One UHF independent television station joined the high-
est rank reported by Broadcasting, earning more than $5
million in before -tax revenue.

One of the most successful UHF station groups is Field
Communications, with stations in San Francisco, Detroit,
Boston, Philadelphia, and Chicago. All the Field stations
are independent and Field president Don Curran reports
that each of the stations is in "the solid seven figure profit
category."

Prior to 1974, four of the five current Field Communi-
cations stations were owned and operated by Kaiser
Broadcasting. Field Enterprises of Chicago owned a 22.5
percent interest in the stations. The stations were reporting

an aggregate loss of about $10 million per year. Said
Curran, "We started to turn this thing around in 1974 by
applying the same kind of good broadcast principles that
any other broadcaster would use."

Curran hired first class manpower and motivated exist-
ing people by "convincing them that we could win."
Curran and the other Field executives convinced the own-
ership that it "was not so much a matter of technical
disparity of VHF but rather, in our markets, the program
disparity." Curran felt that with cable, particularly in
markets like Philadelphia and San Francisco where cable
penetration was among the highest in the country, and in
the flatlands of Chicago and Detroit, and to some extent in
Boston, the stations had the technical capabilities to reach
many more homes than they were reaching.

According to Curran, "What we needed to do was
move forward on the program acquisition front and to
make our television stations look as good as our competi-
tors. That did involve the acquisition of quite a bit of
electronic hardware." The stations were all about 10
years old at the time, said Curran, and Field invested
about $3 million per year in capital improvements. That
investment was almost totally spent on electronic gear,
"not bricks and mortor." Curran said that that level of
investment continues and will be maintained until such
time "as we are 100 percent competitive technically in the
markets we serve." The capital expenditures have been
concentrated in the areas of transmission improvements
and playback hardware. Said Curran, "We were probably
about the last major group owner to get videotape car-
tridge equipment into our stations."

As yet, the Field stations have
translators to help boost their penetration. "We've been
very successful at getting ourselves on a lot of cable
systems," said Curran, "so we've been able to do it off of
our main all the way down the line. And we've com-
manded increasingly larger audiences with these five tele-
vision stations since 1974.

"I might add," continued Curran, "we've been suc-
cessful in selling these stations and the company has been
very, very, handsomely profitable. I can just say we have
outperformed the industry in terms of our profit, in ratio to
the capitalization. That's the total industry, VHF as well
as UHF." By August 1 of last year, Kaiser Industries,
which had been operating as a holding company for the
stations, was dissolved, and the majority stock holdings
were sold to Field Enterprises of Chicago. "We have been
very happily associated with them [Field Enterprises]
since August 1 of last year," said Curran. "They are so
enthusiastic about our success," he added, "that they've
given us the marching orders to go ahead and acquire
further broadcast properties."

Counter -programming the networks

While getting the physical broadcast plant into shape
was essential, success was predicated upon attracting au-
diences with quality programming and taking advantage
of the relatively rigid day -part schedules that accompany
network affiliation. A large number of UHF independents
are beginning to practice counter -programming, and it
seems to be paying off.

The key to this tactic at Field Communications, as at
other independents, is concentration of its most attractive
product during fringe times. Said Curran, "It is very
difficult to sustain competition against the three networks'

continued on page 64
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Can UHF Be First Class?
scheduled prime time programming. Now the exceptions
to that can be Operation Prime Time, sporting events,
other mini-series, documentary efforts, specials, etcet-
era . . . So, what we've done is we've concentrated our
efforts in the early. fringe and late fringe and we've been
very successful at that."

In short, the Field stations schedule family entertain-
ment against network news, using programs like The
Mary Tyler Moore Show in the early fringe, and Norman
Lear shows in the late fringe. During prime time, the Field
stations try to program sports whenever practicable. At
present, their news operation is not particularly ambiti-
ous. In Detroit they do schedule a prime time news strip
and they feature magazine type news broadcasts at other
stations. Their only regular news programming consists of
a sign -on and sign -off newscast.

Curran points out that a really high quality newscast
represents a major capital and operating expense. Some
years ago, a major news effort was launched by the group
and met with very unspectacular results. Now, said Cur-
ran, "We are going to walk before we run. We will
probably expand our news operation as we are able to do
so." The most likely Field station to first see this process
will be Detroit, where Curran reported the planned acquis-
ition of a satellite news feed.

Like UHF broadcasters everywhere, Curran bridles at
the disparity in treatment that UHF gets on the receiver
end. While he welcomes FCC rulemakings such as the
detent tuner, the improved signal-to-noise requirements,
and the legislative actions such as the 1962 All Channel
Receiver Act, he sees the possibility of UHFers taking
some action on their own. One possible course is for UHF
broadcasters to hire an independent testing laboratory to
evaluate the quality of television receivers. Such an
evaluation would rate TV sets not only on their electrical
character but also from a human engineering standpoint.
"It isn't good enough to have a detent tuner if the numbers
of the UHF stations are so small that the viewer needs a
magnifying glass to read it," said Curran. "I think we
have a right to inform the public about which television
sets do the best job of receiving our signals."

But the real promise of UHF will come mainly from
improved program offerings, said Curran. If the programs
are there and the public wants to view them, they will start
demanding better equipment from the manufacturers.
Curran sees innumerable programming opportunities
down the road. With improved financial conditions, Cur-
ran sees the opportunity to participate in more programm-
ing consortiums, such as the one Field Communications is
involved in now with New York independent, WPDC, and
Goldenwest Broadcasting, owners of KTLA. The purpose
of the consortium is to develop late fringe programs. Field
is also willing to particpate in further OPT efforts and sees
the future of satellite communications opening up all sorts
of opportunities for independents to participate in simul-
taneous date and time broadcasts on a regional and even
national basis.

"UHF," said Curran, "is no longer the mystery it once
was. The kid who used to watch UHF on the weekends to
see the cartoons is now a 24 year old head of household,
and he understands UHF." This type of viewer wouldn't
dream of buying a TV set that didn't have UHF capability.
There is currently, in the San Francisco market, a 96

percent penetration for UHF. Curran believes that the four

percent of the audience unable to get UHF is probably the
least attractive demographically and probably the least
heavy users of television in the first place.

The fortunes of UHF on Capitol Hill

Several matters pending before the Federal government
are of great importance to UHF's future, and to the future
of broadcasting generally. These include the Communica-
tions Act of 1978 (currently in the hearing stage), the
position the FCC will take at the upcoming World Admin-
istrative Radio Conference of 1979, and the attitude in
general of the FCC and Congress.

The FCC in general seems relatively well disposed to
the interest of UHF broadcasters. Though there is consid-
erable discontent with the proposed position that the FCC
will take at WARC, other actions and intentions seem to
be in favor of UHF interest. For one thing, the FCC and
Congress are very interested in expanding ownership of
broadcast operations to minorities and women. The gen-
erally recognized fact is that such expanded opportunities
can only come in the UHF band where television is con-
cerned. Though VHF drop -ins could provide some
additional assignments, there are not enough to materially
affect the current makeup of broadcast ownership.

If, however, the UHF band is going to be a viable
vehicle for expanded ownership, it must be at least com-
parable to VHF in terms of its technical quality and profit
potential. To this end, the FCC is concentrating on tuner
improvements which might allow for not only improved
reception, but also a reduction of the UHF "taboos" that
limit the number of UHFs in major markets. It was to this
end that the FCC funded the Texas Instruments experi-
mental receiver project. The Final Report For High Per-
formance 7V Receivers, written by D.L. Ash and C.S.
Hartmann of TI, states, "The primary benefit [of this
experimental receiver] would be to allow much closer TV
channel assignment and hence improved spectrum utiliza-
tion, particularly for UHF TV where current assignment
rules [UHF `taboos' prohibit the use of 18 other channels
every time a single UHF channel assignment is made."

The results of the experiment produced an electronic
tuner that met or exceeded nearly all of the FCC's goals,
with the exception of intermodulation performance. Even
the intermodulation performance, however, was 10 to 20
dB better than existing electronic tuning systems. Accord-
ing to the report, "it appears that the performance demon-
strated would allow elimination of most UHF channel
assignment taboos." The taboos that should potentially be
maintained, said the report, are associated with the inter-

modulation performance which could be effectively
eliminated in most cases, "through careful frequency
assignment and transmitter placement." This tuner, ac-
cording to the TI report, could be commercially produced
and might result in a retail price increase of between $27
and $35 per set. This estimate depends on volume produc-
tion of the electronic devices developed by TI. According
to the report, such volume production was unlikely unless
the Commission passed rules to require tuners to meet the
specifications achieved in the experiment.

All in all, there are so many ifs, ands, or buts, mostly
relating to legislation, rulemakings, and market condi-
tions, that the TI tuner may never be commercially viable.
Whether the latest FCC order to improve signal-to-noise
figures in UHF tuners will regenerate interest in the TI
tuner or not, remains to be seen. Many of the performance

continued on page 68
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Can UHF Be First Class?
goals of the TI tuner are not required in the latest FCC
order.

Many UHF broadcasters would like to see more such
research funded by the FCC, however, and the proposed
FCC budget, now before a conference committee, con-
tains provisions for five new positions and $750,000 to
encourage UHF/VHF comparability. The language and
appropriation were largely the work of Senator Lowell P.
Weiker (Rep., Conn.). According to the Report on The
FCC Budget, written by the Senate Appropriations Com-
mittee, "The Committee has added $750,000 and five
positions because it finds the intent of the All Channel
Receiver Act of 1962 has not been realized."

The report went on to say, "UHF television broadcast-
ing remains sorely disadvantaged in the national televi-
sion system. The Committee directs that the Commission
develop a plan for UHF to reach comparability with VHF
in as short a time as practicable and that the Commission
devote the necessary resources to drafting such a plan in
fiscal year 1978 until these additional resources become
available in fiscal year 1979." Though this is welcome
language to the ears of UHF broadcasters, this language is
not in the House version of the FCC appropriation, and the
word is that it may not survive the House/Senate confer-
ence committee.

Paul Fox, the FCC staff member in the Office of Plans
and Policy who is the chief UHF liason now, said of the
proposed appropriation, "There is some reluctance on the
part of the House. We are hopeful, but in a sense, not
confident."

Fox believes that the Rule and Order concerning re-
ceiver noise figures is much better written than earlier
regulations on receivers. Manufacturers are required to
submit much more detailed information than before. Said
Fox, "We will indeed know where their performance is."
Fox expressed, however, the desire of the FCC to do some
of its own research, but he commented, " . . . that in part
depends on funding."

Regardless of funding, the FCC will be looking towards
a variety of tactics by which to bring about UHF compara-
bility. "The tuner," said Fox, "is sort of the initial focus.
We are committed to coming up with a labeling program
on the noise figure that will, I think, go beyond that limit.
If the idea works it will be far more than just the noise
figure. It will be a far more detailed set of consumer
information." Whether the FCC has jurisdiction to re-
quire such labeling or not is a tricky question that will
ultimately be decided by the U.S. Court of Appeals.

But, Fox said, "If we get the money on comparability,
we're looking at a fairly wide range of options." Among
those he mentioned were UHF transmitter efficiency,
antenna patterns and placement efficiency, and receiving
antennas. According to Fox, "UHF comparability is
important-at least that's the message I get from the
Commissioners. On the other hand," he continued, "the
last thing we want to do is go charging out on a couple of
tangents without having looked at the problem more fun-
damentally." The best way to characterize the FCC's
current efforts on UHF comparability "is that we are at the
planning and information stage," said Fox.

Many UHF broadcasters, on the other hand, feel that
continued on page 70

INTRODUCING
THE BMX -12

BROADCAST
MIXER

BMX -12 is the human
engineered console broad-

casters have been waiting for
... easy to buy, easy to install, and

easy to service... with reliability of
performance that has become a Pacific

Recorders and Engineering trademark.

PACIFIC RECORCERS AND ENGINEERING CORPORATION
11100 ROSELLE S-., SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92121
TELEPHONE (714) 453-3255 TELEX 695008
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"H" & "V" Blanking
Measurements?

at$4500
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Can UHF Be First Class?

there is something the FCC could do right now to protect
the UHF service. Don Curran, who has cooperated right
from the beginning on the development of the FCC's
WARC position, comments that "there are some areas
that I feel are areas of definite dragging of the heels on the
part of the FCC." Fox, on the other hand, maintains that
the FCC UHF position for WARC is no more than an
attempt to retain a tenable negotiating position. "I think
that the best way to look at the WARC position is that we
wanted to have a certain amount of flexibility so that we
could arrange reasonable and equitable compromises with
sovereign, foreign nations," he stated. According to Fox,
the U.S. position is no more than an attempt to
legitimatize decisions already reached in the U.S., such as
shifting channels 70 to 83 over to land mobile. Neverthe-
less, Fox said, "I don't see the WARC thing as a disavow-
ing of UHF. In fact, my own reading of it is just the
opposite. The major problem is getting more UHF stations
in the major markets-a reduction of the UHF 'taboos.' "

There are numerous bright spots on the horizon for
UHF, but the ones to develop most quickly are likely to be
economic in nature. Add to the healthier financial condi-
tion of many UHF broadcasters the promise of over -the -
air subscription TV, and as Paul Fox said, "I don't want
to be between the street and the filing desk when pay -TV
gets off the ground." Currently, there are just two over-
the -air pay TV systems operating, WTVG in the New
York market and KWHY-TV in Los Angeles. WTVG is
currently serving some 17,000 subscribers and is signing
on more at the rate of 1,000 per week. Other UHFers, such

as Channel 68 in Boston, are beginning pay operations. If
such an approach is viable, and indications seem to be that
it is, pay -TV may be the economic engine that UHF
broadcasters have been looking for.

Not only does pay -TV promise to spur revenue for UHF
broadcasters, but it also provides a motivation for intense
technical improvements. KWHY-TV's transmitter, for
instance, has been increased in power from 107,000 watts
ERP to 2.57 million watts ERP, the maximum permitted
by the FCC at KWHY's antenna height of 5,896 feet. At
WTVG the move to pay -TV has prompted the station to
acquire a channel 60 translator for its World Trade Center
installation in New York City. (See feature story on CP
antennas for details). Moreover, the critical reception
demands of subscribers to pay -TV have led to engineering
practices that far exceed those required by the FCC for
normal licensees. The subscription TV installation also
includes the placing of a CP receive antenna at the sub-
scriber's home. The installer takes with him a right-hand
oriented CP recieve antenna, a left-hand oriented CP
Antenna, and an HP antenna. The antenna which produces
the best results is installed after careful testing.

As Carl Musson of RCA pointed out, "Technological
improvements in UHF are more likely to be evoluntionary
than revolutionary." In many ways, UHF is technically
superior to VHF, but this superiority has not been
exploited because of receiver deficiencies and the sheer
cost of operating a UHF station. Much remains to be done
before UHF will be a truly first class broadcast service in
the U.S. , but much is being done. It may be that before the
FCC can order UHF comparability, the public will de-
mand it as broadcasters come closer to providing it. BM/E

IWIERVE GOT
YOIU COVERED
The fact is, most damaged or destroyed ENG and EFP equipment is a
sign of neglect... not old age. At Anvil'', we recognized the need
to protect your substantial AN investment.

And, at the same time, we had the foresight to develop cases
to suit various kinds of equipment regardless of manufacturer, size,
or application.

Anvil® Cases meet all ATA physical compliance requirements.
They are constructed of impact -resistant ABS material laminated over
top -grade plywood. Steel riveted aluminum edging and heavy-duty
recessed handles, locks, and latches complete the exterior. Interior
construction is of high -density polyfoam sculptured to exacting
dimensions to insure custom fit and maximum protection.

Contact your local Anvil® dealer or write Anvil® direct for
additional information
or consultation on our
custom -design capability.
Write for free literature
and price lists.
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Progressive Marketing / 75 Mt. Hermon Rd. / Scotts Valley, CA 95066  (408) 438-1097
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Save this handy lamp guide for your wall or desk.
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Where
General Electric
Stage/Studio
lamps make the
stars shine
At the Grand Ole Opry House broadcast
studio/auditorium. On stages throughout Opryland
USA amusement park. And on location, from New
York, NY to Sisseton, SD.

Why GE stage/studio lamps? Buddy Wilkins,
operations manager of Opryland Productions, narrows
it to excellent performance and supply.

"Lighting directors are always looking for new and
better sources of light," Wilkins claims. So is GE.
We're continually improving our product. More rugged
bases on CYX and EGT lamps. More compact
filaments, in these and the IFEL and FEY types, for
brighter beams.

The new designs make these Quartzline® lamps
more "troupable", approaching the ruggedness of
exclusive GE high wattage bipost base incandescent
lamps. Other "troupers", the FAY and FBE PAR -36
lamps, with a 50% longer rated life, now have their
daylight dichroic filters inside the lens to protect them
from weather and abrasion.

"If I need a lamp today, I don't need it tomorrow. I
need it today." GE has doubled its warehouse stocks
so you can have the lamp you need before you need it.

"Your lamps are only as good as your distributor."
Distributors like Regency Lighting and GE sales
representatives like Bob Bull provide professional
assistance. GE has expanded its stage/studio
distribution so that lamps and technical information are
readily available, whatever your location.

Buddy Wilkins knows that good back up services, like
good back up musicians, are important. GE has them.
Research and testing facilities. Conferences. Catalogs.

Write for the Stage/Studio Lamp Catalog to be used
with the lamp chart accompanying this ad. General
Electric, Dept. 841, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio 44112.
Or Call (800) 321-7170. (In Ohio 800-362-2750).

100 Years of Progress for People

GENERAL ELECTRIC



STAGE STUDIO IMPS
For detailed data and additional lamps, refer to numbered
tables in GE Stage/Studio Lamp Catalog SS -123. Copies
available from your GE Stage/Studio Lamp Dealer.
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New Testing Methods Yield AM
Transmitter Improvements
Part I: Transient Response and Modulation Capabilities of High
Frequencies
By Greg Kornides and Chris Hood

This is Part I of a three-part, in-depth analysis of testing methods for AM
transmitters and how modifications can be made based on the results. Part
II, "Transient Response and Modulation Capabilities of Low Frequencies,"
and Part III, "Intermodulation (IM) Distortion Tests," will appear in
subsequent issues.

IN A TOP -10 MARKET LIKE PITTSBURGH, the broadcasting
media are highly competitive and technically sophisti-
cated. To keep up in these challenging surroundings,
WTAE-AM radio has a policy of continually upgrading all
facets of its "on -air" sound. WTAE recently installed a

provisions for stereo capabil-
ity. Special audio processing is used to present the type of
sound desirable for the Pittsburgh market.

Under the direction of chief engineer John Romick, the
station has embarked on a sequential upgrading of its
facilities. The most recent step in this process was analyz-
ing the transmission system for better mono and future
stereo performance. The WTAE staff felt that additional
improvements could also be made to the transmitted
"on -air" sound as perceived by listeners using conven-
tional AM receivers. To this end, they began a testing
program to discover if any improvements could be made
and how to implement them. Work on the transmission
system started in the spring of 1978. The tests to be made
were: transient response and modulation capabilities of
both high and low frequencies; transmitter intermodula-
tion distortion (IM) measurements; and antenna system
transient response checks.

The specialized tests used at WTAE are applicable to
every AM transmitter presently in use and have been
applied to other transmitters during the last several years
with improved transmitter performance and "on -air"
sound. With the strong possibility of worthwhile im-
provements, station management should consider using a
testing program of this type.

The transmitters used for the AM operation at WTAE
are two Continental Electronics type 315 (5 kW) and a
modified Doherty using "impedance modulation." These

Greg Kornides is a staff engineer and audio specialist at
WTAE/WXKX in Pittsburgh, Penn. Chris Hood is an
independent broadcast consultant residing in Pittsburgh.

transmitters are licensed as alternate mains, the only dif-
ference between them being the ability of transmitter
number one to reduce output power to one kW for
emergencies. They have been in operation for over four
years, and have performed very well. The antenna system
is a two tower array (directional nights) located just a few
miles from downtown Pittsburgh.

High frequency tests

To check the transient response of the transmitters,
square -wave pulse analysis was used in order to closely
simulate the waveshapes found at the final line outputs of
most contemporary audio processing systems. The first
test consisted of using two sequential bursts of a 10 kHz
square -wave, with a 1/3 second "off" time between burst
pairs. The RF sample during this test was taken from the
dummy load in order to isolate transmitter performance
from the antenna and phasing system. Although the
dummy load was slightly reactive in the sidebands, it was
felt that this presented a less reactive load for the transmit-
ter than the antenna system would. Many AM dummy
loads have inductive reactance at the operating frequency
which must be nulled out by using an RF bridge, standard
calculations, and a selected series capacitor. Some man-
ufacturers provide the correct value of cancellation
capacitor if the operating frequency is specified. A 50
ohm termination was placed at the input to the oscillos-
cope to provide proper matching for the dummy load RF
sample. The tone burst waveforth feeding the transmitter
was clean, with no evidence of tilting, spiking, over-
shoots, or glitches. A diagram of the test hookup is seen in
Figure 1. A special direct -coupled active transformer
with op -amps was used to interface the unbalanced format
of the test gear to the balanced 600 ohm input of the
transmitter.

The waveform observed during the 10 kHz tone burst
test is shown in Figure 2. The positive half of the

continued on page 76
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New Testing Methods

FUNCTION
GENERATOR

Fig. 1. Diagram of test
hookup for all pulse tests
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RF OUT
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waveform shows less ringing/overshoot than the negative
half. The amplitude of the input signal was adjusted for
approximately 90 percent negative modulation. Because
of the short duration of the tone bursts used, the modula-
tion monitor meter deflected to about 20 percent, while
the peak light more closely indicated the actual level
present. Ringing of both the positive and negative peaks

Fig. 2. High frequency pulse results before modification

Fig. 3. High frequency pulse results after modification

TO TOWERS

ANTENNA
SAMPLING LOOP

was observed on the oscilloscope, with the negative peaks
being far more pronounced.

A smoother square -wave without ringing was desired.
Experimentation was done on the compensation circuits
of the transmitter audio input stage and the RF feedback
network. A simple modification was developed which
eliminated the ringing problem, with the results shown in
Figure 3. The risetime of the wave -form compensation
circuit was adjusted to provide a reasonably flat square -
wave response to 10 kHz, and a rolloff characteristic
beyond that to reduce unwanted out -of -band modulation.
The transmitter itself was capable of flat square -wave
response beyond 20 kHz, if the compensation was
readjusted. But it was felt that for a contemporary music
station, a square -wave rolloff beginning at 10 kHz was
quite satisfactory and would help prevent unwanted out -
of -band modulation and splatter. A frequency response
check showed high -frequency sine wave response to 20
kHz. Checks from the antenna system input sample
showed similar waveform results as obtained from the
dummy load sample.

The modification performed was perfectly acceptable
under F.C.C. Rules 2.1001 as a "Class I Permissive
Change" on type -accepted transmitting equipment, with
no filing necessary. This change did not significantly alter
the high -frequency response limits of the transmitters at
WTAE.

Many modulation monitors currently available for both
AM and FM possess audio overshoots in the peak modula-
tion indicator circuit. When a "square" modulation en-
velope is detected, the peak indicator may show higher
modulation values than those actually existing. With the
current practice of remote monitoring, any inaccuracies in
the peak -modulation circuits could cause a station's
modulation to be run lower than necessary.

Several significant improvements in on -air quality were
noticed following this modification: (1) a reduction of
raspy or "essey" sound on high frequency sibilant mate-
rial, with a noticeable improvement of high frequency
sound quality; (2) a noticeable reduction of sideband splat-
ter; and (3) an average modulation increase because of a
reduction in both positive and negative overshoots. BM/E
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ADDA does it again!

VW -1 SYNCHRONIZER

HIGH

NORM

LOW

VIDEO LEVEL
HORIZ PHASE

REMOTE

SET UP

HE ELI

I

GEN LOCK

CHROMALEVEL

ALL

A frame synchronizer with TBC and freeze frame
for under $20,000.

We asked you what you wanted in a low cost
synchronizer, and you told us. Now ADDA
Corporation delivers just what you need. A digital
frame synchronizer that locks remote, network,
ENG, and satellite feeds to your station reference
With fourth, not third, harmonic sampling. With
time base correction for heterodyne color U-Matic
recorders. With freeze frame and a separate field
freeze mode that eliminates interfield jitter.
But here's the clincher. The ADDA VW -1
synchronizer protects the vertical blanking interval
at the lowest price in the industry. We give you the
latest in digital technology, not extraneous bells

and whistles. So you get more of what you need
for less money.

Let us show you our solution to your blanking
problems. Use the reader service card, write or call
ADDA Corporation, 1671 Dell Avenue,
Campbell, California 95008.
Telephone: (408) 379-1500.
Southeast District Office: 2693 Twigg Circle,
Marietta, Georgia 30067. Telephone: (404) 953-1500.

ADM CEIFIPUIRATIEM
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In the great tradition of
Philips portables:

1968 ...PCP -70 The industry's first
portable. The one that started it all.

1969 ...PCP -90 Step two. World
famous Minicam.

1975... LDK-15 First generation of
triax field production cameras.

1976...LDK-11 A smaller, lighter,
lower cost field and studio camera.

1977...Video 80 An innovation in
lightweight camera and production
system ...LDK-15L Latest version of
the LDK-15.

Evolving from this long history
of portable equipment leadership,
Philips' engineers have created a
new concept in portable and field
equipment. The LDK-14 broadcast
systems camera.

miiim111110
A futurized camera offering three

advanced configurations for field and
studio use...all achieved without
equipment repackaging:

1. ENG-studio quality portable;
self-contained, one piece; film cam-
era handling; weighing less than
15.5 lbs. (7 Kg) lens included; less
than 12 lbs. (5.5 Kg) without lens.

2. EFP-studio quality portable,
with remote control; timing and
phase adjustable gen lock; instant
convertibility to studio camera use
by simple change of viewfinders.

3. Studio-compact,
maneuverable;
full broadcast
quality; 5"
viewfinder.

The LDK-14 combines innovative
design and unique capabilities in a
state-of-the-art 2/3 inch camera that
is much lighter and uses significantly
less power than the competitive ENG-
only camera. Plus the LDK-14 gives
you additional advantages in size,
picture quality, stability, maintaina-
bility and cost.

Among its many other unique fea-
tures for portable and studio use are:

 Only 27 watts power consumption
(almost 1/3 less than the ENG-
only competitive portable) gives
longer continuous operation with
choice of battery belt or small bat-
tery pack affixed to camera. A
standby switch further conserves
battery power between takes.

 Viewfinder displays include: con-
tour enhanced camera picture or
external video signal: status moni-
tors for video level, color balance,
bars on, battery discharge, VCR
functioning, intercom call and cam-
era tally.

 Automatics include: color balance:
white and black level; centering:
noise reduction when operating
with extra gain: auto iris with set
and hold facility.

 Externally switchable black stretch
and contrast expansion.

 Dynamic Beam Control (DBC),
regulates beam current to suppress
comet tailing and blooming.
Circuitry designed to maximize ad-
vanced capabilities of the latest
rear -loading Plumbicons.

 Optional remote control facilities.
 Easy access for set-up and main-

tenance. Rear casing flips up for
access to five main plug-in circuit
boards.

 The rugged magnesium housing
and titanium quick -release lens
mounting holds all optical and elec-
trical components in absolute reg-
istration. (Lens mount is strong
enough for the heaviest extended
range zoom lenses.)

 Rain, splash and RFI proofed.
 Other features include electronic

raster rotation for better registra-
tion; linear matrix for optimal and
Philips compatible colorimetry; and
360 -degree hue -selectable chroma
key.

 Other competitive cameras may
have some of these LDK-14 fea-
tures - no one has them all.

Camera -Recorder Systems
With this unmatched combination

of performance and portability, the
LDK-14 is also the ideal camera for
field recording of ENG and EFP.

And just as Philips has always of-
fered the widest selection of portable
and studio cameras to meet your
specific needs, the same policy now
applies to your choice of 1" VFR's
and TBC's. Offering 'C' format and 'B'
format VTR's in both portable and
studio configuration, Philips can pro-
vide the greatest objectivity and cost-
effectiveness in packaging systems to
match your requirements.

Philips, the company that started
it all, now introduces the latest
portable breakthrough, the LDK-
14 broadcast systems camera. It
will be the industry standard for
years to come. And for a camera -
recorder package to match your
requirements, your choice of 1"

VTR formats. Only from Philips.
For all the facts on this innovative

new camera or camera -recorder sys-
tem (please specify) write: Philips
Broadcast Equipment Corp., 91
McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.J. 07430
(Canada: Philips Broadcast Equipment, 601
Milner Ave.. Scarborough, Ontario M1B 1M8)

Innovative Leader in World Television
PHILIPS

TM NV. Philips



Two Leaps Ahead For Cable:
London, Ontario Trunk Puts
Together Fiber Optics And Digital
Video
The combination of optical fiber transmission and digital video in a Canadian
cable system points the way to low cost nationwide picture transmission.

DIGITAL TELEVISION TRANSMISSION and optical fiber
transmission, as we all know, are two of the most potent
shapers of the future of telecommunications. The two
techniques are yoked together in a cable television trunk in
London, Ontario, the first such combination to go into
regular cable service anywhere in the world. The results
are spectacular: bandwidth of 322 megabits per second
on each fiber of the multifiber cable; nearly total immunity
to signal degradation from travel over long distances
along the cable; and still other advances.

The two techniques have a very productive kind of
symbiosis. The optical system provides the very large
bandwidth needed for digital television transmission; the
digital encoding supplies the insensitivity to cable length,
opening the prospect of high -quality picture transmission
over 500 to 1000 km, and more.

These leaps ahead in technology obviously have tre-
mendous meaning for cable operators everywhere. For the
broadcaster, they add one more piece of evidence of the
great advances that are coming along in digital tech-
niques. They also foreshadow long-range developments
in telecommunications that every broadcaster ought to
have on mental file when he thinks about his own future.

The new trunk runs 7.8 km from the headend to a hub
distribution center for Canadian Cablesystems, Ltd. It is
due to go into service about the time this magazine is
distributed. It was underwritten, to the tune of about $1.6
million, by a consortium of Canadian firms, including
five cable television operators in addition to Canadian
Cablesystems, and a manufacturer, Canada Wire and Ca-
ble. Together, they call themselves BCN Fiber Optics,
Ltd., and for the present will own the trunk jointly. This
joining of forces to effect a major cable installation is
highly significant in itself. It shows one way the cable
industry can cooperate to bring about major advances in
technology.

The Canadians in this case were eager for a solid field
trial of optical fiber as a means of getting high quality
signals over long distances at reasonable cost. They are
determined to take broadband telecommunications into
every part of their vast country, including sparsely settled
areas that cannot support cable television service in its
present forms. Optical fiber has interested them for some
time as a possible solution to this problem, and the needed
trunk was an excellent opportunity to give it a real try.

Another important aspect of the installation is its evi-

dence that the electronics industry is now prepared to
supply field -ready optical fiber equipment of advanced
technical quality. The systems engineering, the manufac-
ture of the electronics units and the installation of the trunk
have been carried out by the Harris Corporation's Elec-
tronic Systems Division, of Melbourne, Florida, in col-
laboration with Cablesystems Engineering of London,
Ontario and Camstar, Ltd. , subsidiary of Canada Wire
and Cable. The systems engineering required extremely
sophisticated analysis and comparison among the various
design choices, and included computer simulation of
complete systems to determine the effects of many possi-
ble solutions.

On cost factors, for example, Harris made careful pro-
jections several years ahead so that the findings from the
London trunk trial would have validity for some time into
the future. Significantly, Harris predicted that costs would
drop and technical efficiency would rise, so that even
better performance was almost sure in future installations.

The cable has been made by Canada Wire and Cable,
Ltd., with glass fiber from Corning Glass in Corning,
N.Y. A considerable number of other optical fiber instal-
lations currently underway or in advanced planning in
many parts of the world testify to the commitment of many
large electronics firms to full development of optical fiber
technology. That opens the way for a rapid expansion of
optical fiber use in the next few years. This expansion is
coming far faster than the industry expected as little as two
or three years ago.

The job and how it is done
The new trunk is designed to carry downstream 12 color

video channels, 12 FM stereo channels, plus data chan-
nels and "housekeeping" bits; and three video channels
upstream. The FM stereo channels are included because
London is in a geographic basin that gets poor FM service
over the air; Canadian Cablesystems wanted to be in a
position to supply the FM signals to subscribers. The
existence of room for data channels is most important for
the future of cable.

The operator also wanted to be able to expand to 21
video channels, and to extend the trunk as far as desired in
2.6 km segments. The channel expansion is built in by
having two spare fibers in the cable. The ability to extend
trunk length is inherent in the digital encoding.

continued on page 82
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Fiber Optics

Digital Processing

words, which are one frame apart, must be detected. The
output of the A/D converter is applied to the arithmetic
logic unit (ALU) built from standard high-speed logic
function generator chips. These ICs generate the changing
ratios of input and output signals as directed by the PROM
coefficient generator. Speed is important here because the
arithmetic operations must keep up with the input code
words which arrive every 93 ns. The output of the ALU is
directed to the D/A converter for conversion back to the

INPUT

MULTIPLEXER

24 PARALLEL

IRS RANDOM
ACCESS

MEMORIES

OUTPUT
MULTIPLEXER

INPUT BIT STREAM OUTPUT BIT STREAM
READ/WRITE

CONTROL
(SERIAL)

35N, 050
COUNTER

C L 0 CA

(SERIAL)

Fig. 2. Frame store logic for the 2416K memories for each bit line.
One of the eight configurations in the frame store

corrected video output and it is also directed into the comb
filter chroma inverter.

The chroma inverter filters out and inverts the chroma
information on the picture stored in memory. This func-
tion is necessary because in the NTSC system the phase of
the chroma is changed 180 degrees from frame to frame
to facilitate black -white compatibility. Unless it is
modified, a false difference would be generated in the
motion detector. Thirteen -bit accuracy is employed in the
chroma inverter to avoid rounding errors which would
show up as spurious motion signals. Data from the inver-
ter are sent to the digital frame store (DFS).

With an approximate capacity of 2.86 megabits, the
DFS functions more as an outsize shift register than a
conventional random access memory. Since it is used only
as a delay, instantaneous random access is not a require-
ment. The operation of the frame store is shown dia-
grammatically in Figure 2.

Input serial code words are fed into a shift register -latch
multiplexer combination before being fed in parallel to the
individual RAMs. The actual memory consists of 192
16K NMOS dynamic RAMs organized as 24 16K RAMs
for each bit line. The standard commercial RAMs are
packaged on four separate PC boards with 48 RAMs per
board. Because of multiplexing each RAM operates only
a 500 kHz clock rate, thus simplifying trouble shooting.

The Digital Noice Reducer equipment is packaged in a
19 -inch wide case that is about 11 inches high and 20
inches deep. Front panel controls and indicators are sim-
ple, with the principal control the improvement button
that permits up to 15 dB S/N improvement in three dB
increments. Only single video input and output lines are

Precise Timing Is The Key To Distortion Free
The complexity and distribution of frequencies within the
National Television Systems Committee (NTSC) color tele-
vision signal called for the design and construction of highly
accurate, repeatable video analog -to -digital and digital -to -
analog conversion. Moreover, precise timing signals based
on the chrominance color burst of the NTSC signal are
required for reading and writing data into the Digital Frame
Store. Both read/write control and address counting signals
were derived from a Sync Separator Clock Generator
(PALE) to assure precise element by element comparison.

Color is defined in terms of three characteristics: lumi-
nance, hue and saturation. Luminance is defined as inten-
sity or brightness and is the basis of monochromatic or
black and white transmission. Hue defines the color - red,
blue, green, yellow, etc. - and saturation defines the de-
gree of hue to white mixture. For example, pink is low -
saturation red and brilliant crimson is high -saturation red.

The NTSC color signal contains information on all three
of these characteristics. The system uses the same kind of
signal to transmit luminance information for color reception
as is used for black -and -white reception. The saturation
and hue information is then added to the luminance infor-
mation. Since three kinds of information, instead of one, are
being transmitted simultaneously, controls must be closely
held to prevent interaction and distortion.

The basis of all timing in the conversion of the NTSC
signal is a reference synchronizing signal or color burst. It
consists of approximately nine cycles of color carrier fre-
quency placed on the "back porch" of the horizontal sync
signal. The phase relationship between the color subcarrier
and the color burst of the same frequency determines the
hue of the color.
The frequency of the color subcarrier, 3.58 MHz, is an odd
multiple of line frequency (15,734 Hz for color television).
The frequency composition of a typical NTSC color signal is
shown in diagram (b).

O

Conversion

COLOR BURST 9 Mx

LUMINANCE

COLOR INFORMATION

LINE SYNC

(0)
COLOR SIGNAL WAVEFORM

LUMINANCE
SIGNAL

1 I L I

FREQUENCY (MHz)

CHROPMNANCE
SIGNAL

COLOR
SUBCARRIER

(b)

NTSC COLOR TV SPECTRUM

Diagrams for color signal waveform and NTSC color
71/spectrum
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needed because all necessary timing and control signals
are generated internally.

The algorithm for the selection of signal-to-noise im-
provement is stored in a number of PROMs on the motion
detector board. The programming is similar to that which
is done for microprocessors. Alterations in the algorithm
may be made by removing and replacing from one to four
PROMs. Work is continuing on the perfection of the
algorithm and it has already been changed several times
over the past year and a half.

DNR customers will have access to replacement
PROMs resulting from any further refinements. Only a
few minutes are required to remove the PROMs from the
user's equipment and replace them with a new set for
improved performance.

The exact value of signal-to-noise improvement chosen
for a specific application depends on the characteristics of
the input signal. If the signal is very noisy and too much
noise reduction is employed, the results may be unsatis-
factory. A picture that is generally quiet may become
disconcertingly noisy at abrupt scene changes. By con-
trast, if the quality of the input signal were better, the high
noise effect would not be visible.

A 12 dB improvement appears to be a good com-
promise setting for most signals. At that setting, signals
down to 30 to 36 dB signal-to-noise can be handled
without the average viewer being able to discern any
visible distortion caused by either motion or noise.

The increasing complexity of digital signal processing
circuits makes it essential that the manufacturer of the
equipment include built-in diagnostic tools to speed up
and minimize the cost of calibration and maintenance.

Several of these aids were provided in the DNR. Both
analog and digital ramp generators were included to per-
mit the calibration of the analog -to -digital and digital -to-

analog converters without recourse to external signal
generators. In addition, there is a built-in memory diag-
nostic that permits the easy location and replacement of
faulty 16K random access memories in the digital store.

An LED display on the edge of the read/write control
board indicates the location of a cursor that can be
superimposed on the TV picture. if a memory chip should
develop a fault that shows up on the picture, the cursor can
be moved to locate it. The LED display not only locates
the board on which the faulty RAM is located but it
indicates the specific device as well. With this fault loca-
tion scheme and a TV monitor, no oscilloscope is neces-
sary. Repair becomes a matter of replacing the faulty
memory.

Numerous applications have been made of the digital
noise reducer in a wide range of situations. The DNR has
been used to remove noise caused by low light levels from
ENG video and to reduce noise in multi -generation tape
(both quad and U -type). It has been applied to studio
cameras being used for electronic film production, it has
been used to reduce film grain in telecines, and it has been
used to improve the quality of CATV, microwave, and
satellite transmissions. Work on improving the DNR is
still in progress. An improvement of an additional two to
three dB in signal-to-noise ratio has been achieved, bring-
ing current DNR dynamic improvement to 15 to 18 dB.
With continued development, digital noise reduction is
likely to find ever wider application in almost every stage
of television production. BM/E

Your off-line editor is short-changing you.
UNLESS IT'S EQUIPPED WITH DATATRON'S
EDITMATE I EDIT DECISION LISTER
If your off -tine editing system doesn't generate an edit decision list that can be input to an on-line system, you're losing
time and money going from off-line edited worktapes to on-line edited masters.

EditMate I produces a printed or punched paper tape edit decision list in industry -standard format in response to edits
performed using ANY off-line editor controlling up to two tape decks.

With EditMate I, you can list edits performed on low cost off line
equipment, and then input the resulting edit decision list to a
more sophisticated editing system for addition of special
effects and auto -assembly of a master videotape. There's
no need for tedious and time consuming manual
listing or mental math.

EditMate I is compatible with most
helical scan VTRs, and installation
is easy, involving NO modifications
to your tape decks or your editing
system.

Contact us for more information about how
EditMate I can help your off-line editor work more
effectively for you.

datatron ini
II
"

1%181 EDITING SYSTEMS DIVISION

1562 Reynolds Ave., Irvine, California 92714 (714) 540-9330 TWX 910-595-1589
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 11427, Santa Ana, California 92711
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...and what
have we done
foryou lately?

1.4 years ago we delivered the original
30mm Plumbicon® camera tube
that revolutionized TV broadcasting ...

9 years ago we introduced the 1 -inch
Plumbicon tube that permitted
the design of more compact
broadcast cameras ...

4 years ago - the 2/3 -inch Plumbicon
tube brought broadcast quality to
portable cameras and gave us ENG ...

Today we bring you two of these
popular pickup tubes with further
improvements in performance.

Ever since the original Plumbicon tube won the Emmy
Award for having revolutionized color TV broadcasting,
we've been keenly aware of the importance of the name
Plumbicon to the TV industry which has come to depend
on it as it's assurance of consistent performance and
quality. There's no disputing the fact that contemporary
Plumbicon tubes outperform their original versions by a
wide margin.

Two of the most recent improvements in the Plumbicon
pickup tube line, (the 30mm XQ1410 and the 2/3 -inch
XQ1427) are described here. These tubes, like all Plumb -
icon TV camera tubes, offer unmatched resolution and
sensivity, superior color rendition . .. excellent highlight
handling ... low and steady dark current ... high signal-to-
noise ratio .. . minimal lag . . . stable operation over a wide
temperature range ... and long life.

Type X41427: Offers significantly higher
resolution than earlier versions; modula-
tion depth is 60% typical at 320 TV lines
giving sharper, clearer pictures and al-
lowing operation at lower light levels.
New gun design and 1500 -line mesh con-
struction result in improved registration
and geometry, reduction of flare by a fac-
tor of 3 and reduced beam landing error.

Type X131410: The XQ1410 gained im-
mediate acceptance by the television in-
dustry as a significant advance over all
previous 30mm tubes. This recognition is
based on the X01410's dramatic reduc-
tion in lag (typically 37% below that of
our XQ1020.) The XQ1410 ends color -
fringing, greatly reduces picture -smear
and gives better dynamic resolution -
even under poor lighting conditions. With
its internal bias lighting, all three chan-
nels can now be balanced for identical

lag characteristics. New gun construction gives improved
resolution, (60% typical modulation depth at 400 TV lines)
New mesh construction results in better geometry and
registration and significantly reduces microphony.

Make no mistake-these are vitally important improve-
ments on vitally important camera pickup tubes ... bui
these developments are only part of the answer to-"What
have we done for you lately?"
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Three audio processing func-
tions in a single package. Our
AGC/compressor/limiter gives
You "firm but gentle" control.
The natural choice for TV audio,
AM/FM broadcasting, dialog
recording and sound
reinforcement.

Inovonics'
Audio Level
Optimizer II
Model 221-$760.

Inovonics Inc.
503-B Vandell Way
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 374-8300
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For the
prpfessionals

in sound

VIF has complete automation sys-
tems, plus a wide range of audio
equipment, high quality components,
readily available spare parts, and a
full line of accessories.
Professional sound equipment for
the professionals in sound.

VI

INTERNATIONAL!
P.O. Box 1555
Mountain View, CA 94042
(408) 739-9740
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Broadcast Equipment
label 30 pairs of program and com-
mercial format locations for instant
recall of up to 10,000 events. A

f

"conditional fade" option allows the
station to join network on -time by de-
leting a programmed event if neces-
sary. HARRIS.

Peak Program Meters 262

These PPMs introduce no distortion to
the line, and accurately indicate peaks
in program material. Designed for use
in radio, television, and recording
studios, each unit contains a printed
board carrying: two low pass filters,
roll off above 20 kHz; two full wave
rectifiers for peak voltage; one logic

generator and counter; one impulse
former for extended scale; and one vol-
tage multiplier, 24 to 230 volts. At low
levels, the scale is extended for easy
reading. In the overload range, the in-
dicator light shines red for easy obser-
vation. The unit is available in 301,
201, and 101 lamp versions and either
vertical or horizontal configurations.
TA TRACK AUDIO.

=LS
Color, Action,

Hands -free
Mobility

Combine the finest omnidirec-
tional dynamic boom mike with an
equally high performance binaural
headphone and you have the
superior Sportscaster headset...the
Telex CS -90. For live broadcasts,
from the station or on remotes,
with cue and program monitoring
and hands -free convenience. The
audience hears every word, clearly,
crisply, with crowd noise for back-
ground color and atmosphere.
Circumaural ear cushions screen
out noise in the immediate area so
that special acoustic facilities are
unnecessary. Supplied with con-
venient in -line, mike -muting "push -
to -cough" switch. The Sportscaster
headset. Color, action and hands -
free mobility. For complete in-
formation please write:

PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH

COMMUNICATIONS, INC
9600 ALDRICH AVENUE SOUTH

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55420 U.S.A.
Europe: 22, rue de la Legion-d'Honneur,

93200 St. Denis, France
Canada: Telak Electronics, Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario
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MODEL MA 3CT
MIXER -AMPLIFIER

3 MIKES OR 2 MIKES/HI LVL SOURCE
 AGC W/DEFEAT SWITCH
 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

2" X 4" X 5"
TONE OSCILLATOR
50 DB and LINE LVL OUT

OVER 250 IN USE

1 Year Warranty excluding Battery
NEW DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Transiat-O-Sound
728 YOSEMITE DRIVE

INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46217
PHONE: (317) 897-1549

Frezzi Belts
beat 'em all!

For hand-held video color
cameras, hand-held lights,

16mm tine cameras.

Run your RCA TK-76, Ikegami
HL -77 or 37, Hitachi SK -80 (and
others) up to 2 hours. Frezzi Belts
available for Sun Gun and Mini -
Pro lights. Recharge high capacity
Frezzi Belts fully in less than 1
hour with optional Frezzi "Fast
Chargers".

For information IN.J. 2011427-1160 1N.Y.C.2121594 -2294
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SCOTC OADCAST.
GIVE ORTAKE AN INCH.

Scotch r has been state of the art In broadcast quality one -inch,
in broadcast videotape for more than it's Scotch Master Broadcast 479.
twenty years. It's an industry -wide 479 has all of the qualities you've come
fact that nobody knows tape like 3M. to expect from a tape named Scotch.

So when the ndustry looks Like superior color noise and
at a new format, tne industry m signal-to-noise. And nobody gives
looks to Scotch. COMPANY you better RF output.

Scotch Master Broadcast 479.
When you come to that new format, you'll have an old friend.

'Scotch" is a registered trademark of 3M Company, St. Paul, MN 55101 (p) 1977, 3M CO
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